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I. INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this report and the accompanying geologic and

groundwater maps is to provide information on the geology, soils and

groundwater resources of the study area.

The study area extends throughout the Washington State portion

of the Spokane River Basin and consists of approximately 2,300 square

miles of mountains, valleys and plateaus in the east-central portion of

the State. Parts of Spokane, Stevens, Lincoln, Pend Oreille, and Whitman

Counties are included. Particular attention is focused on the urban

planning area centered on the City of Spokane, an area which occupies

about 11 percent of the total study area.

A primary objective of this task is the preparation of general

geology and groundwater maps at 1:250,000 scale (approximately 1 inch

equal to 4 miles) to show in generalized form the gross geologic and

groundwater features of the entire study area. This level of detail is

appropriate for the portions of the study area lying outside the urban

planning area. The needs of the study call for a more detailed analysis

and presentation of information descriptive of the urban area. To

achieve this, mapping of near-surface geology, soil characteristics and

groundwater features at a scale of 1:24,000 (approximately I inch equal

to 2000 feet) is presented for this area. The maps are supplemented by

text and appendices. The text describes the history and present day

features of the area in terms of ge'logy, soils and groundwater. Spe-
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cial attention is given to those features which are significant to

wa..r and wastewater management.-

Method of Study

Research within the study area was based upon a review of

available geology, soils and groundwater data gathered in the past by

a number of independent investigators. The map sets represent a compi-

lation of these separate efforts, supplemented by imited field recon-

naissance. Aerial photographs, used as stereo-pairs, provided supple-

mental data for the delineation of soil and rock boundaries in unmapped

and poorly defined areas. Subsurface explorations, detailed field map-

ping or testing of subsurface materials were not performed as part of

this study.

Preparation of Maps. The information compiled is presented

in a series of maps, Plates 303-1 through 35. Of these, two cover the

entire study area, showing respectively general geology and groundwater

resources. The remaining plates contain detailed coverage of the Spo-

kane urban planning area. Four series of plates are used to present

information on each of eight mapping subareas forming the urban area,

and one plate presents a legend of terms used on the engineering geo-

logy maps.

Background mapping of the urban planning area was prepared

at the 1:24,000 scale from the following U.S. Geological Survey quad-

rangle maps.

F
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1. Spokane N.E. -- 1:24,000
2. Spokane N.W. -- 1:24,000
3. Spokane S.E. -- 1:24,000
4. Spokane S.W. -- 1:249000
5. Airway Heights -- 1:24,000
6. Greenacres -- 1:62,500
7. Mt. Spokane -- 1:62,500
8. Deer Park -- 1:62,500
9. Clayton -- 1:62,500

The area immediately west of the Spokane River between the

Hangman Creek confluence and the Little Spokane River confluence is not

included in the large scale mapping. This stretch of river follows a

natural geological boundary. The area west of the river is in the Colum-

bia Plateau region and is adequately covered under the small-scale study

area geology mapping.

The mapping of engineering geology features, Plates 303-3

through 303-11, shows the near-surface distributions and types of earth

materials based on their composition and texture. Due to the nature of

the source materials, the maps include reference to genetic or bedrock

geology in addition to the exposed surface materials, and permit inter-

pretation for purposes associated with engineering planning.

Two sets of maps, Plates 303-12 to19 and Plates 303-20 to 27

respectively, are presented which show the relative permeability of soils

at surface depths to three feet and near-surface depths three to five

feet. The purpose of these maps is to illustrate the relative ability of

the soils to permit the passage of water and, in conjunction with the

other map sets, to assist in the evaluation of potential problems concern-

ing drain fields, waste disposal, groundwater contamination, runoff, or

other related concerns.

Plates 303-28 through 35 define the subterranean aquifers in the

303-3
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Spokane Valley plains, the terraced valley below Spokane Falls, the

Hillyard Trough, and the lower valley of the Little Spokane River.

Contours of the average groundwater surface elevation are also shown

in these areas. Groundwater sources in the peripheral portions of the

urban area are mostly minor and, because of map scale limitations, can-

not be shown on the groundwater map. These areas are, however, described

in the groundwater section of this text.

Sources of Information

Principal sources which were used in compiling geological and

groundwater data are described below. Refer to the List of References.

General Geology of Study Area. When available, the principal

source of information is the series of U.S. Geological Survey maps.

These are supplemented by General Soils Maps prepared by the U.S. Soil

Conservation Service, covering Spokane, Stevens, Lincoln and Pend Oreille

Counties. U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) mapping is the primary

source for areas where geological maps are not available. Soil maps, as

exemplified by S.C.S. maps, and geological maps, as prepared by U.S.G.S.,

are made for different purposes and often have different interpretations

for similar features. Where these differences occur in the reference maps,

an interpretation Is made which best fits the needs of this study.

The published reports and maps of previous geological investiga-

tions used as reference material included a reconnaissance map by Griggs

(1966) and maps and reports by Becraft and Weiss (1963), Cline (1969) and

Flint (1936). Reports of many previous investigations of the Pleistocene
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glacial history, the Latah and Palouse Formations, clay resource studies,

and private well and test logs, are used to develop and confirm map data.

Engineering Geology. Large-scale (1:24,000) mapping of near-

surface soil classification and drainage characteristics (permeability)

in the urban area are based primarily on information from previous geologic

and soils mapping. Modifications are made as necessary to suit the engin-

eering criteria of the project maps. These data are supplemented by air-

photo interpretation and limited field reconnaissance.

Previous geologic mapping in the area included the 1:125,000

scale reconnaissance geologic map of the west half of the Spokane quadran-

gle by Griggs (1966); a map by Cline (1969), in which a portion of the

Griggs map was modified to separate certain deposits on the basis of lith-

ology rather than age; and a 1:62,500 scale geologic map of the Greenacres

quadrangle by Weis (1968). U.S. Soil Conservation Service maps of Spokane

County by Donaldson and Giese (1968) provided data on soil classification

and provided assistance in delineation of soil boundaries.

Where possible, formation contacts were drawn on stereo paired

air photos. These were checked and completed in the field, where soils

classifications were also verified on the basis of available exposures.

The boundaries were then transferred to the base map via mylar tracings of

the photo maps. In areas that had been previously mapped by others, checks

were again made on the boundaries. Since the previous investigations were

intended to show somewhat different features than the project maps, some

modifications and interpretations were necessary.

In areas where drill log, test pit or other pertinent information
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had been previously gathered, further checks were made. In inaccessible

mountainous areas, reliance was chiefly upon air photos and previous

investigations. No test pits or borings were made during this study.

Information from previous studies on soil permeability as re-

lated to grain size, together with information from Spokane County soils

maps, provided basic data for the drainage maps.

Groundwater. Information on the groundwater potential of the

study area is known in part by published information, but is primarily de-

rived from a general knowledge of regional groundwater conditions and the

water bearing characteristics of the various soils and rocks of the study

area. Specific sources of historical information are referenced in the

text. Water level records from selected wells were used to plot groundwa-

ter contours of the aquifers on the maps.

Limitations

As soil and rock formations vary considerably over both vertical

and horizontal distances, boundaries indicated on the accompanying maps

delineate the predominant soil or rock present in a given area. There may,

of course, be several different types of soil or rock in lesser quantities

within each boundary. Also, the origin of the materials within each boun- i
dary may vary locally from that shown. Furthermo-e, horizontal changes in

soil types are often gradual; therefore, boundaries are drawn at what is 4

considered to be midway between one soil type and another.

Because the reliability of existing available data varies and in

some aspects is entirely lacking, the results presented herein reflect con-
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siderable experienced judgment. The maps and accompanying discussions

are not intended to preclude the need for detailed explorations and stu-

dy in specific areas, but only to provide a sound basis for overall

management planning.

Professional Services

This entire section on geology and groundwater of the study

area was prepared by geologists and groundwater specialitt on the sate

of Shannon & Wilson, Inc., Geotechnical Consultants.
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II. REGIONAL GEOLOGY A1D GROUNDWATER

Geologic Setting

Topography. The Spokane River Basin as a complete hydrologic

unit is a roughly elliptically shaped drainage area lying within north-

ern Idaho and northeastern Washington. The total area of the basin is

approximately 6,600 square miles. About 2,400 square miles of this lies

within the State of Washington, and constitutes the study area. The

study area's topography is dominated by the broad east-west trending

Spokane Valley in Washington which becomes the Rathdrum Prairie in Idaho.

The valley is flanked on the north and south by mountains, plateaus and

tributary valleys. These gravelly valley plains slope gently west from

- mountain valleys in Idaho to the basalt ledges at Spokane Falls. Down

valley from Spokane Falls, the valley plains continue only as remnant

terraces along the sides of the entrenched course of the Spokane River,

which follows a 60-mile canyoned course to its confluence with the Colum-

bia River. Along its course, the Spokane River is fed by a number of

tributaries, notably the Little Spokane River, Hangman (Latah) Creek and

Chamokane Creek. Numerous small streams, some of them intermittent, feed

into these tributaries from the highlands and plateaus.

The topography of the basin varies, from predominantly mountain-

ous in the northern and eastern portions to rolling plains south of the

Spokane River and west of Hangman Creek. The plains are a portion of the

over 100,000 square mile Columbia Plateau. This plateau is formed of many

horizontal lava flows of basalt and is thinly covered in places with low
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hills of wind-blown silt (loess) and, in other places with glacial and

flood outwash sand and gravel. North of the Spokane River Valley, rem-

nants of the Columbia Basalt flows have formed Five-Mile, Orchard, Plea-

sant, Peone and Manito Prairies and Orchard and Green Bluffs. Each of

these has a veneer deposit of reworked loess covering the basalt capping.

Remnants of old granite mountains protrude through the basalt flows and

loess south and west of the Spokane Valley.

The region generally north of the Spokane River is composed of

the Okanogan bedrock high]ands on the west and the Selkirk bedrock high-

lands to the east. The two highlaa areas are separated by the Deer Park

Basin and the LitLle Spokane River valley. The highlands are subdued,

mature north-south trending mountain ranges modified by glaciation. Maxi-

mum relief in the highland provinces is on the order of 4,500 feet, with

local relief of about 500 to 700 feet. Elevation extremes range from

1,289 feet M.S.L. at Lake Roosevelt in the Columbia River Gorge to 5,878

feet M.S.L. on Mount Spokane.

One striking difference between the Columbia Plateau and the

Okanogan-Selkirk Highlands is the character of the valleys. The basalt

plateau south of the Spokane River has a gentle southward slope but drops

abruptly northward at the Plateau edge causing the valleys tributary to

the Spokane River to be short in length and high in gradient. These valleys

are generally narrow, having been carved by limited seasonal runoff and

rimrock spring flow. The topographic characteristics at the plateau edge

.reveal sharp breakoff slopes dissected by steep, narrow valleys. The

valleys are separated by broad, relatively flat plateau segments.

33
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Northward across the Spokane River in the granitic and metamor-

phic rocks of the Okanogan-Selkirk Highlandc, the valleys are generally

broad, rather flat bottomed, and are formed between relatively nar:nw,

.north-south trending mountain ranges. The reasons for the differences in

the topography north and south uf the Spokane River are twofold. The

Columbia Plateau basalt flows reached their northward extent against the

highlands, and also the southward extent of the Pleistocene glacii.tion

was near the present Spokane River G';rge. Therefore, glaciation helped

shape the valleys north of the river, but had little effect on the plateau

area.

Differences in the topography of these two areas are reflected

in differences in drainage and groundwater conditions. Surface drainage

near the plateau edge is locally poor where natural drainage channels are

not well established. Ponding of water is evident in small irregular

basalt basins and in shallow loess pockets. However, in areas where loss

cover is significant and where natural channels lead surface water to the

tributary valleys, drainage is good. The drainage in the Okanogan-Selkirk

*highlands is generally well established along south and southwest flowing

tributaries to the Spokane River. Some ponding occurs, however, in some

valleys where glacial outwash or till deposits dammed up surface drainage

and formed small swamps or lakes.

Other physiographic sub-divisions of the study area include the

Little Spokane-Deer Park Basin, the Hangman Creek valley and the Chamokane

Creek valley. Numerous natural lakes dot the basin, with Newman, Liberty,

Eloika and Diamond Lakes beinS among the largest. These lakes are mostly
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land-locked and are dammed by glacial lake, outwashi or till deposits.

Other small lakes and ponds scattered over the plateau area are generally

basins in the plateau basalt and represent an impoundment of water from

local surface runoff.

Geologic History. The following brief summary of geologic his-

tory is intended to provide insight into the eveuts that have produced

the present geology and groundwater situation.

The oldest rocks in the basin are Pre-Cumbrian age metamorphic

formations which are probably related to the Belt Series of the northern

Rocky Mountains. These rock formations are exposed in the northern and

central highlands as well as occasional "islands" surrounded by the besalt

flows on the plateaus. Many varieties of metamorphic rocks are known to

occur, including phyllite, quartzite, schist and gneiss.

Large bodies of granitic type rocks of Cretaceous age have

intruded into the older metamorphic rocks of the highland areas often form-

ing large batholiths or plutons. The contact zones between the metamorphic

and granitic rocks are "host" areas for many small mineral deposits known

in the region. Uranium is the chief mineral presently being mined, al-

though, in the past, copper, molybdenam, lead, zinc and tungsten have been

mined in small quantities (Becraft and Weis, 1963).

The metamorphic and igneous intrusive rock masses form the

mountains in the northern and eastern portions of the study area. A reg-

ional drainage course through the Spokane area during early Tertiary times

(50-60 million years ago) eroded deep canyons into these rock masses. In

the ancient Spokane Valley, the canyon bottom was carved to an elevation
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of approximately 800 feet above present sea level elevation. The same

metamorphic and intrusive igneous rock masses also underlie the rest of

the basin where they are covered with sedimentary rocks, unconsolidated

-soils and volcanic rock flow. (

Two types of Tertiary volcanic rocks occur in the study area.

Of these, basalt, with its associated breccea and tuff deposits, is

by far the most abundant. The other, andesite, is found at scattered

locations in the western portion of the basin.

During the Miocene Epoch of the Tertiary Period, successive

lava flows from huge earth fissures spread over the metamorphic rocks.

Accumulation of this Miocene Columbia River basalt blocked the westward

flow of rivers and streams and created large lakes in the canyons. Clay,

silt and sand, eroded from weathered igneous and metamorphic mountain

areas to the east, and airborne volcanic ash from the west, were deposited

* into these lakes. Near the north and east edges of the Columbia Plateau

these deposits interbedded with some of the successive lava flows. This

deposition occurred throughout much of the middle Tertiary period, and the

* sediments varied from fine clay deposited during quiet periods to sand and

gravel transported to the lakes by floods or landslides. Leaf fossils

now found in these sediments indicate deciduous forests grew along the

lake shores. The sediments thus formed have consolidated into soft sedi-

mentary rock and are now known as the Latah Formation. High t"rimrock"

bluffs west of Spokane and remnant mesas, such as at Five-Mile and Orchard

Prairies, are typical of the interbedded basalt and Latah deposits.

3 1
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After the cessation of the lava outpourings, the ancestral

Spokane River carved a gorge around the north edge of the great lava

field. By the beginning of the Pleistocene Ice Age, a broad valley had

developed at about 1600 feet altitude. This pre-glacial drainage course

apparently passed through the Spokane area either by way of a bedrock canyon

in the Hillyard Trough, or what are ref',rred to subsequently in this re-

port as the "North Central Gap" and the "Shadle Park Gap." During the

Quaternary Period, which included the Pleistocene and recent Epochs, a

variety of deposits occurred. By mode of origin, they may be classified

as eolian, morainal, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine, and alluvial.

The eolian (windblown) deposits consist of clay, silt and fine

sand. Known as the Palouse Formation loess, these deposits occur as

dunes and rounded hills covering most of the plateau areas. The loess

soil is valuable to the economy of the area as crop land, although care-

ful farming practices must be observed because of the high susceptibility

to erosion. Among portions of the northern margin of the plateau and on

the Spokane area mesas, the loess is mixed with gravel and occasional

cobbles and bouldere,having been reworked by stream action and deposition

into glacial lakes. The thickness of loess deposits varies considerably

from a few inches to almost 100 feet.

Pleistocene glaciation extended into the Spokane River basin several

times, although most of the glacial features now in evidence are the

result of the last ice advance, some 10,00 to 15,000 years ago. The

number and extent of glacial advances and retreats has not been definitely

established, as each advance and the flood water from each retreating
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glacier have destroyed evidence of the preceding glaciation. However,

it is generally accepted that several floods occurred from melting

glaciers and the sudden outbreak of glacial lakes to the north and

east of the area. The ice lobes, extending southward from the

Cordilleran ice sheet, entered the Columbia River Gorge, the Colville-

Chamokane Valley, the Little Spokane River Valley and the Purcell Trench-

Spokane River Valley. Most recent investigations (Weis and Richmond,

1965) have concluded that ice reached further south than the plateau edge

only in the Columbia River Gorge. As a result, glacial till and ice-

modified topography is mostly in evidence north of the Spokane River.

Glacial lobes north of the Spokane River, primarily in the

Newport-Colbert (Little Spokane River valley) and the Chamokane Creek

areas, left poorly sorted, morainal deposits of silt, sand and gravel till.

Most of these moraines are poorly exposed and are generally thin. Some

glacially polished bedrock is also evident in these areas. In the Spokane

valley, the effects of the continental glaciation of the Pleistocene epoch

consisted mostly of the deposition of gravel, sand and silt, laid down by

floods and melt waters from glaciers which stopped short of the valley.

Features of the glaciofluvial deposits in the Spokane River

valley include widespread occurrence of sand, up to elevations as high as

2,200 feet, deposited during times when there were glacial obstructions of

the regional drainage farther down stream, a preponderance of coarse

gravels following along the central part of the valley, and an overall

buildup of the glaciofluvial deposits to a thickness of at least 300 to

400 feet in the central part of the valley all the way to the mouth of the
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Spokane River. At the depositional maximum, the glaciofluvial deposits 3

underlaid a wide gravelly p.lin with an altitude of about 2,000 feet, at

Spokane.

In the area affected by glaciation, mountainous terrain was

modified by the removal of residual soils, talus, ind highly fractured

surface rock. Higher mountainous areas and other highland areas that

escaped glaciation, such as Mt. Spokane, and Browns Mt., were exposed to

long periods of surface weathering, largely as a result of physical dis-

integration from the freeze-thaw process. This has produced a thin

mantle of residual soil and rock rubble over portions of these areas.

A similar mantle has developed on re level basalt surfaces. In the

southern and eastern portions of the study area, chemical alteration has

caused deep decomposition of some metamorphic rocks.

Several times during the periods of glacial advance and retreat,

lakes were formed when ice blocked main and tributary river valleys.

Outwash silt, sand and gravel deposited in these lakes are now in evidence

as stratified terrace and valley fills in tributary entrants and on the

floors of topographic basins. Two large areas which show evidence of

glacial lake sedimentation are the Deer Park Basin and an area north and

east of Uellpinit on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Terrace# along the

lower Spokane River give evidence of other periods of glacial deaning and

deposition at a lower elevation. Subsequent erosion of these lake de-

posits has washed away all but a few terraced ramnants along the valley

flanks.

At one or more times during periods when lakes filled

the Spokane River Valley, the lakes spilled excess water out over
j
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the Columbia Plateau to the south. Large quantities of overflow water

washed away some of the loess cover and eroded channels into the basalt

plateau. During different stages of the flooding, layers of boulders,

cobbles, gravel and sand were deposited over some areas of the eroded

surface. In quieter times, small ponds and swamps filled with silt and

clay. Today, this area, known as the "channelled scablands", reveals

bare rock scablands, gravel bars, thin cobble, gravel and sand veneers,

silt and clay deposits, and islands of loess to give evidence of its

varied history.

Present geologic evidence indicates that several catastrophic

floods occurred through portions of the study area during late Pleistocene

times. These floods had a significant influence on the present day to-

pography and geologic features. These floods, collectively called the

Missoula Flood, occurred an estimated 22,000 years ago (Richmond 1965),

and was the largest fresh water flood ever documented in geologic records.

The causes and results of the flood have been well documented by Baker

(1973), Bretz (1923, J.969), Bretz, Smith, Neff (1956), and many others.

During late Pleistocene time, a glacial lobe, at least 2,000

feet thick, blocked the mouth of the Clark Fork River in northwestern

Montana, ponding an estimated 500 cubic miles of water. The lake, Glacial

Lake Missoula, filled and overtopped the ice dam, causing a rapid failure

of the dam and a quick release of water. The water could only take one

course, down a valley in northern Idaho, which now comprises part of the Purcell

Trench, and out through the Spokane River Valley. It has been estimated that the

flood reached a peak flow of 752 million cubic feet per second. The entire
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flood is believed to have lasted only a week or two (Baker, 1973, p. 65).

Constrictions in the lower Spokane River Gorge backed the flood waters up

until they overflowed southwestward over the Columbia Plateau towards the

Quincy and Pasco Basins. The onrush of water scoured out the valleys

along its course and eroded a wide swath of loess from the surface of the

Columbia Plateau southwest of Spokane. As the flood waters spread out,

slowed down, or were locally ponded, the immense quantities of materials

eroded along its path were deposited in the valleys and on portions of the

plateau. Much of the gravel and sand now filling the Spokane Valley and

in filled channels from Spokane to Pasco Basin are believed to have been

deposited by the Missoula Flood.

The present course of the Spokane River follows the path "coded

across the surface of the glaciofluvial deposits during and after the

last years of the Pleistocene epoch. The channel crosses bedrock spurs

at Post Falls, Spokane Falls, Nine Mile and Long Lake Dams. It remains fixed

in these bedrock notches even though deeper parts of the alluvial fill

permit groundwater to pass around them. Up valley from Spokane Falls, the

i [ post-glacial downcutting by the river has been minimal, the last of the

glaciofluvial channels being visible on the prairie surface westward to be-4 yond the cfate line. Downstream from Spokane Falls, the river has cut a

gorge several hundred feet into the glaciofluvial deposits. This action

has resulted in notched terraces on either side of the canyon which display

the depositional surfaces of the glaciofluvial sediments.

In the last 10,000 years, since the end of the Pleistocene Ice

Age, the soils and rocks exposed at the surface have undergone further change.
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In the valley areas, these changes include: erosion and redeposition

of earlier deposits by normal stream and river activity; the formation of

irregular sand dunes by prevailing southwesterly winds in the outwash

areas northeast of Hillyard; and also the deposition of lake sediments

and the formation of peat bogs in the Saltese Flats, and near Newman and

Liberty Lakes.

Recent alluvial deposits are generally small in extent and are

limited for the purposes of this study to recent clay, sand and gravel

deposits in river and stream valleys. Deposition of colluvium has con-

tinued since Pleistocene times, in the form of unconsolidated soils, landslides

and talus. Examples of these gravity deposits are found at the base of

cliffs formed by the basalt flows that rim portions of the Spokane Valley

and Hillyard Trough.

Description of Mapped Geologic Units

Two exhibits have been prepared to record the geologic features

of the study area, mapped at 1:250,000 scale. Plate 303-1 shows the

gross geologic features of the region. Plate 303-2 shows the features of

subsurface geological structure which are significant for the purpose of

analyzing the region's groundwater resources.

Map symbols are identified in the legend shown on Plates 303-1

and 303-2. For certain materials, the symbol system utilizes a capital

letter first to indicate geologic origin followed by a lower case letter

to indicate physical properties. In the text which follows, the legend

used on the appropriate map is listed in parentheses.
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Bedrock

Granite (GR): Igneous intrusive rocks in the study area

are predominantly granitic and include granodiorite and quartz monzonite

rock types. The symbol (GR) also indicates areas where smaller intrusions

of aplite and alaskite occur. Granite is the predominant rock of the

Okanogan Highlands and also occurs as "islands" on the Columbia Plateau

where it is surrounded by basalt flows. The granitic rock is generally

massive to locally blocky, medium gray in color, and is fine to coarse

grained. It is surf icially weathered where exposed, except along glacial flood

scoured valley walls where it appears fresh and hard. Deep alteration

and decomposition often occurs in contact zones between metamorphic rocks

and intrusive rocks.

Metamorphic Rock (ME): Metamorphic rocks of the study

area include phyllite, quartzite and carbonate rocks in the western por-

tions of the study area and schist and gneiss in the eastern portions.

The rocks are generally intensely metamorphosed sedimentary shales, sand-

stones and limestones. Original thickness of the sedimentary deposits is

unknown. The metamorphic rocks have been extensively intruded by granitic

rocks and have been further modified. The metamorphic rocks occur in east-

ern Waahington in an area about 30 miles wide and 50 miles long (Weis 1968).

The metamorphic rocks in the study area are surficially weathered except

where scoured by glacial flood waters. Deep weathering or alteration occurs

in some protectei areas and near contact zones with granitic intrusives.

Columbia River Basalt (BA): Basalt of the Columbia River

Group is the predominant rock of the southern half of the study area,
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although there are scattered remnants of basalt in the northern half. The

basalt is composed of many separate flows sometimes separated by

weathered zones, or as in the Spokane area, siltstone interveds. Individ-

ual flows range in thickness from 10 feet to 200 feet and total thickness

Lranges upward to 1,500 feet in the study area and to 5,000 feet elsewhere

on the plateau. The rock is highly jointed and blocky and talus slopes

usually form at the base of most basalt cliffs. Columnar jointing occurs

in some areas. Pillow lava structure is exposed at various locations,

indicating lava deposition into shallow lakes. The basalt is generally

dark gray to black, dense and fine grained. The upper few feet of each

flow is commonly vesicular.

Latah Formation Siltstone: (ST) -In the i tudy area, the Latah

Formation occurs generally east of Nine-Mile Falls, where it lies beneath

the Spokane Valley gravels, the rimrock basalt, and is interbedded with the

basalt flows along the flanks of the Spokane River Valley. Thickness of

the formation varies considerably. The siltstone underlying the basalt may

be as much as 1,500 feet thick and the interbedded deposits are generally

less than 100 feet thick. The Latah Formation is primarily siltstone,

but contains some clay, sand, or gravel beds and lenses. The formation is

overconsolidated due to the overlying weight of the basalt flows. Colors

of the siltstone range from gray to gray-brown, but upon exposure to

weathering, turn to distinctive buff, white or light yellow. Many beds of

the Latah Formation are fossiliferous and contain abundant imprints of

plants, diatoms and sponge spicules.

Surface exposures of the Latah Formation are too small to be
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mapped at 1: 250,000 scale on Plate 303-1. They are of significance to

considerations of slope and local groundwater conditions in the Spokane

urban area, and are mapped at 1: 24,000 and discussed in a later section

of this report.

Aeolian and Glacial Deposits

IPalouse Formation Loess (Wu-l, Wm-2): In the study area,

Palouse Formation silt loess covers most of the Columbia Plateau south of

the Spokane River and the small remnant basalt flows north of the river.

The formation varies greatly in thickness due to its dune-like deposition,

erosion, and the fact that it was deposited on an irregular plateau surface.

Thickness varies from a few inches to nearly 100 feet. Soils of the Palouse

Formation consist primarily of tan to brown silts which contain varying

amounts of clay or fine sand. North of the Spokane River, the Palouse for-

mation silt has generally been mixed or reworked with sand and gravel.

When glacial lakes covered this area, sands and gravel from the highlands

were deposited in the lakes, mixing with the submerged silt. In addition,

gravel, cobbles and boulders trapped in floating blocks of glacial ice

were deposited in the lakes as the ice melted. These deposits of reworked

Palouse Formation loess are designated Wn-2 on Plate 303-1.

Outwash and Flood Deposits (G): These were carried by the

large meltwater and flood releases during periods of glacial recession.

The Spokane River Valley, Hillyard Trough, Little Spokane River Valley, and

Chamokane Valleys received large quantities of these deposits. Thicknesses

of these deposits are unknown, but estimates derived from seismic and drill
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hole information indicate thicknesses exceeding 400 feet in the Spokane

Valley and 700 feet in the Hillyard Trough. Flood deposits, the primary

fill of the Spokane Valley, consist of relatively clean, rounded gravel
with varying amounts of sand, cobbles and boulders. Outwash deposits,

in Hillyard Trough, Little Spokane Valley and Chamokane Creek are gener-

ally finer and are composed of stratified silt, sand and gravel with only

occasional cobbles or boulders. Outwash deposits in the Spokane River

gorge west of Long Lake Dam primarily consist of silt and sand.

Glacial Till Deposits G(t): Deposits of glacial till are

limited to portions of the northern half of the study area. These de-
/

posits were left by glacial lobe advances down the Spokane River Valley,

the Little Spokane River Valley and a large part of the northwest portion

of the study area as far south as the Spokane River Gorge. The till depos-

its are generally in low terminal and lateral morainal hills, and relative-

ly flat ground moraines. The till cover is thin and rarely exceeds 30

to 40 feet in thickness. The morainal material consists of unsorted, un-

stratified clay, silt, sand, gravel, cobbles and boulders.

Glacial Lake Deposits (L): Glacial lake deposits occur in

areas along the sides of the Spokane River Valley and Gorge, in canyons

tributary to the Spokane River, and in the Deer Park and Wellpinit areas.

Thickness of these deposits vary from thin edges at shorelines to as much

as 300 feet. The glacial lake deposits generally consist of stratified

silt and sand, but clay beds or gravel lenses do occur in most deposits.
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Recent Deposits

Alluvial Deposits (A): Alluvium is deposited along mostI; of the tributary streams of thR Spokane Rivr, although the Latah Creek,

Little Spokane River and Chamokane Creak valleys are the only ones with

significant accumulations. The deposits are generally thin, with the

greatest thickness recorded being 38 feet in the Little Spokane Valley

, (Cline 1969). Alluvial deposits along the Spokane River upstream of
Nine-Mile Falls are generally restricted within the river banks and to

"Flood stage" gravel bars. These features are too small to map on Plate

303-1 or on the engineering geology maps at 1: 24,000 scale. The alluv-

ium accumulations consist of silt and sand with tenses of gravel. Some

clay and organic silt is also found in the meandering reaches of the

lower Little Spokane River.

Residual Deposits (R): Residual materials are those

formed in place by disintegration or decomposition of rock and which have

not been moved beyond the local area. Residual soils and rock rubble has

accumulated over much of the Okanogan-Selkirk Highland area where bedrock

has been exposed. Thickness of these deposits is generally thin and pro-

bably averages less than 10 feet. However, local conditions of rock type,

topography, jointing, and protection from exposura vary the degree and

depth of weathering.

Residual materials commonly consist of fine to coarse sand and

rock rubble from gravel to boulder sizes. Some rocks such as basalt and

some metamorphic rocks have, under certain conditions, weathered to clay

sized particles and occur locally within the plateau and highland areas.
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Colluvium: Although not in deposits large enough to map

on Plate 303-1, colluvium occurs in many places of the study area.

Colluvium occurs at the base of the rimrock basalt cliffs and on the lower

slopes of many highland areas. Colluvium consists of unconsolidated rock

materials that accumulate by gravity or slopewash at the base of cliffs or

slopes. The deposits at the base of the rimrock cliffs are primarily

basalt talus and blocks, but in the Spokane region, are mixed with weath-

ered silt from the Latah Formation interbeds. The colluvium in the high-

land areas generally ranges from silt to boulders and is often mixed with

pre-existing glacial, alluvial or other materials. Thickness of the col-

luvium deposits varies upwards from a few inches to nearly 100 feet.

Groundwater Geology. Groundwater occurs in varying amounts

throughout the Spokane River Basin. The largest amounts occur in the

glacial flood gravels of the Spokane Valley between the Washington-Idaho state

line and downtown Spokane. Lesser amounts are found in the Little Spo-

kane River-Deer Park Basin and the Columbia Plateau. The least amounts

of groundwater may be expected in the Spokane River Gorge west of Nine

Mile Falls and north of the river in the bedrock areas of the Okanogan-

Selkirk Highlands. The following general descriptions explain the re-

lationship of groundwater occurrence to the geologic units shown on the

groundwater geology map (Plate 303-2).

Pre-Tertiary Rocks (pTr): The granitic and metamorphic rocks

of the Okanogan-Selkirk Highland province and of the Columbia Plateau

"islands" are essentially impermeable. However, the weathered top (up-

permost 10 to 20 feet) and joint cracks in the upper part are slightly
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permeable and, in places, afford small yields of water to wells and

springs. This type of perched groundwater forms the source of many small

water supplies in the uplands underlain by these rocks.

Tertiary Rocks (Tcr): The geological units identified by

this symbol on Plate 303-2 include materials of volcanic origin and sed-

imentary deposits. The volcanic materials consist primarily of

basalt, in which there are local conditions which produce a waterbearing

capability. The sedimentary deposits are those of the Latah Formation.

The predominantly clay and silt composition of the Latah For-

mation, with its resultant low permeability, makes it generally a non-

water bearing unit. In places, sand beds within the Latah Formation

have a higher permeability and afford limited yields from wells, adequate

for household supply.

Permeable parts of the basalt of the Columbia River Group con-

sist of the (1) rubbly tops of some of the lava flows, (2) pillow-palago-

nite phases formed locally where lava disintegrated by flowage into ponds,

and (3) a rare occurrence of flow breccia. Where the lava is interlayered

with sedimentary materials, there is less yield from rubbly flow tops and

flow breccia, because the invasion of overlying sedimentary materials

decreased this permeability. Because the more pervious zones generally

occur horizontally, the groundwater is mostly confined, or both perched

and confined.

Quaternary Deposits (Qgd & Qd): Glacial drift materials

(Qgd), consisting of till, outwash deposits and lacustrine fine-grained

materials, underlie several areas of the Okanogan-Selkirk Highlands.
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The sand and gravel members of the drift are principal aquifers of the

Chamokane Creek and Little Spokane-Deer Park Basin and other smaller

valley areas. The aquifers afford small and moderate yields to many

wells and springs. Many local "Pockets" of these glacial deposits in

the mountain areas afford storage for groundwater and provide water for

houses, camp sites, stock, wildlife and streams.

Gravelly glacial outwash (lap Symbol Qg) is the main

aquifer of the valley areas including the Spokane Valley. In the

Spokane River Gorge below Nine-Mile Falls, the gravel outwash is inter-

mixed with other finer grained glacial outwash and lacustrine sand and

silt deposits; in some of these down-valley areas the principal gravel

outwash strata lie beneath terraces and above the level of the main

water table.

Grourdwater Occurrence and Use

Throughout the Spokane River Basin, groundwater is encountered

in varying amounts. The occurrence is most prolific in the Rathdrum

Prairie of Idaho, from the Spokane Valley glacial outwash deposits which

extend downstream to the City of Spokane. The groundwater resources of

the Spokane Valley Aquifer are described in a subsequent part of this

section.

In addition to the principal aquifer, there are other geologi-

cal formations within the study area which give rise to the occurrence of

groundwater in usable q'iantities. These are outlined in the following

text, and may be related to the Information shown on Plate 303-2, "Ground-
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water Regions of the Study Area."

Okanogan-Selkirk Highlands: This region, generally north of

the Spokane Valley, is characterized by the occurrence of pre- Tertiary

bedrock formations, the oldest in the basin. The region encloses major

tributary valleys of the Spokane, including the Little Spokane-Deer Park

Basin and the Chamokane Valley, which have been influenced by Pleistocene

glaciation.

The water supply of the upland areas is derived principally

from springs and shallow wells in "pockets" of glacial deposits and alluv-

ium or from near surface fractured zones in the bedrock. Residences and

the sites of recreation, agriculture and forest management are cer,.eled

about these scattered sources of groundwater, mostly in the valley areas.

The groundwater supp.y is sufficient only for a sparse population and for

grazing and wildlife purposes. The smaller upland valleys are similarly

limited. In favorable places, the larger lowland valleys have sufficient

groundwater for towns and small communities. Large withdrawals, in

amounts greater than about 10 million gallons per day, could exceed the

capacity of the available groundwater sources unless procedures, such as

artificial recharge by stored surface water, were followed. In general,

future large withdrawals are feasible only in the larger valleys such as

those of the Little Spokane River and Chamokane Creek, and those with-

drawals will need to be wisely located and administered.

Intermountain valleys have small to moderate supplies of ground-

water, primarily from irrigation, industrial and public supply wells.

These wells yield in the range of 50 to 500 gpm from sand and gravel
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members within the glacial drift and glacial outwash deposits. In theIChamokane Creek and Little Spokane River valleys, most households can
readily obtain domestic water from nearby springs or by drilling wells

50 to 200 feet deep. Larger withdrawals of groundwater are obtainable

in a few places where greater thicknesses of saturated sand or graval

occur and the sites are not too high above the valley water table.

Groundwater is contained in minor aquifers in the blocked tri-

butary valleys containing Newman, Liberty and Hauser Lakes, the Saltese

Flats and the upper Little Spokane River. The meager groundwater infor-

mation which is available in these areas indicates that the gravel and

sand aquifers are lenses in finer grained material; the natural water

table, like the lakes, stand at higher levels than the water table in

the valley aquifer, but the water levels in pumped wells draw down un-

like those of pumped wells in the valley. Hence, they appear to be ef-

fectively isolated from the principal valley aquifer and, while providing

limited supplies for domestic use, are not considered major sources of

groundwater.

Just before the glaciofluvial episode, these tributary valleys

must have been relatively narrow, with the bed of the downstream portions

graded to the 1,650-foot elevation of the pre-glacial valley of the

Spokane River. The filling episodes of the glacial outwash not only

blocked the lower parts of these side valleys with the progressively

thicker coarse deposits in the main valley, but must have caused fine

grained materials to be deposited in the slack water that occupied them.

The fine grained deposits in the side valleys built up to elevation 2,100
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to 2,200 and lapped up onto the bedrock sides of the pre-glacial valleys.

The fine grained fills across the lower parts of tt valleys and, later,Ithe insulating seals deposited within the lakes, largely isolated the side
lakes to a runoff-evaporation balance within their own drainage basins.

Spokane River Valley and Gorge. From the Washington/Idaho border,

the course of the Spokane River is underlain by glacial outwash deposits.

Upstream of Nine Mile Falls, these deposits contain significant amounts of

usable groundwater; downstream, in the Spokane River Gorge, occurrence of

groundwater is relatively sparse. That part of the aquifer which is up-

stream from Nine Mile Falls is the source of municipal, irrigation and

industrial water supplies of the Spokane urban area. This major aquifer

which is the most important groundwater body in the study area, is

discussed separately and in detail in Part IV of this report. A brief

description is included here together with a description of the downstream

or Spokane Gorge groundwater area to complete the study area overview.

The Spokane Valley aquifer, as the upstream part is designated, in-

cludes four surface physiographic units, the Spokane Valley plains, the

terraced valley below Spokane Falls, the Hillyard Trough and the lower

valley of the Little Spokane River. The primary flow path through the

aquifer turns northward from the vicinity of Spokane Falls and passes

through the Hillyard Trough to the lover reaches of the Little Spokane.

The flow paths west of the Hillyard Trough are uncertain. Two gravel filled

gaps are believed to exist linking the Hillyard Trough and the branch of the

aquifer underlying the river valley, but their existence is not well docu-

mented. Groundwater in small amounts can be seen floving out at river level

in the "Downriver Springs" just west of the North Central Gap, in the

SW 1/4 Sec. 12, T. 25 N, R. 42 E, and may be indicative of a westward
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movement of groundwater. A similar situation is present in the northern

("Shadle Park") gap, but the surface of the gap is higher and is almost 200

feet above the known elevation of the water table in the Hillyard Trough.

A comprehensive subsurface investigation in these gaps would be required to

determine if there is a groundwater supply in these areas, presently without

wells, which could augment supplies to portions of west and northwest Spokane.

Throughout the gravelly deposits of the Spokane Valley aquifer, inves-

tigation of the specific capacities of wells has shown that well yields of

400 gallons per minute per foot of drawdown are equaled or exceeded t1rough-

out the aquifer from westernmost Idaho to the basalt at Spokane. (Frink,1962).

In the Spokane River Gorge below Nine Mile Dam, groundwater supplies are

developed from a variety of sources in addition to the glacial flood outwash

materials. These other sources include rimrock springs, wells in the

weathered top of granitic bedrock and alluvium. The rimrock springs yield

small amounts of water fron the base of the rimrock basalt, wherein the

groundwater is perched upon the underlying, interlayered Latah silts and

clays. Some of the glacial outwash contains sand members that overlie clay

beds and afford small supplies of perched groundwater to wells located on

the valley terraces. Aside from places where groundwater in coarse-grained

outwash materials can be tapped by wells, the river gorge is generally an

area where groundwater supplies may be lacking at any particular site.

The southern side of the gorge, much of which is underlain by slumped parts

of the Latah Formation, may be a particularly difficult area in which to

obtain a water supply from groundwater.

In the Spokane River Gorge, a great variation is observed in the

yields of wells, from 2,000 gpm in some riverside wells in glacial
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outwash to little or no yield from some wells drilled into the Latah

Formation or granite bedrock beneath the slope. of the gorge. The in-

dication is that, should increased water supplies be required, large

amounts of water may need to be withdrawn in favorable places and

transmitted extensively. Large amounts of water should be available

to additional users in the future by use of such distribution systems;

without this distribution of water, large areas on the slopes of the

gorge may be restricted to sparse, poorly-watered habitation.

Columbia Plateau: Except for a few areas which have perched

water that occurs in the outwash gravel of some of the channeled scab-

lands and that which occurs in some surf icial parts of the pre- Tertiary

rock outcrops, the basalt is the only source of groundwater. Wells of

100 to 300 foot depth are commonly used for household and stock supply.

Common yields of wells in the basalt range from 2,000 gpm in large deep

irrigation or public supply wells to 1 or 2 gpm from 100 to 300 foot

deep domestic wells. The water-yielding capability of the basalt is

greater where the basalt section is thicker--consisting of a greater

number of lava flows--away from the plateau's northern edge and away

from the edges of the inlying granitic and metamorphic rock. Because

the aquifers in the basalt consist mainly of the rubbly tops of the

lava flows, the yield of wells is commonly in proportion to the number

of aquifers penetrated; hence, it is in general proportional to the

depth of the well (Newcomb, 1959). However, the completion of a large-

yielding well that draws from several horizons of different hydrostatic

heads may be impractical.
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The nearly horizontal layers of basalt in the Columbia Plateau

province make it difficult for water on the surface to seep through the

lava flows and reach the permeable horizons below; consequently, natural

recharge of the groundwater through the basalt may be small and water

pumped from these horizons may not be adequately replaced by natural re-

charge. Significant recharge from the main Spokane Valley aquifer is

prevented by low-permeability Latah silt interbeds and basalts that form

the aquifer boundaries. For these reasons, the groundwater in the basalt

cannot be considered as a source of water supply much beyond that now

extracted. Artificial recharge of the horizontal basalt aquifers can be

accomplished in a practical manner only by the intra-well injection of

clean purified water. While artificial recharge may provide a future

method for some cheap storage of water, it is unlikely to be a source of

large supplies of water. Future needs for large amounts of water in the

plateau area may not be feasible from groundwater withdrawals, though the

groundwater supply is adequate for many small dispersed withdrawals from

household and stock wells.

Near the north and west edge of the 11ateau, wells may encounter

much interbedded clay of the Latah Formation. This area, extending as much

as 4 or 5 miles south and west of the Spokane River canyon, is an area of

low well yields. In the southern part of the area, near Cheney, Rockford

and Tekoa, yields of up to 500 gpm are obtained from wells 700 to 1,000

feet deep.
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III. GEOLOGY AND SURFACE SOILS OF THE SPOKANE URBAN AREA

Introduction

Information on the engineering geologic and surface soil

characteristics within the Spokane urban area are presented on three

sets of 1:24,000 scale maps, plates 303-4 through 27. The text which

follows is intended to assist in interpreting the information displayed

on the maps.

Engineering Geology (refer to Plates 303-4 to 11)

Map Symbols: Map symbols used to depict soils and rock types

on engineering geologic maps are not yet standardized. A set of symbols

used for the maps of this study has been agreed upon by the agencies

involved.

Symbols for bedrock shown on the engineering geologic maps con-

sist of two capital letters. Unconsolidated soils are designated by a

capital letter which indicates the geologic source or origin of the soil,

followed by one or more lower case letters that indicate soil type. In

mixed soils, where more than one soil type symbol follows the origin sym-

bol, the first one indicates the predominant soil, followed by symbols of

soils in decreasing order of quantity present. Special depositional cate-

gories are designated by lower case letters in parentheses. The following

symbols are used:

Geologic
Origin Symbol Soil Type symbol

Colluvial C Clay c
Glacial G Peat p
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Geologic
Origin Symbol Soil Type SyMbol

Alluvial A Silt m
Eolian W Sand s
Lacustrine L Gravel g
Residual R Boulders b
Manmade fill F Rock Rubble r

Special
Depositional

Category Symbol Bedrock Symbol

Basalt BA
Metamorphic ME

Talus (ta) Granitic GR
Till (t) Siltstone ST

In areas where one soil overlies another type of soil or rock

at shallow depth, dual symbols are used. For example, the symbol Rs

denotes a shallow mantle of residual sand overlying metamorphic rock.

Dual symbols are only used where surficial soils are believed to be less

than 5 feet deep. However, due to subsurface irregularities, it should

be assumed that localized areas may have overburden depths as great as

15 feet. Because of the variation in soil depths, no depth symbol is

shown.

Each soil or rock unit shown on the maps is bounded by a dashed

line. Since a gradual transition usually occurs between adjacent soil

types, the lines are arbitrary, but are as accurate as map scale and tech-

nique allow. Where soil units abut rock masses, and in some lake or stream

deposits, the boundaries are better defined and are more accurately mapped.

2 Within soil boundaries, there may be small areas of different

materials, as well as like materials of different origin. Mapping these

areas on a smaller scale with more detail would be required for special
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land use planning.

Following are more detailed descriptions of the bedrock

materials and soil types found in the urban planning area. This ex-

panda descriptions which have been introduced in more general terms

under study area-wide geology.

V
Characteristics of Bedrock

Metamorphics. The metamorphic rock exposed in the Spokane

area is predominantly schist and gneiss formed from pre-existing sedi-

Imentary rocks. These rocks are intensely metamorphosed and exhibit

layering and granitization. Most metamorphic rocks are believed to be

related to the Pre-Cambrian Belt Series rocks of the Rocky Mountains.

Physical characteristics of the metamorphic rocks vary widely over short

horizontal and vertical distances. Some are highly altered by hydro-

thermal processes and by deep weathering. In other areas, the rock is

hard and fresh. Lack of good surface exposures precludes accurate de-

lineation of altered and fresh rock areas on the geologic maps.

In place, metamorphic rock generally provides good to excellent

foundation siting. However, metamorphic rock types in the study area

vary from hard massive gneiss and quartzite to highly fractured, thinly

foliated phyllite and schist. Accordingly, foundation and excavation re-

quirements must be determined on the characteristics of each individual

area prior to any planned construction.

Granite. Igneous rocks that intruded the metamorphic rocks are

found in some portions of the urbanizing area north of the Spokane River.
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These rocks are medium to coarse grained, hard, and generally massive.

Boundaries with the metamorphic rocks are often indistinct.

Weathering of the granitic rock occurs in areas of low slopes

and the less exposed sides of mountain ridges. The weathering is less

intense than it is in the metamorphic rocks and does not exceed 5 feet

below the exposed rock surface is most areas.

Areas of granite outcropping generally are excellent for foun-

dation siting. The rock is generally massive, but local jointing causes

I! some blockiness. Excavation usually requires blasting below any surface

residual deposits. Deeply altered zones near contact zones with meta-

morhpic or other igneous rock bodies may require special investigation

prior to planning construction in these areas.

Basalt. Basalt is the most conspicuous rock in the Spokane

area. It is in evidence at the falls near downtown Spokane, in the rim-

tock bluffs south and west of the city and in many local outcrops through-

out the area.

Columbia River Basalt is dark gray, dense and fine grained.

Basalt is inherently jointed, causing it to disintegrate and to break

into blocky fragments when exposed to freezing-thawing conditions.

The basalt in the Spokane region varies from slightly to highly vesicular

and from moderately hard to very hard. Residual weathering of the

rock is generally slight, although near the contacts with some Latah

siltstone interbeds, some weathering and alteration has occurred.

Thickness of individual basalt flows in the Spokane area ranges from

50 to 150 feet. The overall thickness of the successive flows ex-
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r ceeds 5,000 feet in some areas, but is in the order of 400 feet within

the Spokane urban area.

The basalt forms an excellent foundation stratum and supports

many of the larger buildings in Spokane. The surface of the basalt is I

highly irregular, however, and comprehensive explorations are necessary

to establish the surface of the rock, prior to planning construction in

such areas.

The basalt is, for the most part, impervious, although highly

fractured zones occur locally, particularly near flow contacts, which

permit the passage of subsurface water. Water is also encountered at the

bedrock surface contact in some areas. However, the location of water-

bearing zones within and on top of the basalt is often indeterminate with-

out extensive explorations and available quantities are generally small.

Seldom are they a source of groundwater supply when other sources are

more readily available.

The basalt rock generally requires blasting to excavate, al-

fthough large backhoes, rippers and Jack-hammers are successful In highly
fractured near-surface zones and for excavation "dental" work. Excava-{ tion slopes in moderately fractured basalt will stand near-vertically,

but a safety area is generally required at the base to catch spalling

blocks.

Latah Formation. Siltatone of the Latah Formation is rarely

exposed at the ground surface, but is an important subsurface feature in

C the Spokane area. The siltstone ranges from soft to hard, depending upon

its proximity to the surface. It ranges in color from yellow to gray brown
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and often contains leaf fossils. The Latah is practically impervious, and

r is considered a groundwater barrier. Springs are common on the surface

of the Latah where interbeds daylight on hillside slopes.

The Latah Formation is predominantly composed of silt, but has

some zones of clay, sand or gravel. The Latah beds may be as thick as

500 feet below the glacial outwash gravels in the Spokane Valley (Newcomb

et al., 1953) and in places rest directly upon the metamorphic "basement"

rocks. Latah silts, interbedded with Columbia River basalt flows, also

exist over a wide area adjacent to the Spokane River Valley, but the in-

terbeds are generally less than 100 feet thick. Pardee and Bryan (1926)

state that the Latah Formation may be as much as 1,400 to 1,500 feet

thick in the vicinity of Hangman (Latah) Creek.

Near the surface of many beds, the Latah siltstone has softened

to the consistency of a stiff soil. At depth it is highly overconsolida-

ted. The Latah, in general, is considered an excellent foundation stratum,

although local groundwater conditions and the degree of natural softening

may dictate special foundation considerations in certain areas. Excava-

tions into the Latah can generally be made with conventional power exca-

vation equipment.

There have been very few man-made cuts in the Latah and very

little direct evidence of recent landslides or failures in the natural

slopes where the Latah is exposed at the surface. Where earth movements

have been observed, they generally have involved the soils overlying the

Latah, or were confinei to the softer, weathered near-surface silts. In

either case, groundwater was also involved. There is also limited evidence
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of ancient movements, such as fissures and offsets, in some areas.

Without direct data or experience, man-made modifications to slopes

underlain by the Latah silts should be preceded by careful study.

Characteristics of Soils

Unconsolidated Glacial Deposits. The dominant soils in the

Spokane Valley area are sands and gravels deposited by glacial activity.

The gravel and sand in the urban section of the Spokane Valley is poorly

sorted, fine to coarse, and contains cobbles and boulders. These soils

were deposited from glacial flood watero, and are relatively free of

silt and fine sand, except in the upper 3 Lo 5 feet where the finer

materials generally fill the voids of the coarser sands and gravels.

The permeability of these soils is high, allowing for high

groundwater yield. In the Spokane Valley area, the coarse sands and

gravels are believed to extend to a depth of about 400 feet below the

surface at the Washington-Idaho state line, to an elevation of 1,600 feet.

This estimate, however, is based upon interpretive seismic data (Hewcomb

et al., 1953), since to date (1973) no boring has ever penetrated through

the stratum.

Glacial outwash deposits adjacent to Fivemile Prairie and in

the Hillyard Trough are finer grained than those in the Spokane Valley.

These deposits consist mainly of stratified sand with minor amounts of

gravel and silt, and, in places, occasional boulders. Stratification and

sorting of these materials, which exhibit some crossbedding, are moderate

to well developed. The Hlillyard Trough deposits are known to exceed 180
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feet in depth (Rieber and Turner, 1963) and to become thinner north of

Head (Cline, 1969) in the Little Spokane River Valley.

Other glacially derived deposits were formed when sand and

gravel-laden glacial outwash streams deposited their loads in a lake

that formed behind a glacial lobe at Long Lake (Richmond et al., 1965).

These deposits are classified as Icustrine sand (La) on the geologic

maps and are located north of Mead and on the uplands flanking the Spo-

kane and Little Spokane Valleys. These deposits are generally strati-

fied, well sorted and flat lying and are finer grained than those in the

main valley. Though chiefly sand, these deposits may contain occasional

gravel or silt interbeds. Occasional ice rafted erratic boulders up to

10 feet in diameter are found in the lake sands. These deposits range

in thickness up to 300 feet (Cline, 1959) and vary widely in permeability.

Other glacially derived deposits in the study area are relative-

ly minor. Glacial moraine materials (till), consisting of unsorted clay

to boulder size materials, are presently found mixed with glacial outwash,

colluvial and eolian soils along the lower flanks of the Spokane Valley.

According to Weis and Richmond (1965), a glacial lobe reached the vicinity

of east Spokane. Because the mixing of materials from different sources

often makes identification difficult, glacial till may be included in map

units designated as colluvium.

The sands and gravels in the main valley are excellent founda-

tion soils, while the finer sands in the northern portion of the urban-

izing area and Hillyard Trough are excellent for most one and two story

structures. Since large variations in the relative density of the finer
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sands occur, study of individual sites is advisable prior to construc-

ting large structures. Foundations for such structures may have to

{penetrate several feet beneath the surface.
Most of the unconsolidated glacial deposits can be excavated

with conventional excavating equipment, although large boulders may re-

quire special handling. Excavation slopes steeper than about I vertical

on 1 horizontal generally require shoring. The finer sands will exhibit

apparent stability when excavated at near-vertical slopes, but such

stability is temporary and unpredictable.

Eolian Deposits. Windblown silt and sand deposits are pre-

valent in the Spokane region. Silt occurs as loess in the Palouse Forma-

tion, and mixed with glacial sand deposits, and dune sands also occur in

the area near Mead. The silts of the Palouse Formation are identified on

the geologic maps by the symbol WIm-l. The mixed loessial and glacial

soils are designated Wm-2 and the dune sands by Ws.

Loess of the Palouse Formation is fine grained, tan to brown

silt with occasional clay and fine sand. The silt is generally indis-

tinctly stratified and has poor permeability. Loess is characterized by

many fine, usually vertical root tubules and root remnants. Thickness of

the loess deposits varies greatly as a result of the highly irregular sur-

face of the rock that generally underlies it and because of the dune-

like character of the windblown deposits. Thickness of the loess in the

Spokane area is on the order of 3 to 20 feet, although a test hole on
/4

Orchard Prairie (Cline, 1969) encountered a thickness of 73 feet. South

of the urbanizing area, the thickness of the Palouse Formation sometimes
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exceeds 100 feet (Scheid et al., 1954).

Palouse silts are a marginal foundation soil and, while ade-

quta for light structures, heavy loads often require special foundation

treatment or deeper excavation. Permeability of the silts is poor, al-

though the presence of vertical root tubules in some areas may provide a

high degree of vertical permeability. Shallow excavations in the silt

will generally remain stable at near vertical slopes, while deep unsuppor-

ted slopes require flattening. Local groundwater conditions such as

springs usually require special slope treatment.

Deposits of loess in the uplands surrounding Spokane Valley

and Hillyard Trough occasionally contain glacial sand and gravel which

indicates a mixing with more recent glacial lake or glacial till deposits.

The properties of the mixed soils are difficult to generalize because the

degree of mixing and relative proportions of each component will signifi-

cantly affect the engineering characteristics. Drainage, however, is con-

sidered poor.

Windblown fine sand has formed dunes near Head in the northwest-

ern area. This sand is blown from glacial outwash and lake deposits and

the maximum depth of accumulation is approximately 50 feet. All windblown

deposits in the Spokane area are highly susceptible to surface erosion

from both wind and water.

Like the silts, the windblown sands have marginal foundation

properties. All excavations require flattening of unsupported slopes.

Permeability of the dune sands is generally variable depending upon the

proportion of silt mixed with the sand.
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Colluvial Deposits. Colluvium consists of accumulations of

unconsolidated mixtures of soil and rock and is generally found on the

lower slopes and at the base of cliffs. The colluvial soils vary widely

and may include slopewash silt, ear,:? and gravel, similar residually

formed materials, and talus from rock cliffs. These materials may of-

ten overlap at their contacts with glacial outwash, till or with the

underlying formation.

A colluvial feature peculiar to the Spokane region is the oc-

currence of basalt "haystacks" downslope from the basalt riiurock cliffs.

The "haystacks" are basalt blocks tiat have broken from the flow edges

and have moved downslope by gravity. In most instances, the blocks are

resting on, or are partially buried in, the underlying Latah Formation.

The tera "haystack" was derived from the characteristic rounded shape.

Hystacks range in size from 2 feet to more than 100 feet in diameter.

Griggs (1966) has mapped these features as landslides but, because they

are predominantly colluvian in origin, they have been mapped as colluvium

for this study.

The highly variable nature of the colluvial soils precludes

generalization of engineering propecties. However, since most colluvium

occurs upon or at the base of slopes, sites underlain by these soils are

generally the most difficult to develop. Studies of the specific site

condiitons in colluvial areas must be made and foundation, draina-e sad

excavation requirements must be tailred to these conditions.

Residual Deposits. Residual deposits of the area are formed by A

weathering and in-place decomposition of the granitic and metamorphic
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rocks of the mountainous regions. Generally, the soils remain essen-

tially where they were formed and consist primarily of silty sand and

gravel size particles, although larger pieces of rock rubble are common.

The residual soils in inaccessible mountainous areas were mapped from

aerial photographs and the soils classificetions were interpreted from

soils maps (Donaldson and Giese, 1968). Thickness of residual soils is

mostly unknown and probably varies considerably. However, examination

of roadcuts and stream banks indicates that depth of residual soils

ranges from 1 to 5 feet, with depths up to 15 feet locally.

Residual soils generally are suitable for foundations and, when

questionable, good foundation rock is usually available at reasonable

depth beneath them. Excavation of residual soils can usually be accom-

plished with conventional excavating equipment with heavier rippers being

required where the rock-to-soil breakdown is not yet complete. Because

of the high silt and clay content of the residual soils and their

proximity to the underlying parent rock, the permeability of these

soils is generally found to be low. Water may be encountered seasonally

at the residuum-bedrock contact.

Alluvium. Soils mapped as alluvium are silts, sands and gravels

that have been deposited along stream valleys, chiefly the Little Spokane

River and Latah Creek. These deposits vary widely in composition and are

generally stratified. Thickness of the alluvium deposits is rarely over

30 feet. Alluvial deposits often merge into glacial outwash or lacustrine

materials.
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Because alluvium generally occurs as a variety of soil types and

often in conjunction with materials of different origin, the engineering

properties vary. Generally, the finer grained alluvial soils are unsuit-

able, or at best marginal, foundation soils, while the coarser sands and

gravels are adequate. Excavation stability is usually poor as most allu-

vium occurs in areas containing a high water table. Sites underlain by

alluvium should be investigated in detail prior to planning construction.

Lacustrine Organic Deposits. Saltese Flat, Newman Lake and Li-

berty Lake are shallow basins of deposition for soils washed down from

adjacent mountainous areas. Plant growth in swampy areas around the ba-

sins has accumulated and, over a period of time, has formed peat bogs and

organic silt deposits. These areas are soft and spongy and characterized

by high water tables.

Three types of peat have been identified at each site (Rigg,

1958). Muck is peat that has decomposed to the point where plant remains

are indistinguishable and usually forms a very soft surface layer of from

1 to 5 feet deep over underlying deposits. Fibrous peat generally under-

lies the muck and thicknesses range up to 15 feet. Fibrous peat is com-

posed of coarse grasslike plant remains that are incompletely decomposed.

Sedimentary peat is composed of small plant remains (algae, diatoms, etc.)

and the remains of aquatic animal and bacteria life that have been deposi-

ted in water. Sedimentary peat is often very soft and plastic. This type

of peat is found near the bottom of the deposits at Saltese Flat and New-

man Lake.

The organic deposits are not suitable foundation soils and must

3 4
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be removed or foundations must penetrate through them. They are soft

and compressible and surface loads such as embankments will often pro-

duce settlements of several inches that may continue over a period of

several years. Excavation of the peats generally requires a dragline.

Permeability. (Refer to Plates 303-12 to 27.) Two sets of

permeability maps have been prepared to illustrate the relative ability

of the surface and near-surface soils to transmit water. One set, desig-

nated "Surface Soils" (Plates 303-12 through 19), denotes the relative

permeability of the soils from the surface to a depth of about 3 feet,

while the set designated "Near Surface Soils" (Plates 303-20 through 27)

presents similar data on the soils at a depth of about 5 feet below the

surface.

The engineering parameter used to describe the ability of a

soil to transmit water is called the "coefficient of permeability." The

one that was selected for the purpose of this study is Darcy's coefficient

"k", which represents the saturated flow velocity of water through a unit

area of soil under a hydraulic gradient of unity. The coefficient is ex-

pressed as a velocity with units in the metric system (centimeters per

second). Permeability varies over a wide range and, within the soil spec-

trum, can vary from about 100 cm/sec. for coarse gravels to 10-10 cm/sec.

for highly plastic clays. The permeability of a particular material var-

ies according to particle size, particle shape, particle orientation, den-

sity and stratification, so that values may vary widely even for a given

type of soil. Field and/or laboratory tests are required to establish

realistic values for given soils and soil strata with certainty. Informs-
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tion regarding such tests is lacking for the soils in the Spokane area.

For the purpose of this study, permeability evaluation was based upon

three very broad classifications: 1) Good; 2) Poor; and 3) Practically

Impervious, corresponding to permeability coefficients of: 1) greater

than 10-4 cm/sec.; 2) between 10-4 and 10-6 cm/sec.; and 3) less than

106 cm/sec.

In terms of the soils found within the Spokane Urban area, the

permeability and soil type relationship is as follows:

Permeability Typical
Classification k (cm/sec.) Soil Type Geology Map Symbol

Good 10- 4  Sands and Gravels Gg, As, Ls,
relatively free of Cs/g, Gs,
silt and clay Rs, Ws
particles.

Poor 10-4 to 10-6 Very fine sands, Wm, Am, Lm,
silty sands and Cm, As/m,
gravels, silts. Ls/m, Gs/m,

Rs/m, Cs/g/m

Practically 10-6 Clayey silts, Ba, ST, Am, Lm
Impervious rock

The primary basis for the permeability/soil type relationship

tabulated above is the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (U.S.S.C.S.) soils

data for Spokane County presented by Donaldson and Giese (1968). Permea-

bility in the U.S.S.C.S. publications represents an infiltration rate ex-

pressed in inches per hour, through a unit area of soil under a given head,

usually 0.5 inch (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1951). A limitation of

the U.S.S.C.S. data for Spokane County is that they are based upon only a

few tests with the majority of the permeability values being assigned on

the basis of a visual classification of the soil. Further, the U.S.S.C.S.
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system contains several categories, spanning a relatively narrow portion

of the total permeability spectrum, which may be unrealistic if unsupported

by direct testing. Therefore, only the relative magnitudes of the pub-

lished data were considered and judgment was applied on the basis of the

grain size characteristics presented by the U.S.S.C.S., particularly that

portion passing the No. 200 mesh seive, constituting the portion of silt

and clay particles.

Boundaries on the surface drainage maps generally coincide with

those on the engineering geologic map. However, because different soils

may have similar drainage characteristics, fewer boundaries are used.

Like the soils boundaries, the drainage boundaries are arbitrarily drawn,

consistent with the scale and technique used.
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IV. GROUNDWATER RESOURCES OF THE SPOKANE URBAN AREA

Historical Background

From the times of pioneer settlement, springs and shallow wells

were the most popular early-day means of supplying water. The first

public supply-at Spokane was pumped from the river at Havermale Island.

The system was promoted by a private company, but was taken over by the

City of Spokane in 1885, a few months after supply was initiated. Nine

years later, the capacity of the system was enlarged, and the source

moved upstream to Parkwater.

The City looked to groundwater sources when further expansion

cif supply was contemplaLed and installed its first groundwater pumps in

dug wells at Parkwater in 1908. The main gravel aquifer of the Spokane

Valley plains has provided essentially the entire supply of domestic,

public service, industrial and irrigation water for the Spokane Urban area.

Spokane is now the largest city in the nation to rely entirely upon

groundwater sources for its public water supply.

In spite of the early reliance upon underground sources of

water supply, little was known of the extent and properties of the Spokane

aquifer until the early 1920's. It was then that the first studies were

begun by the Washington Water Power Company to learn more about the regi-

men of the water available for electric power generation. The data and

interpretative results of their efforts, reported by E. R. Fosdick (1931)

have since been substantiated and expanded by later studies by several

public agencies. Pertinent data from these later studies are given by
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Weigle and Mundorff (1952) in Washington and by Nace and Fader (1950) in

Idaho. The principal presentation of engineering data for well design is

contained in Frink's 1962 paper for the Bureau of Reclamation.

Explanation of Maps

Features of the principal sdbsurface aquifer in the Spokane

urban planning area are presented on a series of eight maps, Plates 303-

28 through 303-35.

The groundwater maps shcw the average summer elevation of the

groundwater table within the principal aquifer of the Spokane Valley, the

Hillyard Trough and in the lower valley of the Little Spokane River.

Water level records from selected wells were used to derive the ground-

water contours of the aquifers shown or. the maps,

The well records used as a data source are presented in Appen-

dix I. Well locations are shown on the groundwater maps. The wells

listed in Appendix I are those whose records afford reliable water level

information over an extended period of time and are strategically located

within the study area. Some of the wells shown on the maps represent a

group of closely-spaced wells. In such cases, the one with the best level

record has been selected. Most of the wells listed in Appendix I were con-

structed prior to 1952. The reason for this selection is that wells with

good long-term water level information were considered to be the most

valuable data sources. The data further indicate that there has been no

significant change in the water table during the last 20 years.

A small part of the groundwater discharges from known and named
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springs. These are described in Appendix II and are located on the

groundwater maps.

Lateral boundaries of the aquifers are shown on the maps, al-

though their location is only approximate. The elevation at which the

water table intersects an impervious barrier is considered to be the

aquifer's lateral boundary. In the Spokane area, the aquifer boundaries

are normally sloping bedrock or Latah Formation preglacial channels.

The Spokane Valley Aquifer

Configuration of the Aquifer. The principal aquifer consists

of a massive body of glacial outwash sands and gravels that underlies

the Spokane Valley in Washington and the Rathdrum Prairie in Idaho. The

principal aquifer branches at Spokane Falls, with one branch following

the route oi the lower river valley and the other passing through

the Hillyard Trough to the lower Little Spokane River Valley. The

general outline of the glacial materials which constitute the aquifer is

indicated on Plate 303-2. Within the study area, the glacial outwash

extends along the Spokane River to within 10 miles of the confluence with

the Columbia River, and fills the Chamokane Valley.

The detailed description which follows refers only to that por-

tion of the aquifer lying within the urbanizing area-between the Idaho

border and the confluence of the Spokane and Little Spokane Rivers, at

the head of Long Lake. Within this area, geologic and hydrologic data is

relatively plentiful, by contrast with the more westerly portions of the

Spokane Valley.
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Through the central part of the Spokane Valley the aquifer con-

sists of very pekmeable coarse gravel and sand that contains beds of

boulders and cobble size as well as boulders and cobbles scattered through

finer gravel. The materials are so bouldery that, prior to World War II,

wells were dug and masonry curbings were handlaid more cheaply than mach-

ine drilling could be done. Even after machine drilling became the usual

§practice, most wells were not drilled more than a few tens of feet below

the water table. Consequently, there is little drilling information on

the materials in the lower part of the aquifer, below a depth of about

50 feet.

The high permeability of at least the upper part of the aquifer

is known to continue west to the area of the basalt at Spokane Falls.

Northward through the Hillyard Trough, the aquifer materials are progress-

ively finer grained; sand and even fine sand and clay beds become an in-

creasing part of the materials below the water table toward the northern

end of the Hillyard Trough. Throughout the aquifer, finer grained mater-

ials have been encountered in a nt,'i.r of drillings. One test well, 1/4

mile south of the Spokane City Well Field at Parkwater, is said to have

been drilled 111 feet deep to an elevation of 1,842 feet, and abandoned

because sand predominated below a depth of about 60 feet (Weigle and

Mundorff, 1952). A 6-inch test well at the Diamond Match Company at the

eastern side of Spokane (E 1/2 Sec. 14, T25N, R43E) is reported to have

been drilled 90 feet deep to elevation 1,780 in saturated gravels and

solely in "clay' to an unreported depth below elevation 1,780 (Newcomb,
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1933). The well drilling records of Phillips Stal (1962) and Crosby

et al (1968, 1970, 1971) show rare clay or silt lenses were found in

their wells and much of the sand and gravel encountered in the drilling

contained 2 to 5 percent of materials in the silt and clay particle sizes.

The glacial outwash and flood materials which constitute the

Spokane Valley aquifer extend to abut the sloping sides of the pre-glacial

bedrock valley. In places, the gravel grades laterally into less per-

meable materials of outwash age; one place being at the Pasadena Park

Elementary School, where reworked Latah materials interbedded with gla-

ciofluvial sand and gravel near the side of Spokane Valley have been

reported by Phillips, et al (1962). Thus, the lateral boundaries of

the main gravel aquifer mostly consist of abruptly sloping surfaces of

essentially impervious granitic and metamorphic rocks, slightly permeable

Latah Formation and basalt with generally low but irregular permeability.

In a few areas, the lateral boundaries include fine-grained outwash and

other sedimentary deposits of outwash age which limit the width of the

gravel aquifer. These boundaries between the aquifer and finer grained

sedimentary deposits occur mainly across some of the larger tributary

valleys, such as those containing Newman and Liberty Lakes. The dividing

line between the coarse materials of the valley aquifer and the fine-

grained fill across these side valleys is only generally known from

records of a few wells.

One significant deficiency in information on the boundaries of

the aquifer occurs in the northwest part of Spokane where two gravel-

filled gaps exist in the western side of the Hillyard Trough. The out-
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cropping area of the basalt ledge, over which the river falls at Spokane,

extends north nearly one mile to the vicinity of North Central High

School. Between that end of the basalt and a 1/4 square mile knob of

basalt, centered at Courtland and Elm Streets, a one-mile sag in the

drainage divide is underlain by gravel. To the north of the basalt knob,

another gravel-filled gap 1-1/2 miles long extends through Shadle Park

and north to the slope which rises to Five Mile Prairie. These two gra-

vel-filled gaps are shown on Plate 303-32, as "North Central Gap" and

"Shadle Gap," respectively. While there is a lack of information in these

areas, either or both of these gaps are suspected of serving as conduits

for the westward movement of grt-Lndwater which has been inferred from

river flow measurements described later in this report.

Plates 303-28 through 303-35 show the lateral boundaries of the

aquifer, at the elevation of the water table, within the Spokane urban

planning area subject to the limitations of data described above.

Knowledge of the thickness of the valley aquifer is derived

mainly from geologic interpretations, drillers' logs of a few wells that

have been drilled through the aquifer along the sides of the valley, two

seismic cross sections (Newcomb et al 1953), and two deep wells drilled

by the Washington Water Power company and the Bonneville Power Administra-

tion in the Hillyard Trough.

The seismic section across the valley just east of the Idaho

State Line indicates that the base of the glaciofluvial gravels rests on

material typical of the Latah Formation, which has low permeability. The

aquifer, some 3 miles wide, averages a depLh of over 400 feet below ground
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surface. The seismic information shows that the base of the aquifer

is in the form of two broad "channels," the northern one being the

deeper and reaching down to elevation 1,600. The average elevation of

the aquifer base inferred from the seismic survey is about 1,690, ap-

proximately 300 feet below the water table for this section of the val-

ley (Newcomb et al 1953).

A partial check of the validity of the seismic data was pro-

vided by a test well drilled for the Bureau of Reclamation a mile to the

west of the seismic section. This test well was near the state boundary

in the middle of the valley and near the site of the Bureau's "Site 11"

area which is in the NW 1/4 SW 1/4 Sec. 31, T26N, R46E. The test well

was drilled to a depth of about 300 feet, or within about 100 feet of

the aquifer base as inferred by the seismic survey, and did not reach

the base of the glaciofluvial gravel aquifer. At a few places along the

edges of the valley, wells have encountered the sloping top of the bed-

rock (granitic, basaltic or Latah sedimentary rocks) before reaching the

level of the water table in the gravel aquifer, but no well is known to

have been drilled completely through the aquifer in the central part of

the Spokane Valley.

The seismic section across the Hillyard Trough shows the base
oi

of the valley gravel aquifer is an essentially even surface at a depth

of some 300 feet, at elevation 1,700 (Newcomb et al 1953). The water

table is at about 1,820 feet elevation indicating that the depth of

groundwater flowing in the aquifer is approximately 120 feet through this

section of the Hillyard Trough. At the north end of the Hillyard Trough
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the base of the aquifer, below elevation 1,650, is believed to be uneven

and be partitioned by bedrock spurs, based on observation of the ground-

water discharges to springs and to the Little Spokane River at elevations

ranging from 1,620 to 1,540 within a lateral width of some 2 miles.

A test well for the Washington Water Power Company was drilled

in 1962 through the gravel aquifer in the Hillyard Trough. The well, lo-

cated in the NE 1/4 SE 1/4 Sec. 20, T26N, R43E, 1000 feet north of the

seismic line, was drilled to a depth of 780 feet. Because the well was

drilled to test the sub-aquifer section for gas storage possibilities, a

record of the aquifer materials was kept only on a nearby water well

(26/43-20J1, in Table I-1, Appendix I). However, the sub-aquifer samples

start at 345 feet depth, the depth reported on the seismic section as the

base of the aquifer. From 345 to 715 feet the well was drilled in clays,

silt and sand. Cobbles and boulder gravel were reported from 715 to 780

feet. The description of the clay, silt and sand appears to show that

this section of the drilling penetrated sedimentary materials of the

Latah Formation, but the report on the drilling (Rieber and Turner, 1963)

concludes that the material was of Pleistocene age. The cobble and

boulder materials from 715 to 780 feet may have been a basal conglomerate

of the Latah Formation, as the seismic section interprets granitic bedrock

at a depth of about 740 feet. A mile north of the seismic section, a

water well drilled for the Bonneville Substation near the center of Section

16 shows the base of the sand aquifer at 272 feet depth, 20 feet below the

elevation of the base at the seismic section a mile to the south.

Thus summarized, data on the base of the gravel aquifer of the
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Spokane Valley and the Hillyard Trough indicates a wide planar pre-glacial

surface sloping gently westward to Spokane where the altitude of the base

is unlocated but presumed to be near or below elevation 1,650, 190 feet

below the basalt rim over which the river flows. The possible higher ele-

vation of the base of the aquifer in the northern part of the Hillyard

Trough may indicate that the base of the main course of the gravel aqui-

fer trends west through one of the two gaps in the basalt rim south of Five

Hile Prairie. Also, this higher base of the aquifer in the northern part

of the Hillyard Trough suggests that the sand and gravel deposits of the

northern part of the Hillyard Trough were laid down by southward flowing

outwash streams tributary to the meltwaters coursing west through the

Spokane Valley. The base of the aquifer may be underlain largely by the

Latah Formation, but knobs, spurs and "islands" of the granite bedrock

form the base of the aquifer in places.

Hydraulic Characteristics of the Aquifer. East of the study

area, the aquifer extends into Idaho, where the elevation of the water

table at its extreme northern end is influenced by Lake Pend Oreille.

Prior to 1952, the natural level of the lake was at elevation 2,051.

From this elevation, the water table had a gradient of about 2 to 2-1/2

feet per mile beneath the valley plains in the Athol, Idaho area to

within about 5 miles of the State line. The gradient of the water table

for the 5 miles east of the State line was 5 feet per mile (Newcomb, 1933).

With the closure of Albeni Falls Dam in 1952, the normal pool level of

Pend Oreille Lake was raised to about 2,059 feet, and the level of the

water table in the North Pole and Athol areas adjusted to the new level.
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Depths to the water table at the northern end of the aqui-

fer in Idaho are in the order of 300 to 400 feet. At the Washington/

Idaho state line, the water table lies near elevation 1,980, about 100

feet below the surface of the valley plain. In its 20-mile course

from the state line to downtown Spokane, the surface of the water table

drops lW feet, at slopes varying locally from 4 to 10 feet per mile.

The depth of the groundwater below the surface of the valley as it ap-

proaches the City of Spokane is in the order of 40 feet, and at a few

locations, sand and gravel quarry pits penetrate beneath the water

table. West of Greenacres the surface of the water table is at a higher

elevation than the bed of the Spokane River channel, a factor which has

a significant bearing on the transfer of water between the aquifer and

the river.

At the basaltic rock ledge which forms Spokane Falls, the

principal branch of the aquifer is that which turns north through the

Hillyard Trough. Along this course, the water table slopes evenly at

about 10 feet per mile from the 1,860 feet elevation which prevails

immediately east of Spokane Falls, and then steepens to as much as 70 to

80 feet per mile near the spring ateas in the Little Spokane Valley. As

the terrain rises from Spokane Falls to the north into Hillyard Trough,

the depth to groundwater increases to about 150 feet.

From the spring areas westward down the LiLtIe Spokane River,

the water table drops from elevation 1,600 Lo elevation 1,540 at the con-

fluence with the Spokane River below Nine Mile Dam. The groundwater in

the sand and gravel underlying the floo t te Little Spokane River Val-
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ley is joined, near the mouth, by groundwater contained in the other

branch of the aquifer which follows the course of the Spokane River.

This second branch of the gravel aquifer begins below the

rock ledge of Spokane Falls and apparently receives some groundwater

that percolates through gravel-filled gaps in the largely impervious ma-

terials that form the west side of the Hillyard Trough. Beneath the

Peaceful Valley area, just west of the basalt obstruction at Spokane

Falls, the water table is at elevation 1,740. From there it slopes

about 15 feet per mile, in general conformity with the river's gradient,

to reach the 1,602 foot level of the pool behind Nine Mile Dam. The

granitic constriction that caused Nine Mile Falls, and serves as a foun-

dation for Nine Mile Dam, forms an obstruction which results in the

steep descent of the water table to the 1,540 foot elevation

at the mouth of the Little Spokane River referred to above. The

resulting high gradient in the groundwater accelerates percolation

through the gravel east of the granite knob, especially during rising

stages of Nine Mile Reservoir, as described by Broom (1951).

Over a period of years, studies have attempted to determine

the patterns and quantities of groundwater flow within the aquifer, and

the water balance between the surface and sub-surface flows. The prin-

cipal sources of information are flow records of the Spokane and Little

Spokane Rivers, which indicate that these streams gain and lose incre-

ments of flow which must represent an exchange of flow within the subsur-

face aquifer. The exchange can be observed at numerous springs in the

gaining reaches of the river valleys. The increments of flow are sub-
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ject to pronounced seasonal and year-to-year variations, as a result

of the interaction of the elevations of the water table and the river

profile (Fosdick, 1931; Broom, 1951). The mechanism is, however, com-

plex, and has defied several attempts at compilation (McDonald and

Broom, 1951).

A comprehensive approach to the estimation of average flows

was adopted by Pluhowski and Thomas (1968), who analyzed 50 years of

streamflow records. They reasoned that "below the City of Spokane,

the river flows on nearly impermeable basaltic bedrock, so that virtu-

ally the entire water yield of the Spokane River basin is measured at

the Long Lake gage." For the upstream, end of the study area, they de-

veloped an estimate of the sources in Idaho contributing to flow in

the aquifer near the State line is Is follows:

Average Flow
(c.f.s.)

Infiltration from Pend Oreille Lake
(approximate) 50

Infiltration from Coeur d'Alene Lake
and Spokane River above
Post Falls 250)

) 370
Infiltration from Spokane River )

(Post Falls to Otis Orchards) 120)

Infiltration from streams draining
onto the valley floor and pre-
cipitation on the valley floor 530

Infiltration from irrigation with
surface water 50

1,000

The magnitude of this estimate is consisteut vith the conclusions of
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Piper and La Rocque (1944) and the flow increments to the Spokane

River observed by Fosdick (1931) and Broom (1951).

With the aid of the seismic data referred to previously,

estimates of the permeability and transmissivity of the aquifer can be

made, and compared with conclusions reached in the course of well

pumping tests. The computations are to be found in Table 1, and

indicate transmissivities of 25.4 million gallons per day per foot at

State Line, and 1.9 m.g.d/ft. in the Hillyard Trough.

Determinations of transmissivity by the U. S. Geological

Survey from six well-pumping tests in Spokane Valley are reported

(Frnk, 1962) to have ranged from 1.3 to 13 m.g.d/ft. Pumping tests

were run on many of the wells in the eleven tested areas of the Bureau

of Reclamation in the eastern part of the Spokane Valley and yielded

transmissivity values ranging from 6 to 13 m.g.d/ft. (John W. Frink,

personal communication, 1973). Each of the wells tested by the Geo-

logical Survey and Bureau of Reclamation penetrated only part of the

aquifer.

The estimates of permeability and transmissivity given above

and the comments on the relative permeability of geologic units concern

mainly the horizontal direction. In water-laid materials, the permea-

bility in a vertical direction is generally less than that in the hor-

izn'6il, and the numerical comparison varies greatly with the type of

material and horizontal layering - from one-half the horizontal permea-

bility in clean sand and xravel to as little as one-ten-thousandth

in finely bedded fine grained materials." Though an estimate of

the vertical permeability of the Spokane Valley aquifer might be
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within the range of one-half to one-tenth the horizontal permeability,

the figure is largely irrelevant because the known movement of water

vertically to the water table is by unsaturated transfer and not by

vertical saturated percolation.

Except for some areas of silty soils on some of the terraces

and a general incomplete silt and sand filling of the gravel interstices

in the top 5 feet of the subsurface, the gravel and sand above the water

table is readily susceptible to the transfer of water downward from the

surface. Air moves through the coarser gravel members during changes in

the atmospheric pressure, and some depletion of capillary moisture must

take place by evaporation; however, this evaporative loss from the sub-

surface is estimated to be a small part of the infiltrated water,

probably much less than 10 per cent.

Westward from Post Falls, where the river descends 120 feet to

the level of the water table at Greenacres, the river is subject to con-

tinuous infiltration losses which recharge the groundwater. The resultant

river losses are especially large when the river is rising rapidly. Un-

recorded visual tests of the unsaturated transfer process by which water

moves down from that part of the Spokane River which is losing water to the

aquifer have been made along the river's edge in the State Line vicinity.

When a shaft is put down beside the river's edge, it proceeds in moist un-

saturated sand and gravel; and, when a short adit section is then dug

laterally to be in a position vertically beyond -he river's edge, a drop by

drop fall of water can be observed from the unsaturated sand at the crown

of the adit.
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The drop from the crown falls on the sand and gravel floor of the adit

and disappears without evidence of wetness or saturation. Though no

formal record of this hydrologic mechanism has been made in the Spokane

Valley, by lysimeter or such measurements, the process is well known in

hydrologic science. Also well known is the partial sealing effect that

can build up at the surlace as sediment carrying water infiltrates

an unsaturated permeable granular subsurface. This phenomenon must

occur in the Post Falls - Greenacres reach of the Spokane River and

account for the river's ability to cross that permeable reach during

periods of low flow.

Some spot tests on the moisture content of the sand and gravel

material between the surface and the water table in Spokane Valley were

made and results published by Phillips et al (1962), Crosby @ al

(1968), Crosby et al (1970) and Crosby et al (1971). These tests

indicated that a moisture deficiency below field capacity existed at the

time and place of sampling, including areas directly below drain fields

of septic tanks. Crosby et al concluded that water does not move

vertically down at the sites tested; and, consequently, would not do so

from precipitation or other such surface or near surface additions of

water. However, their data shows that some samples, particularly those

containing some fine-grained materials do hold water at or above field

capacity (Crosby et al 1971). In accordance with the rules of capil-

lary movement of water in the unsaturated zone, it is probable that
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their near-surface moisture moves down along devious subvertical paths

formed by the finer grained materials which have greater capillary

tension. This unsaturated transfer, by materials at field capacity,

would form but a small part of the vertical column below recharge points

and would be difficult to identify in the vertical drill holes used by

Phillips et al (1962) and Crosby et al (1968, 1970, 1971). Some of

their data show that no identifiable buildup of chemical residues occurs

at the waste water disposals, a situation indicating that the downward

transfer of the water and solutes along capillary-preferred routes is

more likely than their conclusion that it (and the area's precipitation)

is stored in the upper strata and removed by evapotranspiration during

the growing season.

Currently the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) is undertaking

an extensive study of this aquifer which should provide an improved quan-

titative understanding of the operation of this aquifer. The USGS study

is not scheduled for completion until after the completion of this study.

The USGS study is described as follows, quoted from a release by USGS:

"The objective of the study is to accurately determine the
hydraulic characteristics of the aquifer, including its

geometry (especially in the primary recharge of discharge areas).
A digital model of the flow system that will be developed to
provide a basis for guiding a basic model upon which a water-
quality model may be superimposed at a later date to develop an
understanding of the possible effects of various water-disposal
land-use practices. The model will be developed to simulate the
hydraulic response of this aquifer from the state line to the
terminus of the gravel aquifer near Long Lake.

Emphasis in data collection will be on: (1) Drilling and
geophysical surveys to determine aquifer geometry at the
Washington-Idaho border and in the areas north and west of the
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City of Spokane; (2) development of water level distribution
in, and pumpage from the aquifer; (3) determination of inflow
from adjacent highlands; (4) determination of T and S values
from pumping tests, especially in the area of the state line
and northwest of Spokane; (5) determination of the hydraulic
connection between surface and ground waters".

Use of Groundwater

Withdrawals from the primary aquifer are developed in other

sections of this report, results of which are summarized below:

Annual Withdrawal
Use Category Acre Feet

DomeAtic 90,000

Industrial 17,000

Agricultural and non-agricultural
irrigation 22,000

129,000

The annual withdrawal is equal to an average rate of 178 cfs

which is about one-fifth of the 1000 cfs estimated to percolate westward

into the aquifer from Idaho. The domlestic component of use includes a

significant part that is for domestic landscape irrigation. The peak

rate of summer withdrawal caused by the total of all irrigation peaks

superimposed on the year around components of domestic and industrial

use is of the order 400 cfa which is 40 percent of the estimate average

aquifeL inflow.

Of the total average groundwater withdrawal of 129,000 acre

feet per year, only that part which finds its way to the City of Spokane

sewer system is diverted to surface water. The estimated annual dis-

charge of the City of Spokane sewage treatment plant, exclusive of storm
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drainage and infiltration is 35 cfs or 25,000 acre feet per year. The

remaining 104,000 acre feet are used (1) as domestic water supply in

areas having drain field disposal of their wastes, (2) homeowner and

public agency landscape irrigation and (3) agricultural use. All of

these waters are returned to the surface of the aquifer. The extent

to which any or all of these surface applied waters reach and recharge

the aquifer is unknwon.

Interchange with Surface Waters

It has been shown above that approximately 1000 cfs of ground-

water enters the study area at the interstate boundary and percolates

westward through the main gravel aquifer of the Spokane Valley. It

has also been shown that at present an annual average rate of 178 cfs is

withdrawn from the aquifer for domestic, irrigation and industrial use

of which 35 cfs is discharged to surface water and the remainder is

returned to the surface of the aquifer for agricultural or landscape

irrigation or through drainfield disposal of wastewaters. An unknown

portion of that returned to the surface again reaches groundwater. It

has long been suspected that the fate of the groundwater crossing the

boundary, other than that withdrawn by man, is to be returned to surface

waters by natural interchange.

In 1948 a study was undertaken by the U. S. Geological Survey

in cooperation with the Bureau of Reclamation to obtain a better under-

stanaing of the interchange mechanism between the groundwater and surface

waters of the Spokane and Little Spokane Rivers. The approach taken was

to establish additional gaging stations on these ilvers to determine by
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difference the gain or loss from and to groundwater. This study and

results are reported by Broom (1951).

Although high flows during part of the year tend to mask the

differentials which at that season are of the same order as expected

gaging accuracy, the measurements of gain or loss from the Spokane and

Little Spokane Rivers give the best available approximation of the

interchange process and the transmissive capability of the aquifer.

Except for a few springs above the level of the Little Spokane River

near Dartford and a few small springs along the banks of the Spokane

River, the groundwater discharges rather inconspicuously in the gaining

reaches of the Spokane River and Little Spokane River. Only in certain

parts of gaining reaches of the river can water be seen entering in

sandboil fashion, and this groundwater discharge is evident only during

lower stages of the river. The reaches of the river to which groundwater

discharge takes place are those where the water table stands above the

level of the river. Because the levels of both the river and the water

table fluctuate as much as several tens of feet each year, the limits of

the gaining reaches of the river change with the respective levels of

these interacting water bodies. The water table fluctuates through an

annual recharge and discharge cycle and in reponse to changes in river

level as well as in response to other cyclic and noncyclic recharge and

discharge events, including changes in response to long term multi-year

vatiations in precipitation. Annual cyclic changes of 10 to 20 ft. in the

level of the water table in wells have been described by Piper and
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La Rocque (1944). The lowest general levels of the water talbe were

reached in 1931 during a low point in the long range precipitation

cycle.

Broom (1951) was able to reach the following conclusions

based on measurements for the water year 1950:

cfs
Gain by River Loss by River

River Reach Aver Max Min Aver Max Min

Spokane River

1. Post Falls to Greenacres 529 78 757

2. Greenacres to Trent Bridge 370 1140 39

3. Trent Br. to Green St. 566 1650 12

4. Green St. to Hangman Cr. 216 39 428

5. Hangman Cr. to Seven Mile 126 427 184

6. Seven Mile to Nine Mile 21 1028

7. Nine Mile to Long Lake 157 1422

Little Spokane River

8. Dartford to Mouth 218 250

TOTALS 1458 117

Note the large variation throughout one year, not only in

magnitude, but in direction. The location having the most consistent

direction of flow and quantity is the Little Spokane.

The general conclusioi indicated by the average direction of flow

in Bloom's investigation is confirmed by the water table contours developed
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in this study. The reaches wherein the river recharges the groundwater

and others where it receives discharge from the groundwater are evi-

dent from a comparison of the levels of the river and water table.

For example, in the section from Greenacres to Green Street, where

Broom shows the largest consistent gains by the river, the water table

is seen to stand normally a few feet above the river level. However,

rapid rises in the river level result in correlative rises in the

groundwater near the river. These recharge waves in the water table

are well shown by graphs such as Plate 6 of Piper and La Rocque (1944).

The discharge from riverbank wells of the City of Spokane at Parkwater

is commonly chlorinated during strong recharging of the groundwater by

these episodes of rapidly rising river level.

Another aspect of the aquifer that is demonstrated by the

water table contours developed in this study is the relative permeability.

More permeable parts of the aquifer are indicated by flatter gradients;

and less permeable parts of the aquifer are indicated by steeper gradients.

In order to make a water balance on the groundwater regime

it is necessary to estimate recharges to the surface of the aquifer

within the study area. Rainfall on the 90 square miles of valley floor

itself creates a potential contribution of 26 cfs if 4 inches (about

one fourth of the annual) are assumed to percolate its highly permeable

surface. Rainfall on the 80 square miles of surrounding uplands could

contribute another 15 cfs. As pointed out above, irrigation and drainfield
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create potential for some fraction of 178-35 - 123 cfs to contribute.

If 15 percent of the latter is assumed to reach groundwater, the total

potential surface recharge is 26 plus 15 plus 18 - 59 cfs. These

highly doubtful items are seen to make up only a small part of the water

balance. Thus a crude water balance would be as follows:

Average Average
Addition Deletions

to Groundwater from Groundwater
cfs cfs

Entering the study area
from Idaho 1000

Recharge from the Spokane R. 117
Recharge from Surface 59
Discharges to the Spokane R. 1240

" " Little Spokane R. 218
Pumpage 178

1176 1636

It is evident that either the Pluhowski and Thomas (1968)

estimate of the inflow is too low or that the Broom (1951) estimate of

river gains from groundwater is too high. A check made for other water

years indicates that the years measured by Broom may be above average.

On the other hand, Pluhowski and Thomas were working from methods

inherently less reliable than Broom. Nevertheless, despite these incon-

sistencies, the general size of the groundwater stream and its interchange

with the river appear to be confirmed by the water balance.
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TABLE I

HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF THE SPOKANE VALLEY AQUIFER

I'
East of Idaho Hillyard

State Line Trough

Saturated section (sq. ft.) 3.82 X 106  2.10 X 106

f Width (ft.) 13,400 14,000
Average Thickness (ft.) 285 150

k Estimated Average Flow (cfs) 1,000 200

f Effective porosity (estimated) .25 .20

Velocity (ft./day) 90.5 41.1

Water Table Gradient (ft./mile) 10 26

Permeability (gals/day/sq.ft.) 89,143 12,600
(cm/sec) 4.2 0.6

Transmissivity (gals/day/ft.) 25.4 X 106 1.9 1 106
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SECTION 405

GROUNDWATER QUALITY DATA

Introduction

This section has four objectives:

(1) To summarize prior existing groundwater quality data

(2) Identify data gaps in the prior existing record

(3) Describe the selection of a supplemental sampling program

to fill data gaps

(4) Report the results of the supplemental sampling program.

Interpretation of the groundwater quality data is not an objective

of this section. Interpretation and analysis are covered in Section 608.2.

There are two groundwater regimes of major areal extent, the primary

Spokane Valley aquifer and the basalt aquifer, plus a number of other

aquifers of smaller extent. The four objectives listed above are addressed

in terms of data divided into aquifer categories designated "primary",

"basalt" and "other".

An incidental objective of this section is the development of a

groundwater quality file for insertion in the simulation model. The

groundwater of the primary aquifer, most of which does not originate in

the study area, forms an important constituent of the basin surface waters

which must be accounted for in simulation of surface water quality.

Available Prior Existing Data

General. The general availability of groundwater quality data is

405-1



developed in Section 307-9. It is shown in 307-9 that there is a large

amount of general chemical quality data available in the raw data files

of the Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) which are not

categorized or systemitized except by County and which are not in STORET.

These DSHS files are explored as part of this section to fill specific

data gaps prior to development of the supplemental sampling program.

Their usefullness is greatest in the areas of the basalt and other aquifers

which are not as well represented in STORET and were not included in the

USGS-EPA special program.

Primary Aquifer. Due to the great interest in this aquifer which

provides, with one exception*, the entire municipal, industrial and agri-

cultural supply of the UrbaW Planning Area, it is possible to assemble for

this aquifer water quality data from thirty wells, all based on samples

in the period 1970-74 and all covering a significant range of quality

parameters. These data are all available from either STORET or the recent

USGS-EPA program. These thirty wells and their quality data are shown in

Appendix I. An overall evaluation of typical primary aquifer quality

is presented in Table 1 based on statistical summary of twenty-five of

the thirty wells. The following five wells are omitted from the summary

because they are untypical in some respect as indicated below:

N~mb~rAneirniq Dlata

25/42-13BI Spokane Cold Storage High manganese
25/43-24GI East Spokane #1 High solids
25/44-2QI Kaiser "a'tgate High sclids, chlorides,

chrome, zinc
26/45-36N1 G. N. Siverson High iron and zinc
26/45-36QI Borden High zinc

* The one exception is the Kaiser Trentwood industrial coGling water

diversion from the Spokane River.

405-2



It is evident that these five wells are being affected by influences

not common to the rest of the primary aquifer wells and are not represen-

tative of typical conditions.

The locations of the wells listed in Appendix I are shown on

Plate 608-1.

Basalt Aquifer. Groundwater quality data are available for 46 wells

in the Basalt Aquifer by extending the search to the DSHS source and

utilizing data back to 1942. The data are listed in Appendix II. Sources

utilized are as follows:

Source Number of Wells
DSHS 31
Van Denburgh and Santos 13
USGS (Unpublished) 1
Weigle and Mundorf 1

46

Locations of the wells listed in Appendix II are showm in Plate 608-2.

A summary of quality data for the Basalt Aquifer based on statistical

analysis of the data in Appendix II is presented in Table 2.

Other Aquifers. Of the other aquifers, the alluvium of the Little

Spokane River valley is the most important from both an areal and utili-

zation standpoint. Therefore, this area is treated separately and the

data for the remaining areas is lumped together. Data for 16 wells in

Fthe Little Spokane basin and for 19 wells In other locations are avail-

able entirely from DSHS records for the period 1970-73. These data

are compiled in Appendices III and IV respectively and locations are shown

on Plate 608-2. Summarized data are shown in Table 3.

405-3
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Sumary Comparison of All Aquifers. Mean values of quality

parameters for all aquifers are summarized in Table 4.

Identification of Data Gaps and Selection of Supplemental

Sampling Program

Primary Aquifer. The data shown in Table 1, Appendix I and Plate

608-1 when evaluated for parameter and areal coverage indicates no need

for expansion of the parameter list beyond the USGS-EPA selection but

does indicate the need for areas not previously sampled.

Fifteen general areas of the primary aquifer are found to be

inadequately represented. Selected wells to represent twelve of the

fourteen areas are shown on Plate 608-1. There are no available wells in

or even sufficiently near to areas marked 2, 8 and 9 on Plate 608-1 to

fulfill requirements. There appears to be no present groundwater develop-

ment at these sites, which therefore must remain gaps.

In addition to the wells selected for additional area coverage, two

wells previously sampled by USGS-EPA are selected for an additional

sampling to confirm what appear to be changing conditions revealed by

the four periodic samples under USGS-EPA. The two wells selected for

repeat sampling are as follows with the apparent anomalies in data which

caused them to be selected:

i0-A
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Number Name Anomalous Data

25/42-13B1 Spokane Cold Storage Solids moved steadily up
from 179 to 231 mg/l and
manganese jumped from
nil to 140 ug/l

25/44-2QI Kaiser East Gate Large increase in solids
from 175 to 329, jump in
chlorides from less than
10 mg/l to 60 mg/l and
chromium from nil to 30 ug/l

The well at Kaiser Mead, number 26/43-16F, although previously

sampled, but not in the USGS-EPA full spectrum of parameters, is selected

for additional analysis to fill out the data on the downstream end of

the aquifer.

Table 5 lists the wells selected for sampling and analysis in the

primary aquifer. Those for additional areal coverage inside the study

area are P-1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. One of the newly

completed wells by the Bureau of Reclamation east of the Idaho border and

outside the study area is selected for the opportunity it affords of

getting a sample representative of the water entering from Idaho. This

well is designated P-W, 5/51-28N. Wells designated sample P-X and P-Y

are the repeat samples of USGS-EPA points, Kaiser Eastgate and Spokane Cold

Storage respectively. Sample P-Z is the expanded parameter sample of

Kaiser Mead.

The analysis program bhown for all wells in the primary aquifer

typically includes all the USGS-EPA chemical parameters. Bacteriological

and hexane extractables are added for those in and downstream of

405-5
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development. Aluminum is added for those near the aluminum industries.

Basalt Aquifer. Both areal and parameter coverage available are

adequate for an overview of Basalt Aquifer water quality except that

there are no checks available on possible contamination at three com-

munities. Sampling and analysis for wells near Airways Heights, Spangle,

and Latah are selected as shown on Table 5. Since the interest in this

coverage is primarily possible pollution from the adjoining development,

the analysis selected is bacteriological and detergents. Basalt aquifer

samples are identified by the letter B.

Other Aquifers. The data gap situation for other aquifers is similar

to that stated above for the basalt. Data are adequate in general but

there are three areas of development for which there is no check on

potential pollution. Three locations as indicated in Table 5 are sampled

and aftalyzed for bacterial indicators and detergent. Samples in other

aquifers are identified by the letter 0.

Sampling Program and Results. Samples were collected in the period

June 4, 1974 to June 10, 1974. Analyses were performed in accordance with

the schedule shown on Table 5 by Pacific Environmental Laboratory of San

Francisco. All analyses are according to "Standard Method for the

Examination of Water and Wastewater", Current Edition, AP}A, except as

noted below. Fluoride was analyzed by specific ion eletrode. Mercury

was analyzed by flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometry. Cadmium,

chromium, copper, iron, lead, manganese, potassium, sodium, and zinc were

405-6
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analyzed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. The conductivity, pH,

and water temperature were analyzed in the field. Coliform tests were

performed in the field laboratory by the membrane filter method.

It should be noted that the Kjeldhal nitrogen determination reported

here are by the manual micro Kjeldhal apparatus in accordance with stan-

dard methods and are not of the same degree of sensitivity as those

reported by USGS-EPA which are done by an automated apparatus. In both

cases the amounts reported are at the minimum range of the respective

methods.

Reports of the analyses are summarized in Table 6.

Summary Groundwater Quality

The water quality data gained in the supplementary sampling and

analysis program reported above are combined with the prior existing

data to arrive at mean values representative of each aquifer. These

results are shown in Table 7

405-7
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TABLE I

SUMMAaY OF PRIOR AVAILABLE GROUNDWATER
QUALITY DATA FOR THE PRIMARY AQUIFER

Average Standard
Parameter Units Value Deviation # Samples

Conductivity at 25*C umhos 285 56 201
Residue (Total) mg/l 177 46 150
Residue (Diss-180°) mg/l 171 26 49
Residue TON/AFT 0.23 0.04 48
pH 7.7 0.6 198
Temp. 0C 10.7 1.8 69

D. 0. mg/i 8.3 1.4 5
Hardness (As CaCO3) mg/l 157 40 202

NH3 -N mg/l 0.015 0.008 49

N02-N mg/l 0.002 0.002 49

N03-N mg/l 1.521 1.258 50

Kjel-Nitrogen (N) mg/l 0.111 0.146 49

P04-P (Total) mg/l 0.014 0.012 50

P04-P(Ortho) mg/l 0.010 0.012 49

C1 mg/l 4.7 3.6 198

As (Diss) ug/l 5 10 49
Cd (Diss) ug/l 0 0 49

Cr (Diss) ug/l 0 0 49

Cu (Diss) ug/l 6 11 49

Fe (Diss) ug/l 28 32 49
Fe (Total) ug/l 169 356 146
Pb (Diss) ug/l 2 3 43

Pb (Total) ug/l 19 8 20
Mn ug/l 7 10 201

Hg (Total) ug/l 2 4 61

Zn (Diss) ug/l 26 32 50
MBAS mg/l 0.02 0.03 45

405-8
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE GROUNDWATER
QUALITY FOR THE BASALT AQUIFER

Average Standard

Parameter Units Value Deviation # Samples

Conductivity at 250 umhos 263 90 95

Dissolved Solids
Calculated * mg/l 181 33 52
Residue (180°C) mg/l 177 34 64

pH - 7.7 0.3 95

Temp. 0C 14.0 3.3 56

Color Color Units 5 7 90

Hardness, as CaCO 3  mg/l 108 38 97

ALK. as CaCO 3  mg/l 120 46 31

N03-N mg/l 1.686 2.884 96

Total PO4-P mg/l 0.088 0.121 31

Ortho P04-P mg/l 0.070 0.099 2

Cl mg/l 5.1 7.0 96

S04 mg/i 14.5 11.2 96

F mg/l 0.308 0.215 96

Fe ug/l 140 178 88

• Based on the sum of the concentrations of the individual

major constituents.
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF PRIOR AVAILABLE GROUNDWATER QUALITY

DATA FOR THE LITTLE SPOKANE BASIN

AND OTHER AQUIFERS

Little Spokane Basin Aquifer Other Aquifers

Average Standard No. of Average Standard No.of
Pardmeter Units Value Deviation Samples Value Deviation Samples

pH - 7.7 0.4 16 7.4 0.4 19

Conductivity umhos/cm 292 106 16 285 145 19

Color Color Units 4 2 16 7 6 19

Hardness
(CaCO3) mg/l 151 64 16 136 72 19

Alkalinity
(CaCO3) mg/i 139 54 16 114 58 19

Fe ug/1 100 100 16 161 167 19

SO4  mg/l 17.7 9.4 16 16.7 9.6 19

Cl mg/l 3.4 4.5 16 8.6 10.3 19

F mg/l 0.166 0.093 16 0.247 0.301 19

NO3-N mg/l 1.418 1.624 16 1.046 1.504 19

P04-P mg/l 0.095 0.082 16 0.115 0.272 19

405-10
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE GROUNDWATER
QUALITY FOR ALL AQUIFERS

Mean Values by Aquifer

LittleParameter Units Primary Basalt Spokane Other

Conductivity umhos/CM 285 263 292 285
Residue (Total) mg/l 177 - - -
Residue (180*C-Diss) mg/l 171 177 - -
Residue TON/AFT 0.23 - - _
pH 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.4
Temp. OC 10.7 14.0 - -
D. 0. mg/i 8.3 - - _
Color Color Units - 5 4 7
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l 157 108 151 136
AIK (CaC03) mg/1 - 120 139 114
NH3-N mg/l 0.015 - - -N02-N mg/1 0.002 - - _

N03-N mg/l 1.521 1.686 1.418 1.046Kjel-Nitrogen (N) mg/l 0.111 - - _
P04-P (Total) mg/l 0.014 0.088 0.095 0.115
P04-P (Ortho) mg/l 0.010 0.070 - -
Ci mg/l 4.7 5.1 3.4 8.6
S04  mg/l - 14.5 17.7 16.7
F mg/i - 0.308 0.166 0.247
AS (Diss) ug1 5 - - _
Cd (Diss) ug/l 0 - - -
Cr (Dies) ug/l 0 - - -
Cu (Dies) ug/1 6 - - -
Fe (Dios) ug/l 28
Fe (Total ug/l 169 140 * 100 * 161 *
Pb (Diss) ug/1 2 - - -
Pb (Total) ug/1 19 - - -
Mn ug/1 7 - - -
Hg (Total) ug/l 2 - - -
Zn (Dias) ug/l 26 - - -
MBAS mg/l 0.02 - - -

z!
• Not known if these represent x

total or dissolved iron.
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TABLE 5

SUPPLEMENTAL GROUNDWATER SAMPLING PROGRAM

Sample USGS Parameters
Number Well Name Well Number Sampled

P-1 City, Hoffman #1 & #2 25/43-4BI A-B-C
P-3 City, Ray St. #1 & #2 25/43-22F A-B
P-4 Modern #8 25/44-17AI A-B

P-5 Model #11 25/44-21L A-B
P-6 Vera #5 25/44-26D1 A-B

P-7 CID #2A, 2B & 2C 25/45-18R A

P-10 WWP #3-6 26/43-3Q A-B-C

P-11 Whitworth #2A 26/43-20D A-B-C
P-12 N. Spokane # 1 & #2 26/43-28H A-B-C

P-13 CID #6A, 6B & 6C 25/45-4C A

P-14 MOAB #1 26/45-24P A
P-W USBR, Post Falls #1 5/51-28N A

P-X Kaiser Eastgate 25/44-2Q1 A-B-E
P-Y Spokane Cold Storage 25/42-13B1 A

P-Z Kaiser Mead 26/43-16F2 A-B-C-E

B-1 Airway Heights #3 25/41-26H B-D

B-2 Spangle #2 22/43-4F B-D

B-3 Latah #1 21/45-30B B-D

0-1 Chattaroy Valley
Mobile Estates 28/43 B-D

0-2 Diamond Lake
(Degestrom Well) B-D

0-3 Rivilla #1 26/43-6G1 B-D

Identification of Parameters Sampled

A - Full spectrum of chemical parameters per USGS-EPA program
B - Total Fecal Coliform
C - Hexane Extractables

D - Detergents (where A is not run, A includes detergents)
E - Aluminum

451
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TAILE 6

RESULTS OF GROUNDWATER SAfPLING PROGP2IM

Well 1deni'ficatig
P-1 P-3 P-4 P-5 P-6 P-7 P-10 P-11 P-12 P-13 P-14

Parameter Units 25/43-4B1* 25/43-22F* 25/44-17AI* 25/44-21L* 25/44-26D1*. 25/45-18R* 26/43-3Q* 26/43-20* 26/43-28H* 25/45-4C* 26/45-2

Conductivity Aimhoa/cm 291 348 270 259 235 170 265 235 252 259 167
Residue (180*C) mI/I 176 226 539 179 160 121 184 149 146 165 113
Residue TO/AFT .24 .31 .73 .24 .22 .16 .25 .20 .20 .22 .1i
pH -- 7.6 7.5 8.1 7.75 7.9 7.85 7.8 7.3 8.2 7.9 7.7
Terperature C 11.5 12.0 9.5 12.0 11.5 11.0 12.5 11.5 11.0 9.0 9.0

Hfardness (CaCO3) 22/I 154 178 152 132 132 88 148 128 136 140 116 .
'-113-"* 2g/I <.056 .056 <.056 <.056 -e.056 <.056 < .056 < .056 <.056 <.056 < 0se
N02-1; 8g/1 <.002 <.002 <.002 <.002 <.002 <.002 <.002 <.002 <.002 <.002 < 0024

-g/I 1.1 2.8 1.2 2.2 1.9 1.2 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.1 0.17

Kjeldahl Nitrogen mg/l <.28 <.28 <.28 <.28 <.28 <.28 <.28 <.28 <.28 <.28 .28
P04-P (Total) mg/I .028 .037 .032 .028 .030 .026 .040 .086 .032 .032 .032
rO,-P (Ortho) mg/i .028 .037 .032 .022 .024 .022 .040 .084 .026 .024 .032,

Chlorine .g /1 2.0 7.0 0.5 2.0 1.0 <0.5 3.0 2.5 4.0 <0.5 0.5 :3
Aluminum jug/I -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

Arsenic j1g/1 <6 < 6 <6 < 6 <6 .X6 <6 <6 <6 <6 <6 
Chromium j&/I <5 -c5 <5 < 5 < (5 <5 <5 (5 <5
Copper Cr811 200 5 <5 10 < 5 330 < 5 <5 <5 50 < 5 o

Iron ,g/1 10 <10 <10 < 10 10 < 10 < 10 < 10 10 10 <10

Lead Jug/1 < 10 < 10 <10 le 10 <10 30 <10 < 10. ( 10 <10 < 10
langaneie ul/l <10 < 10 <10 <10 <10 <10 < 10 < 10 (10 <10 <10
Iercury js/1 (.2 <.2 <.2 <.2 <.2 <.2 < .2 <.2 <.2 <.2 <.2
?Inc AS/I <5 30 <5 20 < 5 540 10 120 32 23 6

mgA 8/I <. 05 (.05 <.05 <.05 <. 05 <. 05 <.05 (.05 (.05 (.05 <.05

Oil & Grease mg/i 6.1 - - - 5.0 5.5 6.3 -- --

TotalColiforn 0/10001 <1 <1 <1 4 <1 < < < 1 41
Fecal Coliform #/100.1 <1 <1 <1 ( 1 ( 1- < I < 1 (1 < %1

*USGS number.
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TABLE 6

GROUNDWATER SA fPLING PROGPUt

Well ldentification
11 P-12 P-13 P-14 P-W P-X P-Y P-Z B-1 3-2 B-3 0-1 0-2 0-3

4.3-20D* 26/43-28H* 25/45-4C- 26/45-24P 5/51-28N* 25/44-2Q1* 25/42-13B1* 26/43-16F* 15/41-26H* 22/43-4* 21/45-303* 28/43* 26/43-6c11

235 252 259 167 268 767 353 300 .....-- ---
49 20 146 165 113 170 537 233 165 ....... ...

20 .20 .22 .15 .23 .73 .32 .22 ..... .. ....
7.5 8.2 7.9 7.7 7.95 7.75 7.48 7.6

11.5 11.0 9.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.5 12.0.... ..

28 136 140 116 144 228 164 146
< 056 <.056 <.056 <.056 <.056 <.056 < .056 <.056 .... .. ...
.002 <.002 <.002 <.002 <.002 .039 <.002 <.002 .... .. ...

1.3 1.5 1.1 0.17 1.3 <.01 1.1 1.7 .... .. ..

<.28 <.28 <.28 <.28 <.28 1.12 <.28 <.28 ....... .. ... -

.086 .032 .032 .032 .032 .032 .054 .026 ...... .. .. -

.084 .026 .024 .032 .030 .024 .038 .024 ..... .. .. ..
S2.5 4.0 <0.5 0.5 0.5 130 22.5 9.5 .... ..

-. .-- - -- <20 - <20 .. - . . .. ..

<6 <6 <6 <6 <6 <6 <6 <6 . .. .. .- - -

(.5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 .. .. .. .. .
5 <5 <5 <5 <5 10 <5 <5 . . . . . .
5 <5 50 <5 <5 120 <5 10 .. .. . . . .

-10 10 10 <10 <10 20 <10 < 10 .. . . .. .

10. < 10 < 10 < 10 < 10 20 <10 < 1o0.. . . . . ..
0 <o10 <10 <10 <10 < 10 <10 <o10 .. .. . . .. .

< .2 <.2 <.2 <.2 <.2 <.2 <.2 <.2 .... .. .. ..0o 32 23 6 <5 9 6 5 < 5 ..
<.05 (.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05 .07 <.05 <.05 <.05 <.05

5.5 6.3 .....--. 5.5 .... . -

<1 4<-41 - 1 - <1 < < <1 2 <1 <1
1 <1 -- <1 -- <1 -<1 <1 1 (1 C, <1

405- 1 1
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WATER Q'IALITY DATA

__ _ _ _ _Well Identification by USGS Number _
Parameter Units

( Conductivity ms/ AI
Residue (Total) mg/i / 710.)9
Residue (180*C) mg/i ..... / /.r /0_.IL
Residue, Calculated mg/i ..... _"_____

Residue Loading TON/AFT o.__

pH7.79
temperature 0C #,- S_ . /_,o_... /2_0
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 5". _ _" . "

L Hardness (CaC03) mg/l 15 . /145 ., 1 /70
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i ____.........
NH3 -N mg/i 0.0 . 0.0/ 0o..
N02 -N mg/i ___Cl0_1 o oo0 / -
N03 -N mg/i .... _-7 ,/5
Kjeldahl-N mg/i _,______ __7

P04 -P (Total) mg/1 _ _o_ -. 6,
P04 -P (Ortho) ag/i .. ...... ).0 .. o"
Chloride mg/i IV ,,
Sulfate mg/ 1 _.,____

Fluoride mg/l .. . ... ...__

Aluminum gAg/ l___-___
Arsenic pg/l 0 &.0 4 1,
Cadmium ,pg/1 /,o o

-(. Chromium jug/i oo|
Copper jig/l ... ... ... 1.4.,

Iron (Dis) pg/l ... ,'o 30
Iroa (Tot) ,ug/
Lead (Dis) )jg/i _ 0 _0 o
Lead (Tot) pug/1
Manganese pug/l 0_o o0

Mercury pg/l o 0 0
Zinc pg/1 ...... /o C.
MEAS mg/i ______c53 0 02
Oil & Grease mg/i _ _-__

Total Coliform #100 ml _

Fecal Coliform #100 ml ___

Other (Specify) __

Sample Date 70 l- -- -.- -

Owner ellyo 0-r~re

5405-15
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- /;'~R11"AR7" AOWF ,
_ _ _ _Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units " --

( Conductivity umhos/cm _ / ____ -
Residue (Total) mg/l _ ___.
Residue (180°C) mg/i _ _ __/

Residue, Calculated mg/i
Residue Loading TON/AFT

'emperature 9C0 67

Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 . "
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l /O /i ny P

Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l

NH3 -N mg/l 0.0
N02 -N mg/l _ __ _ __ _ _ _
NO3 -N mg/l -/,______
Kjeldahl-N mg/ i _ . _.___

P04 -P (Total) mg/l _ .__ 7 ____

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i z)___ _

Chloride mg/i _ __ _ _ __-___

Sulfate mg/i , _-__._._

Fluoride mg/l --

Aluminum __g/l

Arsenic jug/l /
Cadmium jUg/1

L ( Chromium 'ug/l
Copper 'jg/l

Iron (Dis) pig/l __ _____

Iron (Tot) jig/1 - o0 6
Lead (Dis) )1g/l 1
Lead (Tot) ,ug/l ______________--

Manganese jug/l __,d A49I _ ._ 0

Mercury Qig/i /,1 K __..___

Zinc l.g/j.
MBAS mg/i I
Oil & Grease mg/i ____

Total Coliform #100 ml 3
Fecal Coliform #100 ml .

Other (Specify) 1 -
Sample Date ',.., __ _-

Owner .";

-, Y Iv
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VATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter UnitsUnits

Conductivity umhos/cm 4 2 . .
Residue (Total) mg/l ; s 1 6._ / q 171
Residue (180C) -mg/l
Residue, Calculated mg/l
Residue Loading TON/AFT

PH - 7 6,/7," _ 7 " 5
temperature eC

Dissolved Oxygen m/1
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i / a 3uz 'y
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i -....-

N113 -N m8/1 ............
N02 -N mg/i
N03 -N mg/i -

Kjeldahl-N mg/1 ..

P04 -P (Total) mg/1
P04 -P (Ortho) /i
Chloride mg/i 1 . -
Sulfate mg/1 ..... _

Fluoride mg/1

Aluminum __g/1_.......__

Arsenic pUg/1 ...._i_:

Cadmium pUg/l
Chromium pag/1 "_____

- Copper ug/1
Iron (Dis) ug/l
Iron (Tot) 'g/1 6o 01 ;2 0/E0

Lead (Dis) )1g/i ... .. _ _ . .... . ._
Lead (Tot) ,Ug/l
Manganese pg/1 9 0 0

Mercury pg/1
Zinc pg/i ....
MBAS mg/l . ..... ...
Oil & Grease mg/i

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml __ . .

I,

Other (Specify)

6owr re 54w
Sample Date 7/-o9-/V 71-/o-/. _ 7/-, -'5" ?'-/.. -/'3 7.-o'- 4'

Owner

405-17
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Well Identification by USGS Number
91 Parameter Units _______ _ --

Conductivity umhos/cm __________ __ _/_____

Residue (Total) mg/1 , /2.. / - O9-
Residue (180*C) mg/i -_"

Residue, Calculated mg/l
Residue Loading TON/AFT

temperature __/0-0

Dissolved Oxygen mg/l
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l 17#. / /
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i

1N13 -N mg/l
N02 -N mg/i - -

NO3 -N mg/I - -

Kjeldahl-N mg/i _

P04 -P (Total) mg/i ____- ____
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l _

Chloride mg/l " _ _ 1/
Sulfate mg/l _ _

Fluoride mg/1 {
Aluminum pg/l

Arsenic Ug/l i-1 _,

Cadmium Pg/l ' _ _ _

Chromium pUg/1 i _-

Copper ug/l i

Iron (Dis) )Pg/l
Iron (Tot) 'lg/i _. ._ /__ o.
Lead (Dis) )1g/l
Lead (Tot) 'Ug/l
Manganese )ug/1___ _ 6;0

Mercury ig/l
Zinc ,4g/l -

MBAS mg/lOl&Grease mg/1

Total Coliform #100 ml 'I Al-
Fecal Coliform #100 ml 1

Other (Specify)
I ,

Sample Date - I

Owner V ' ! 7-

405-18
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APPENDIX AT
WATER qUALIT DATA

Well'Identification byUSGS Number
Parameter Units ________./__./______

Conductivity umhos/cm ... ____0 6
Residue (Total) mg/ . /'Ll /Stj 4(e ,i..
Residue (1800C) mg/i "_

Residue, Calculated mg/i -

Residue Loading TON/AFT ___ _ _ _._ _

pH -- .7 , 7,
temperature 9C ___

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i ,__ _

Hardness (CaC03) mg/1 ,, L J o 1. ,/..
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/1 ,_ _-_

NH3 -N mg/i
N02 -N mg/i .. .........
N03 -N mg/i .....-
Kjeldahl-N mg/i _ __...._ -

P04 -P (Total) mg/j......-
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/1
Chloride mg/1 . 4 "
Sulfate mg/1
Fluoride mg/1 ... .. ... . ... ... _

Aluminum pUg/i ___ ___

Arsenic 'Pu/ _

Cadmium QUg/1 ,( Chromium )ug/l.."..

'Copper ug/1 "-

Iron (Dis) Ug/1
Iro (Tot) 'US/1 o i /C -2N
Lead (Dis) .9$1 0 3

Lead (Tot) )ug/i ____

Nanganese pug/i 01_ / ___ _

ercu v Pg/i ... .... ......______,_

Zinv u/ -___

MBAS mg/1 .... . _

Oil & Gease mg/1 _----

Total Coliform #100 Ml
Fecal Coliform #F00 ml _

Othc.x (Specify)______ _____ _______

Sample Date 7.-o7"4 / 7-o-- 7z-o-/' 73-o,-/5

Owner Ogt IC

Rue:
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APPENDIX 17
WATER QUALITY DATA

'Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units

Conductivity umhos/cm .... ) ; ,f/ -
Residue (Total) mg/1 0..k O0_'_
Residue (180C) mg/1 / 76- by 1#9
Residue, Calculated mg/1 _

Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH~~r. Z- 7.97 ~ ____

tmperature "C 17 . Q /1 ,/ 0, A _ _,

Dissolved Oxygen Z/1 _.

Hardness (CaC03) mg/i 1/_ _ /30 /0
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i

NH3 -N mg/i 0 0/ , o .
N02 -N mg/iC0c/ ____

NO3 -N mg/1 _ o o . 26 , , ,...
Kjeldahl-N mg/1 C"06 09.: 037 Y4

P04 -P (Total) mg/I 01// 00006 -.CAY !. 0,0_7
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/1 .007 0o, o ,
ChlIoride mg/1 _______ 2.1 ,
Sulfate mg/1 -
Fluoride mg/1 _

Aluminum pg/1
Arsenic Pg/i . _ '
Cadmium pug/1 ,0-
Chromium pug/1 0 0 45 0
Copper Ug/i ,, 50 6 o,

Iron (Dis) ug/l 130 /0 -o
Iron (Tot) // .....
Lead (Die) /,
Lead (Tot) pug/i
Manganese ug/i .Q /0 70

Mercury pg/1 0,Q 0 0 0
Zinc /iI 4Q . , 70 .
2 MAS mg/i C *. , .
Oil & Grease mg/i . ... __-

Total Coliform #100 Ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify)

6o&4rLe USL-,1 PA _____ _____ ___

Sample Date 73-06-Al 73-oz-;5 73- /. -/7 7 "= 0 5 " 2

Owner w wi'

40I



APPENDIX -

WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identificatiot, by USGS Number _ _

Parameter Units / _/ ___1 __/-/- ._ A /

Conductivity umhos/cm 2-'- .36 6 _____ ".
Residue (Total) mg/i o i /0..2/ 0,11 ,aL 7.
Residue (180*C) mg/1 . _ /-;22 6LL6
Residue, Calculated mg/i __ . ..-. ,,_.._
Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH . 2,0 8,_/ 7..
'temperature 9C //, /0 I/ , /. 0 /7. - -
Dissolvel Oxygen mg/i . :_
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l //0 / /2 0 IA a .6
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/l _ _ _

NH3 -N mg/l o.c, .. .oo 0o/ ,, , ___ 0__i._
N02 -N mg/i c".o .62 0.0o2- 0 oo
NO3  -N mg/l ,,I _,/_..____ I, ... ..
Kjeldahl-N mg/l C. 0 3 o.oq c.2 r .... __

P04 -P (Total) mg/l o.1,. c.oo9 0.o06
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l 0!21,b 0.0o- 0.003
Chloride mg/l . ./ .,
Sulfate mg/i .....
Fluoride mg/i . ... .. _ _ __......_____

Aluminum 'Pg/i
Arsenic 8Pg/i C 0 _ _ 0.
Cadmium jug/i Lo o 0

( Chromium pag/i 0 0 0 C)
Copper g/l _ 0.O .. . . .0

Iron (Dis) ug/l 50 50 0 :20

Iron (Tot) pug/l .... /4-.__
Lead (Dis) pg/i _ / :7±
Lead (Tot) pg/i - ,
Manganese ,,g/i 01 _ 0____ ,

Mercury AS/A 0. / 0 _

tinc A/1 ' /0 1... 0 R 0
MBAS mg/i 0 .. ... 6_, .05,

Oil & Grease m/i 3

Total Coliform #100.1 .... ""
Fecal Coliform #100 ml .......

Other (Specify) -__

Sample Date 7 3-o-17 -O1-1 7' 7-03-20 70-0!r-O7 t

Owner d C Ife .. P

405-21



WATER QUALITY DATA
i .,,opLAM R ,,/ A Qog/,zf A 1

Well Identification by USGS Number _ _

Parameter Units -_-__ _ "-

Conductivity umhos/cm .3'c) OQ0 310 3ro0
Residue (Total) mg/l 16.7 1 - -
Residue (180*C) mg/l _ _ _

Residue, Calculated mg/i _

Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH -_ 7._'_ '_,9 7.7 _ '.___,

temperature . 11
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i 0l
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i 2 i2 0
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i V

NH3 -N mg/l
N02 -N mg/i
NO3 -N mg/i _

Kjeldahl-N mg/i

P04 -P (Total) mg/l
P04 -P (0rtho) mg/l
Chloride mg/l ____-___-_

Sulfate mg/l __,

Fluoride mg/i

Aluminum pug/i _,,

Arsenic pg/i I _

Cadmium pug/i _

Chromium pg/i ____Copper pug/1

Iron (Dis) pUg/ 1  jIron (Tot) Ug/l IA / /'o] b0 1 /o

Lead (Dis) )/g/11 7
Lead (Tot) pUg/i _ _ _ _"_

Manganese pug/i / " _ _ &i

Mercury Ug/l L

-inc pg/1__ _ ..... . .. .
MBAS mg/l __._____-'__"

Oil & Grease mg/i.__....._

Total Coliform #100 ml. _ .... _ ""
Fecal Coliform #i00 ml I_ _
Other (Specify) .

Sample Da/e A7/7-/ 71/09-14 -7'-/0 /3 7/- ,,--67

Owner twi
54;. __ I

5 I

405-22 J4



APPENDIX :Z
WATER QUALITY DATA

Wiell Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units I__________

Conductivity umhos/cm 520 __ 0___06 AV__ 1/6
Residue (Total) UAi .. 9

Residue (180'C) mg/i _____ _____ _____ _____
; Residue, Calculated 1S/1

Residue Loading TON/AFT

k-:PH 0 9__ _ __ _ _s.0 7.?9
temperature __C__ _________

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i ... .

Hrdnesn (C&C03) wg/i , i.2 /9 176 -

Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i . ..... _ __ _

N13 -N mg/
1  

.. .... .. ____ _

N02 -N mg/il
N03  -N m 1 ________

Kjeidahi-N mg/i ____

1R P04 -P (Total) 28/i _ _ -
_

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i __
-

_
--

Chloride mg/i 5" S
Sulfate mg/i _____

Z_ Fluoride /i _ __ _

Aluminum Pg/i
Arsenic jiS/.

Chromium 'pg/i ___________ _____( Copper jug/' _____

Iron (Die) pg/i __-.__

Iron (Tot) jig/i Awo ,' IV
Lead (Dis) pg/i
Lead (Tot) u/1.
manganese pug/i '. /a 0 _,

Mercury p / _____ _____

Zinc ,ug/1HIJ AS mi '___"" __ ___--__ _---___

Oil I Grease mg/i _ _"_ _

Total Colifora #10012 I1 , "" -
Fecal Coliform #100 21 :

Other (Specify) _

Sample Date -

Owner - uP

4 05-23

Im



- APPENDIX r-
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units -T

: ( Conductivity umhos/cm . . oo . _/0
Residue (Total) mg/i /73 .___._ /9/ .
Residue (180*C) mg/1
Residue, Calculated mg/l
Residue Loading TON/AFT

PH 51'04 7, 5
temperature 0C _

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i ......
kHa r d n e s i (C a C O3 ) m g / 1 ./ 99__,_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _....._ _

Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i ..... _-

NH3 -N mg/I __ -_.......___ _

N02 -N mg/l ____
NO3 -N mg/i ...._ _,___ _

Kjeldahl-N mg/l_ _ __ _ _

P04 -P (Total) mg/i ____.....

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l _ _ - .
Chloride mg/l 7 // - - / .
Sulfate mg/l
Fluoride mg/i

Aluminum jig/l t_----_--__-
Arsenic pug/l _
Cadmium ugll!_ i( Chromium )Ug/ 1 !_ ---- _ :_:

Copper ,ug,±

Iron (Dis) jPg/_ _ _I _

Iron (Tot) ug/l V... _/0 ___ 7ao /t'0A
Lead (Dis) )1g/l_ . .
Lead (Tot) )ug/l _
Manganese jg/i _ _ _ /4 3 ]
Mercury ag/l ________ --

._ 7iinc )Ug/l :
MBAS mg/l 4-

Oil & Grease mg/l -T

Total Coliform #100 ml "" _ _

Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) -'

Sample Date 7~/~& -~1~~7 c~/~
t Ai 72 -/41>

Owner I~JU

1105-211

- 4i-M1*- -- II NJ

i .J,



APPENDIX rZ

WATER QUALITY DATA
1.. Y,' Agv'ge,

..__.Well Idenification bY USGS Number -_
Parameter Units -"

Conductivity umhos/cm ..... . .... O0 _________....

Residue (Total) mg/1 /74 17f 179 -__L06
Residue (180C) mg/
Residue, Calculated mg/l ,, _

Residue Loading TON/AFT ________-_

pH F.__ a 17 z___

temperature 0 "C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i ._,... . ..
Hardness (CaCO3) mg/1
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/1 ...... .._,

1 13 -N m g/ i ..... ... .....
N02 -N mg/1 .. _.______

N03 -N mg/ ______

Kjeldah-N mg/1 ............

P04 -4 (Total) mg/1 .....
P04 -S (Ortho) mg/i
Chloride mg/1 ,_,___,"_ 5
Sulfate mg/l
Fluoride mg/1

Aluminum pg/i
Arsenic p g/i .... .. _ , _ _ .. .________
Cadmium /us/1 ..... .. .. . .
Chromium pug/1
Copper jig/i "', ... ___.. .. _

Iron (Dis) pg/1
Iron (Tot) pg/. ,_ _

Lead (Dis) pg/i .z "
Lead (Tot) pUg/1 - 0 .$0o + /0
Mansanese pg/1 46.. . . _ ._ -6 _ _

Mercury Ag/ _. _.___K

tinc pg/1
MBAS mg/1 .... .. .. . .
Oil & Grease mg/i . .. . . .. .__

Total Coliform #100 mi ;3
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) ... .......

__o_ ____.,-_ ___,____ __ -o,-,- _ . .... ... _-

Sample Date 710/6 7/-/0-3 7i/ 5

Owner

405-25._j

- 1W



APPENDIX I
WATER QUALITY DATA

__.________ _________,Well Identification by USGS Number _.. .

Parameter Units ____ ___,,_-__1_1

Conductivity umhos/cm, 90___ 3,40 _____ 19 2
Residue (Total) mg/l 7q .___ ___ .. ..... _ _- _ _ , -_l
Residue (180 0C) mg/l .. ..___:__ _

Residue, Calculated mg/l ' " _......... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Residue Loading TON/AFT ' ' __..._.,_

PH 7,7 7,1 , _ _ _ _ _ _

t emperature 6C .... ..... " "-_ _

Dissolved Oxygen mg/.
Hardness (CaC03) mg/1 ./$- A /.'
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l _ _ _ __ _... ...

NH3 -N mg/i ......
N02 -N mg/l _,

NO3  -N mg/l ,' ......
Kjeldahl-N mg/i ..... ..... '___'_'

P04 -P (Total) mg/l
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l
Chloride mg/i / " , '
Sulfate mg/i _ , - . .....
Fluoride mg/l . , _ _- _ _ _.. . . __. . . ," ' .'__-,,

Aluminum llg/i _ __

Arsenic pUg/l ... .. .. . .._ _

Cadmium ,Ug/ 1__ _ _ __ _ _...

Chromium )ag/l '______
Copper ,ug/ .....______

Iron (Dis) ug/l ___ _

Iron (Tot) ug/i , , _ _ _ /'o (00
Lead (Dis) )1g/ ___ _

Lead (Tot) pug/i -- -_ _-__ _

Manganese pg/l f 0 .

Mercury ,ag/l _

Zinc Ug/i ____

MBAS mg/l , _, "_.... .. .. .. . ... _
Oil & Grease mg/l

Total Coliform #100 ml __

Fecal Coliform #100 ml __ _

Other (Specify)

Sample Date j 7/12/3 '-e-/-/J£ 't -o.-/4 '-"-o'- 3 / --o-/d-

Owner

405-26

• . +



APPENDIX .2"
WATER QUALITY DATA

?1/4140, A12alFM
Well Iaentification by USGS Number ... ... .

Parameter Units -__

Conductivity umhos/cm 3/0 1 ., 3oo ;a_ ____ ,
Residue (Total) mg/l I.r /570 1 /.
Residue (180C) mg/1
Residue, Calculated mg/i ..'. ......... - -

Residue Loading TON/APT ,_ .

pH1  - 7,9 7,9 2, __ ,_,__
temperature 0C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hlardness (CaCO3) mg/i 1 ~ /? O AC
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l _

NH3 -N mg/1 .... .... ._ _

N02 -N mg/i
No3 -N mg/l • _ _ ' ._
Kjeldahl-N mg/l ... ....

P04 -P (Total) mg/1 .........
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l .. ......___

Chloride mg/i ........ 1/ "e._"_" '__
Sulfate mg/i . . ... ...__ __ _

Fluoride mg/l __-_

Aluminum ug/i
Arsenic 'pg/l .........._'_......._"
Cadmium ,Pg/1 .. ..__..._

( Chromium Ug/i _

Copper ug/l ..... ....__"___ _.'._.._,__

Iron (Dis) pg/ ."
Iron (Tot) pg/i . .....___ /00 /00 30
Lead (Dis) pg/l
Lead (Tot) Ug/l
Manganese )ug/l 4- 0 6 /6

Mercury pg/i _ _ _

Zinc g/i
MBAS mg/i ... '. .. . _

Oil & Grease mg/i _

Total Coliform #100 ml.
Fecal Coliform #100 ml _ _ _ _ _

Other (Specify) ....__

Sample Date 7-.-/7~o-~7-'~ 2~'-5~-~/

owner 12

405-27



APPENDIX --KWATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units_____

Conductivity umhos/cm 3/0 ,_ , 1/0 0 _.

Residue (Total) mg/l ' ,,_"_ ,_,__ ,
Residue (1800C) mg/i_
Residue, Calculated mg/l ... .... _ _., _ '.. . _ _...

Residue Loading TON/AFT .. ...........

PH -- 7 . .. . 7.7 7,9 7

temperature 0C , a____._,.._"_....

Dissolved Oxygen mg/l .,_,___ ____
0

Hardness (CaCO3) mg/i ,L ....... /9o1 190
Alkalinity (CaC03 ) mg/i

NH3 -N mg/l
N02 -N mg/l ....._ _

NO3  -N mg/l ..... ..
Kjeldahl-N mg/l

P04 -P (Total) mg/l...........
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l " ,__.._- I
Chloride mg/l . '.'"-_" .
Sulfate mg/l
Fluoride mg/i .. .. ...... .. _ _ _

Aluminum jPg/1
Arsenic jig/l
Cadmium jUg/i ......... .... . ..

( Chromium 'ug/l

Copper ug/l -

Iron (Dis) jig/l /Ook 0
Iron (Tot) Pg/l ,, / _-_ . . _. 0
Lead (Dis) )jg/l .
Lead (Tot) jug/l
Manganese ug/l 'A. / __- - 0 ___/__

Mercury jug/li 40. .A
Zinc jg/i
MBAS mg/l ....____

Oil & Grease mg/l .... ....._ _ _

Total Coliform #100 ml ... . ... - ,, 9

Fecal Coliform #100 ml ! ........ _

Other (Specify) _

Sample Date 1 - 1
14 ___3__/65 76~-2- a _-1-1_-l_

Ow~ner -

405-28



APPENDIX :1

WATER QUALITY DATAte-l ,Y 4)/R
Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units ____

Conductivity umhos/cm _______ 1/06 1 C? 4/
Residue (Total) mg/i 0-1
Residue (180%) mg/i _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

Residue, Calculated mg/I ___________

Residue Loading TON/AFT______

pH 7,?J 9,0F,
temperature 0 ______ -

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i ___________

Hardness (CaCO3) mg/i - 2/2 24
Alkalinity (CaCO3) ag/i _____

Nli3 -N mg/i _____

N02 -N mg/l ______

N03 -N mg/i ___

Kjeldahl-N mg/i _____

P04 -P (Total) mg/i ____

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i _____ ___________

Chloride mg/i 9 b 7A
* Sulfate mg/i _____ ___________

Fluoride mg/i

*Aluminum pMg/i
Arsenic ul
Cadmium )u5/i _________

( Chromium ug/i
Copper x1g/l

iron (Dis) ug/i
Iron (Tot) ug/i 3#60 146
Lead (Dis) p1g/i ___ __________

Lead (Tot) p/ __

Manganese )Ug/i G ~ _____

Mercur~y /
Zincp/i____ _

MBAS mg/i
01.1 & Grease mg/i _____ _____ _____

Total Coliform #100 ir ______ ____________

Fecal Coiif arm #100 ml. ____________ _____

Other (Specify) ___ _____ _____

SampL. Date- 7j 4 7 3/

Owner

405-29



APPENDIX 1
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units _______.....

GA

Conductivity umhos/cm ? ____ //06 3__ __OaSResidue (Total) reel1 9+ -t ffr:?/-1 . z o-416. 0'

Residue (180C) mg/1
Residue, Calculated mg/l .....
Residue Loading TON/AFT I_
PH! ___ ,3 7.3r 7 9 74 7,7 !

temperature 0C __

Dissolved Oxygen mg/l ,Hardness (CaC03) mg/l 0___...... _ __ _ _ ______ -A,1.6
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i ._,

NH3 -N mg/l
N02 -N mg/l ___: N03 -N mg/l
Kjeldahl-N mg/l {_ _ _

P04 -P (Total) mg/l ___
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l _ I_
Chloride mg/l I 11 j. / _ __ '7
Sulfate mg/l _ _ _

Fluoride mg/l _ _. ..._ _

Aluminum pg/i
Arsenic pug/l
Cadmium pUg/l 1( Chromium pg/l _ I
Copper ug/l _ __

Iron (Dis) Pg/l
Iron (Tot) ug/l 140 . .... _ _ ___00_3 /90
Lead (Dis) __g/l

Lead (Tot) Iug/l
Manganese ,Ug/l 9 _..___

Mercury pug/l _

Zinc pg/l l_ _

MBAS mg/i
Oil & Grease mg/l _ __

Total Coliform #100 ml , _

Fecal Coliform #100 ml -

Other (Specify) _ _

Sample Date ''7 " - -,-- , /1 0(' " I 2-,...l- "7.- Iq7.,-09?-1q 1

Owner I 1

' I 1°4
/R

!ir 405-30

19
M



APPENDIX
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number _ _

Parameter Units 2 Gq /k,/g/ -+*

Conductivity umhos/cm 4/0 97 " j.
Residue (Total) mg/l 2 .... _,_

Residue (180C) mg/l /_o / 60 77 /60
Residue, Calculated mg/i _

Residue Loading TON/AFT .0.... ... , 0 ' ' , 02z..2.

pH -- 73 - .7 7'9 '7.?7,
temperature C 10,0, t/0, 0  9,
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1
Hardness (CaCO3) mg/l / /o i50 /40 1eo.
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/l ......... ..

NH3 -N mg/l . .... ... _ ,__ o/_,_ oc /. 0 .
N02 -N mg/l .___00_1 0.003 0.0o0 0.o0/
NO3 -N mg/i _ o. / '7/ 0 .
Kjeldahl-N mg/l 000_ C. 0 -. o' 0.0

P04 -P (Total) mg/l 00 o00o oo c .oo.r O. O6
P04 -P (Ortfw-) Mg/1 ....._ __ 400'_ '7 0,o '., '.0 0 5 "

Chloride mg/l ./.5" I,/ _____.'.

Sulfate mg/l _

Fluoride mg/i _ _

Aluminum pg/l
Arsenic pg/1 -- l
Cadmium Pg/1 _ 4D

( Chromium ug/l "_ _ . __'__

Copper ug/i /_ // 01 5

Iron (Dis) pg/iIron (Tot) )ug/1 /00 .. ....

Lead (Dis) )g/1
Lead (Tot) ug/l /-
Manganese ,ug/i 3

Mercury )1/1 ,, __ __,__

Zinc pg/l
MBAS mg/i ..._____ o.o .0/
Oil & Grease mg/l ... ... .

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliforta #100 ml

Other (Specify) .__

______________________4 __ _ _ _ LS(-- £PA -_ _ _ _ _

Sample Date

Owner . .. .... ....

I05-k

405-31



APPENDIX

WAXER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units _______- .. "4' ,*' 7c -

Conductivity umhos/cm 33(01 Z.'L 0 3- 7 . O.
Residue (Total) mg/l I t
Residue (180*C) mg/l L2L2. t /2. 12 _

Residue, Calculated mg/l -
Residue Loading TON/AFT _____,,,___ ._.______,

pH -- 7.& 79 19 7.-
temperature . C /40 ,1 ?i .. -, ? ,
Dissolved Oxygen mg/l
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i 1V-0 1 _/5"01 1 "76 _ _ 06
Alkalinity (CaCLj.) mg/i

NH3 -N mg/l .o, 0.0/ 00.: ,. 2 t!
N02 -N mg/l o/ 0 "Z I
NO3 -N mg/l i2 r, 1 3-. 1, _,'
Kjeldahl-N mg/i o.rf _ " 00. C, .91! .- ,

P04 -P (Total) mg/l 0,ac s 0.4 o.c"?0 0,oo 0,00 O
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l 0oc3 o, oo l, 0202766i Do
Chloride mg/l 0 .01F 7.3 e, 60,
Sulfate mg/i _ _

Fluoride mg/l _ _

Aluminum ag/-
Arsenic '.g/l JL . ii . '
Cadmium pg/i / ....... -1 ______/

Chromium ,ug/l 0 S ___O___

Copper Pg/i 9 3 ,_' ___ __

Iron (Dis) pg/l - D 6P _ 0 /0 ___ "_
Iron (Tot) ,Ug/l T
Lead (Dis) .ag/i , 0

Lead (Tot) pg/i '"
Manganese pUg/l 0 0 0 o -

Mercury pUg/i 0 . I 0 0.1
Zinc ug/i ___ Q 20 ___

MBAS mg/i 0. 0-0 ,2:. . ... { 0
Oil & Grease mg/l i

Total Coliform #100 ml -

Fecal Coliform #100 ml _ _ _

Other (Specify) -

I I

Owner j~ HA; R AD

405-32

: -- " " .. . ... . -



APPE1NDIX .
WATER QUALITY DATA

WelIenifcaio by USGS Number
Parameter Units ____ ~

Conductivity umhos/cm 30re S______ 2

*cResidue (Total) mg/i -A___________
Residue (180*C) mg/i - 711 /7'; /S0
Residue, Calculated mg/i _____ _____ _____

Residue Loading TON/APT g

temperature 0C * .0
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i _____

Hardness (CaCO3) mg/i 13 o 0
Alkalinity (CaCO3 ) mg/i ___________ _____

NH3 -N mg/i 0.1 00___ /_ 0' 0
N02 -N mg/i 0,iol -00-5 -20
N403 -N mg/i 0 ________

Kjeldahi-N mg/i 12 6,/O 0,04 050-07

P04 -P (Total) mg/i 0~/ .01(2 0, 0/4f 0.000//___
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i 0,,o// _______ ogoag' 0,
Chloride mg/i t ,920.

VPSulfate mg/i _____

Fluoride Mg/i ___________ _____

Aluminum pig/i ____

Arsenic g/L ________ ___

W Cadmium jig/i ____( C hromium ug/i 0 _ _a_ _

Copper Pig/i & __

Iron (Dis) jLIg/i ID 30 q 0 Z 20
Iron (Tot) ug/i _____ _____

Lead (Die) )1g/i 1 __________

Lead (Tot) pug/i
Manganese jig/i /0 40- ~

Mercury pgS/i 0 0__ 0 0__0
0- inc, ug/i /

MBAS mg/i o
Oil & Grease mg/i _____ _____ ___________

Total*Coliform #100 ml __________ __________ _ _ _ _

Fecal Coliform #100 ml _____ _____ ________________

KOther (Specify)______ ___________ _______

Sample Date 7C~ 7-~'~ 3o-/ 3 4~ 30'.

Owner

Ave

AtA



APPENDIX T
WATER QUALITY DATA

_________________________Well Identification by USGS Nymrber ______

Parameter Units T _____/____ _____-/___/- -

Conductivity umhos/cm 9 70 349 4q90 373 .. lp
Residue (Total) mg/1
Residue (180 0C) mg/i Al' 2// .O1/ 4 _ ______
Residue, Calculated mg/l ______

Residue Loading TON/AFT _ _ ._ _- __,_. _. _, _________ _,_

pH -- 9,0 _,__ _ _ __ 7__._
temperature C./ //,//." //,5" 1hZ
Dissolved Oxygen mg/l
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l I Y0 /90 lT_ ,/__ 41/9
Alkalinity (CaC0 3 ) mg/i i. __

NH3 -N rg/i 0 o/ _o___ o, o-0/O.0/ 00/
N02 -N mg/l _ .003 0 ,0/ oo,
NO3 -N mg/l f5. 0& ' . i
Kjeldahl-N mg/i ___O_ 0,07 6, Z3 0.07 _ ./-_

P04 -P (Total) mg/l O.co0 0.2I ,O25 O_ __ _ ,O___
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l _ _007 lO.lA/ 0.0cl c. _ .______

Sulfate mg/i

Fluoride mg/i

Aluminum pg/i _____ _____ ___

Arsenic 1 g/l 14 6 V1
Cadmium ~ ug/l 0? 0__ 0.
Chromium )ug/l 0
Copper __gl 9 - 9

Iron (Dis) ug/l /0 301 / /0 2
Iron (Tot) Fg/l_ 1 1 4
Lead (Dis) )1g/l I I I_
Lead (Tot) l g/'
Manganese ,jg/l 0 0 S.,60_, ___

Mercury ,Ug/l 0 0 V ___

M13AS mg/i ,l0 ~ 0.og 66,
Oil & Grease mg/l I

Total Coliform #100 ml -

Fecal Coliform #100 ml I
Other (Specify) -

Sample Date - _ _7 76? -V- 3/ -/ ''74-',5-20

Owner --U) ----Il - -:

405-34 J
-7-



Well Identifi ation by USGS Number <1
Parameter Units _____/___/-o

Conductivity umhos/cm ;N 9 ?,-40 :2 -'
R e s i d u e ( T o t a l ) g / i -L g / t , , •
Residue (1800C) mg/i 6.__--_W_.
Residue, Calculated mg/i _
Residue Loading TON/AFT . .. .".. .._

PH - , 726 7,
T~emperature 9C /7 '
Dissolved Oxygen mg/I 3_'
Hardness (CaC03) mg/1 /4 /4 '/ v "
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i "__ _ _ "_ ,4.. ..

NO2 -N mg/1 '.. .. ..
N02-N mg/l .. .

N0 Nmg/i 
_____

Kj aldahl-N mS/I . .

P04 -P (Total) *g/l
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i "__
Chloride mg/i 0 ~Sulfate mg/1 ....... _
Fluoride mg/1 ___

Aluminum jag/i ___1Arsenic pg/i _

C a d m i u m P S g/ 1 .. . . "

( ,,, ..Chromiumg/i 
_

Copper ,ug/1

Iron (Dis) _______ ______Iron (Tot) js/i 
__._"_

Lead (Dis) ,ag/1 _;to-
Lead (Tot) jUg/i _ _ _ _

Manganese jag/i -j0_______

Mercury g/i
linc ag/i . ......___

MEASm/i____ 
_

Oil & Grease ra/i

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 121

Other (Specify) __

Sample Date
____________.o', -kz "I/-oq-,. "I-..,-'g "-'-/ '/-/4'

Owner NOt, N

405-35



APPENDIX I
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units

Conductivity umhos/cm .... ;2,q oo 2 1 Y0
Residue (Total) mg/1 /06 /.r6 /1,"1 Ity ST
Residue (180C) mg/l
Residue, Calculated mg/i .. ... ____

Residue Loading TON/AFT .,___ .._,_

pH -- 7',0 7.. __ 74' 778
temperature 6C .__ /__.0
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1
Hardness (CaC03) mg/1 172 /5( /1-6 /. -
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i ____......

NH3 -N mg/i
N02 -N mg/i 1_"_.. ....
NO3 -N mg/i.
Kjeldahl-N mg/i .....

P04 -P (Total) mg/i ..
P04 -P (Ortho) M_/1.
Chloride mg/i 1__e '
Sulfate mg/1
Fluoride mg/l

Aluminum jIg/1
Arsenic .Pg/i _ _ _ _ _ _...... ...
Cadmium ,Vg/i __....___

Chromium pg/l
Copper pg/l .... ... ....

Iron (Dis) ,g/i .
Iron (Tot) pg/i - 0 0 -_ _ 3;20' ___/_____

Lead (Dis) lgl/
Lead (Tot) pg/1
Manganese Pg/i '-______ _ 0 /57

Mercury pg/i
iinc pg/i _______. .._

MBAS mg/l
Oil & Grease mg/1 __,___

Total Coliform #100 mI.
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify)

Sample Date .... ... I

Owner frOO'. .-

t I
405-36



APPENDIX J
WATER QUALITY DATA

• . .. . .. Roll Identtficat on by USGS Numb r-_

Parameter Units-

Conductivity umhos/cm 29_ . .2 -
Residue (Total) mg/_ IL " , - ,."

Residue (180 C) m /i .. . .. . . .
Residue, Calculated mg/l . . .. ..___. .... .. . .... .
Residue Loading TON/APT

PH -- __ ,,_ 7,6;, - . " ..-
temerature o C
Dissolved Oxyge 88/1 -" . ... . . .. . ..

Hardness (CaCO3) mg/i 1gL .... LL- "'L4

Alkalinity (CaCO3) 82/ .. . .. . . ....-
1H3 -N m/ ___

02 -N / _l_soM 3  -N Il ... .- -
Kjeldahl-N mg/i ...

P04 -P (Total) mg/i . ... .
P04 -P (Ortho) mll
Chloride g/i ." . / -

Sulfate m/i
Fluoride mg/1 _ _-

Aluminum pa/l---
Arsenic Ag/1 __--

Cadmium ,0g/l ___( Chromium .4g/i
Copper /u/1 _

Iron (Die) pg/i
Iron (Tot) pg/i . _
Lea (Die) /l
Lead (Tot) '"B/i -

Manganese ps/i .... L- .5 / . ..'.

Mercury Pg/1
Zinc A/l
MAs mg/i
Oil & Grease -/1

Total Coliform 0100 ml

Fecal Coliform 0100 01-

Other (Specify)

Sample Date . & ', ° ,/-// '/-,; // '/ .,, / /

Owner A101)( IV

u7/Y( ... ~.

11f5-3i

1



APPENDIX
WATER QUALITY DATA

PrIN ' Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units

Conductivity umhos/cm __ 3#0 _______0 . .344
Residue (Total) mg/i .,.___ /- / ./___

Residue (180C) mg/l .__-

Residue, Calculated mg/l
Residue Loading TON/AFT _ _-

pH -- 71 .
temperature °c /0,0
Dissolved Oxygen mg/l
Hardness (CaC03) mg/t / '75 _"_..__

" "
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l
NH3 -N mg/l
N02 -N mg/l
NO3 -N mg/l _

Kjeldahl-N mg/l ____

P04 -P (Total) mg/l __

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l __

Chloride mg/i /0
Sulfate mg/l .. _

Fluoride mg/i V
Aluminum pg/l _'__

-

Arseni. ug/l j
Cadmium ug/l

( Chromium ,Ug/l _.-

Copper ug/l A

Iron (Dis) ug/l
5- Iron (Tot) 'Ug/l _________

Lead (Dis) )g/i -__

Lead (Tot) _ug/l _ _ _ _

Manganese jug/l t ' 3 j

Mercury ug/lZinc )Ug/1 L _

MBAS mg/l _ __

Oil & Grease mg/l

Total Coliform #100 ml __ __

Fecal Coliform #100 ml ( _ _ _

Other (Specify) - __

Sample Date
__________Ol 7/-09 -o I//- e.)-,< //. // 7/-//-.. j
Owner --

405-38

( _________

- - - -- - . - '? .'



APPENDIX .
WATER QUALITY DATA

" j'flRWell Identifcaition by USGS Number ____

Parameter Units_ ....

( Conductivity umhos/cm 3.3 i4 T 7/6 5/0 3_____4
Residue (Total) mg/1 /7/ lay - -. Or
Residue (180*C) mg/li 1I
Residue, Calculated mg/i . ...... .
Residue Loading TON/AFT __".. ...- _

PH W?/____ , ,
temperature 9C _ .. ... . ....
Dissolved Oxygen US/i '- _ _ f
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i ' z i1. "
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/il

NH3 -N mg/i
N02 -N mg/ 1 _____ _____

NO3 -Nmgi _____ ___ __

Kjeidahi-N m8/i __________

P04 -P (Total) mg/i _____ _____ _____

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i _____ _____ _____

Chloride mg/i 0.6 .3 15
Sulfate mg/i ___________

Fluoride mg/i _____

Aluminum 'Ug/i
Arsenic pUg/i ___ ___

Cadmium _______ ______( Chromium jug/i
Copper tus/' _____ _____

Iron (Dis) ____ ____ At____z
Iron (Tot) ug/ el_____ ____1____90__

Lead (Dis) ug/i
Lead (Tot) pug/i
Manganese pug/i ______5ZiZi

Mercury pUg/i ___________

Zinc pgS/i
MEAS mg/i __________

Oii Grease mg/i _____ _____ _____

Total Coliform #100 ml _____ _____ _____ _ __________

Fecal Coliform, #100 ml _____ _____ _____ _ __________

Other (Specify)______

______ _____ _____ _____ 54oye,+- -

Sample Date

Owner /R

405-39



APPENDIX
WATER QUALITY DATA

' Well Identification bUSGS umber

Parameter Units by -______/_

Conductivity umhos/cm 6;0  326 . 32 3.6
Residue (Total) mg/l / 1/"70, .I
Residue (180C) mg/l _

Residue, Calculated mg/i_ _._..

Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH -- !9 ,0,
temperature oC /0 - -
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i / ,/O /L z
Alkalinity (CaC0 3 ) mg/i . ...
NH3 -N mg/ii N02 -N mg/l

NO3 -N mg/i __

Kjeldahl-N mg/l __

P04 -P (Total) mg/l_____
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l __

Chloride mg/l 5 '1 /
Sulfate mg/l ____

Fluoride mg/l _____

Aluminum __/l_ _ _ __

Arsenic Fgll
Cadmium ug/l( " Chromium _ug/l _"-

Copper g-l

Iron (Dis) _g/l __

Iron (Tot) 0g/1 ___00 .___0 C0
Lead (Dis) )lg/l ME
Lead (Tot) pg/l I
Manganese ug/l 1  0 (9 19 _ _

Mercury mg/l __

Zinc ug/1 4
MBAS mg/l __-_

Oil & Grease mg/l I
Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml I

Other (Specify) __

Sample Date 73"65- ' 7 :-c0b- " 5$-O?-,'/

Owner V----D

405-40

_____A7I



APPENDIX J
WATER QUALITY DATA

__________Well Identification by USGS Number ______

Parameter Units ____

( Conductivity umhou/cm ___ "__ ______ 39 276
Residue (Total) mg/1 -Z25 /Iqo , .. /'. /Y7
Residue (180C) mg/l •___
Residue, Calculated mg/i
Residue Loading TON/AFT

PH -- _., , 7,k 2.7J, 7, r,
Temperature 9C _ _0_.___

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i - '
Hardness (CaCO3) mg/l ' /0 , "" /SZ ... .........
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/l .... .. .... ___

NH3 -N mg/l ....... ...
N02 -N mg/l - -

NO3  -N mg/l .. . . . ....
Kjeldahl-N mg/l

P04 -P (Total) mg/l .....
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/iChloride mS/1 32,. ,.... '
Sulfate mg/l ...... -

Fluoride mg/i
Aluminum ug/l_,,__"

Arsenic pg/i _ _

Cadmium pg/l ... .. "( Chromium ug/i .- _l__... . _ _

Copper ' g/i

Iron (Dis) pg/l
Iron (Tot) ug/l ' o 200 /2-0 g__oo...
Lead (Dis) pjg/i
Lead (Tot) )g/l /5" -_ !
Manganese ug/i ,._ _ j. -

Mercury ug/i lull
Zinc p g/i
MBAS mg/i .... _ _

Oil & Grease mg/l ......___

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml...... ..

Other (Specify)

Sample Date -o f 70-0-9 71-09-.I 71-/0-/' 71-/6I,

Owner V/' 1,1) 'lode .

405-41

".. .. ."-.,e- -_ .... -I I. ' -



APPENDIX .T
WATER QUALITY DATA

_ _ _ _Well Identification by USGS Ilumber .

Parameter Units _________-_

, ,,,,5/q,.,2,% I -, . .

Conductivity umhos/cm 30o 300 ;2 ___ 25 a60
Residue (Total) mg/i 7,7 rb2 Jj 5'6LL
Residue (1800C) mg/i __

Residue, Calculated mg/l
Residue Loading TON/AFT ....... ..

temperature oC ... ..
Dissolved Oxygen mg/l
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i
NH3 -N mg/,
N02 -N mg/lN03 -N mg/l

Kjeldahl-N mg/i ..... ..

P04 -P (Total) mg/i __

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l .....
Chloride mg/l 2_ 9 _2 2 2- 2-
Sulfate mg/i
Fluoride mg/i

Aluminum Pg/l
Arsenic ug/l
Cadm ium .ug/l ......... ...
Chromium Pg/l 1
Copper ug/1 ...... _ _.

Iron (Dis) ug/1
Iron (Tot) pg/l zoo 2Z2 /
Lead (Dis) )1g/l -.. ..... . .
Lead (Tot) _ug/l_....

Manganese ug/1 - b

Mercury pg/1 _

inc ,ug/l
MBAS mg/i
Oil & Grease mg/i

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) .. ..

Sample Date
t71-1 i 2 I- 7 72-02 -/ 7z-03-2g 72--I'-

Owner ~1

405-4P

- - -- ---- -



APPENDIX I

WATER QUALITY DATAJ-

Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units - _7_/ _

Conductivity umhos/cm / -176 .oo
Residue (Total) mg/1 /Ij /7. / .. 1z .. /.....
Residue (180*C) mg/. -
Residue, Calculated mg/1 ,__....___
Residue Loading TON/AFT

PH 27 , / 9,o 07-,3" 7, X,
temperature "c "12, 0 . . .... . ...

Dissolved oxygen mg/1 ,___ ___

Hardness (CaC03) mg/i J7 , /7 -/
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/1 __

NH3 -N mg/1 . . ........ ...__

N02 -N mg/1
NO4 -A m/i _

Kjeldahl-N mg/i

P04 -P (Total) mg/1 ,,
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l __. ....._•

Chloride mg/l 9 , __,,5

Sulfate mg/l ..... .. . . _ _.. .....
Fluoride mg/1 ,___

Aluminum pg/l
Arsenic ,Ug/i ...... _"__

Cadmium ,Ug/i .__ _( Chromium pg/l
Copper 'Ug/1 .... _ _ " " _ _ _ _ _

Iron (Dis) _g/_ _,._,,,Iron (Tot) lg/I 0 '' o /ooo

Lead (Dis) pi
Lead (Tot) pg/l. _

Manganese pg/i / .. 0 (2 1Z. .

Mercury ,g/i -. _,_.. ...
Zinc pg/
NBAS mg/i _____ __________

Oil & Grease mg/l .. .........

Total Coliform #100 ml.
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) ..... ...

SampleDate 72-05- I) 7)-06-I 72-o7-/7 7zo,0'-23 7z-0'I-14q

Owner

405-43



APPENDIX I.
WATER QUALITY DATA

_ _ _ _ _Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units ' '___[...-_

Residue (Total) mg/l /a / 2'-0 202 z -0
Residue (180*C) mg/1 [IResidue, Calculated mg/l ...... ......

Residue Loading TON/AFT -__.....__

pH -- 7.-/ 7. 7. 7.* 7. ,
temperature _c/ _, _ '_ __......

Dissolved Oxygen mg/1
Hardness (CaC03) mrg/i 4 !- *jb / 20 0
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/1
NH3 -N mg/i
N02 -N mg/l . ... __-___

N 0 3  -N m g / i • ' _.. ...jeldahl-N rg/1 ..

P04 -P (Total) mg/i .. .. .. _

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i -__"
Chloride mg/1 " 7 '
Sulfate mg/l
Fluoride mg/l

Aluminum jig/i _ _._ __._ __._ _ _

Arsenic ug/1
Cadmium jug/l

Chromium jig/i _._ ___

Copper ug/l ......_-_

Iron (Dis) jug/l
Iron (Tot) jig/1 12/ 1( 2-0
Lead (Dis) )1g/i
Lead (Tot) jig/l /
Manganese jig/i - _ _ .

Mercury pg/1 0,_"_.__
Zinc Pg/l "_. _ _

MBAS mg/i l ,
Oil & Grease mg/1 ... ... .....

Total Coliform #100 ml .

Fecal Coliform #i00 ml .... ..... _ ......

Other (Specify) - -- { ,,,

Sample Date I
Owner -Kill-il1  i . ""

, 2-2

405-£41

- -~ A



APPENDIX T
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units

,,57q Y -,21A,

Conductivity umhos/cm 3 C;_ 3'. 0 -O O
Residue (Total) mg/l /51- /1 9.7 L/3
Residue (180C) mg/l ....___Residue, Calculated mg/i ,, - -: -

Residue Loading TON/AFT .......... ..

PH -7,6 _____ 7gt,
temperature C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i 32- jj Io1 /72- i7..-
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l _,__...___

NH3 -N mg/l

N02 -N mg/
NO3  -N mg /i .. .. .
Kjeldahl-N mg/i . . . . ......

P04 -P (Total) mg/i ___

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i ... .__
Chloride mg/l
Sulfate mg/l . _ _____

Fluoride mg/l -_-_ _

Aluminum pg/iArsenic ,.g/1 _,__
Cadmium 'Ug/l

Chromium ug/i _______

Copper ,ug/l ........ _ _ _ _

Iron (Dis) pg/l
Iron (Tot) pg/i NO 60
Lead (Dis) )"g/i
Lead (Tot) )ug/1
Manganese pS/i . 6 _% _ _

Mercury ,ug/l ..... .
Zinc pg/i
MBAS mg/i . ... ..
Oil & Grease mg/l .. ....

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify)

Sample Date 71- 13 7 - 0- "72-o2-1L 72-o3-3i 7Z-aY-I8

Owner

405-45

-.. -= * , :,-- ;- 7 =_.i..



APPENDIX
WATER QUALITY DATA

__-_______Well Identification by USGS Number ..,

Parameter Units-_ __

Conductivity umhos/cm /P 5 T 35-

Residue (Total) mg/i / /
Residue (180C) mg/1
Residue, Calculated mg/l .....
Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH -- Y__/._J ,. -
Temperature 0C /e, -

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i _,_ . .....-
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l 7r 1, /* 173

Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l ._

NH3 -N mg/i . ...... .. ....
N02 -N mg/i - _.... ..

NO 3 -N mg/i ________________

Kjeldahl-N mg/l ......... ..

P04 -P (Total) mg/i . ....... ..... . ... ..

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l __""'; Chloride mgll 12 1 .. - . '/ ..

Sulfate mg/l
Fluoride mg/i ... ......... .... . .

Aluminum ug/l _... .. ,
Arsenic Ug/l _,

Cadmium ,ug/1 .... I _

( Chromium ,ug/l _ _

Copper 'ug/l :

Iron (Dis) ug/l
Iron (Tot) ,ug/l /00k

Lead (Dis) /ug/].} _ _ "_ _

Lead (Tot) Y2g/l . .... ___0 --

Manganese pg/l _ __.... ,__,2 ,

Mercury Aag/l _,___.....__, 2
Zinc ,Ug/l
MBAS mg/l ........ ...........
Oil & Grease mg/i ..

Tctal Coliform #100 ml [...
Fecal Coliform #100 ml _

Other (Specify) _ _

., ~.lret -___ ... ... i

Sample Date A"

Owner 'w p -|

452-4 ..

40 5- 46 II .-



APPENDIX I.
WATER QUALITY DATA

__________ ____ -Well Identification by'USGS Number
Parameter Units

Conductivity umhos/cm ., 27o 260 z z __ __ ,SQ
Residue (Total) mg/i - /LL /JIL." y. ' / " J2 '/ -
Residue (1800C) mg/i - _
Residue, Calculated mg/i __-

Residue Loading TON/AFT .... ........... .._ _

PH 9 - 7 ,3 -,' 7 , 4. 7-7

temperature C / 7
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i .... _ _

Hardness (CaC03) mg/i /___0 /17 . . /Z-
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/. _________

113 -N mg/i _

N02 -N mg/l -____
N03 -N mg/1 _"

Kjeldahl-N mg/i _ _

P04 -P (Total) mg/l ___ _

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i ....
Chloride mg/i .7 -'
Sulfate mg/i __, .. . ...___.

Fluoride mg/I

Aluminum ug/1
Arsenic Mg/1 ._
Cadmium pUg/i ,_.
Chromium pg/1 _
Copper Ug/i

Iron (Dis) pug/i
Iron (Tot) 'g/i L... "
Lead (Dis) pug/1 '
Lead (Tot) pug/1 L_.__'-__
Manganese ug/i . /

Mercury AB/1 . _ _ _
Zinc _ __ __l .__ _ _ _
NBAS mg/i _____ _ _ _ _ _ ______ ______ _ _ _ _ _

Oil & Grease mg/i _ _ _ _ _ _

Total Coliform #100 ml .... _

Fecal Coliform #100 ml _ _ .

Other (Specify)

Sample Date 71-07-Z/ 7/-o)-I " 71-'o-1 7I-i-Io,

Owner

- - - 405-41



APPENDIX
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identificatioti by USGS Number
Parameter Units

Conductivity umhos/cm __2/6__ _Z__2____ 7
Residue (Total) mg/i .27 ,.27 ,./
Residue (180C) mg/i
Residue, Calculated mg/i _"_.... ... __

Residue Loading TON/AFT .,

pH - 775 9,
temperature 0C_-__-
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 •__
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i 12. " /176/
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/l ........ . _ _

NH3 -N mg/i ......_

N02 -N mg/l
NO3  -N mg/l . .... "-..-
Kjeldahl-N mg /i . ..... ... .. .... . .. . ..

P04 -P (Total) mg/l
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i "
Chloride mg/i ,.
Sulfate mg/l __-_

Fluoride mg/i ...... . _ __-"

Aluminum pg/I _ _ - _----_

Arsenic pg/ l_1
Cadmium _ug/1 _....._ _ - -

( Chromium pJg/i .... . . . ....
-- Copper ug/1 ...

Iron (Die) pg/i
Iron (Tot) ug/l ' ,o 6-P Oo
Lead (Dis) pg/i .... .. .. .. _

Lead (Tot) ).g/1 -

Manganese pg/i 0 ______
-

___

Mercury 'pg/i __________

Zinc pg/1 ......._ _

MBAS mg/i ____ ____I ____ ____

Oil & Grease mg/i .... .... I ..... _

Total Coliform #100 ml - _ ........
Fecal Coliform #100 ml ___-__

Other (Specify) ._

Sample Date I
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7--/?1 72- - /1 ___7 ____7 -b -

Owner

405-4 B

- _ .... .. _ = =,,_ ... ... ......... .... ..... ....... . . ... ... ... -, ...... . ...... ... 'i' -1 ... l I-i



APPENDIX 1
WATER QUALITY DATA :1

pPR/v A,' Aipd/F
Well Identificatiob by USGS Number

Parameter Units -

Conductivity umhos/cm /9- .2 I'-. " z.U _____-_ -
Residue (Total) mg/i / / /j .
Residue (180"C) mg/i
Residue, CalculaLed mg/I ' .. .....
Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH - 7 ,/
temperature 6C J/.
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 "__-
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i l .V 2-V /36 I. 1
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i .__
NH3 -N mg/i _

N02 -N mg/l
N03 -N mg/l - -

Kjeldahl-N mg/i "_"_-

P04 -P (Total) mg/i ....... .....
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l . .... ,.
Chloride mg/i .l . "
Sulfate mg/l
Fluoride mg/i

Aluminum p'g/i
Arsenic jug/i ......
Cadmium u/1 .....___

'
___,__

Chromi.u uig/i
Copper ,ug/1 -__

I 4

Iron (Die) plg/.
Iron (Tot) pg/1 J.1
Lead (Die) lg/l
Lead (Tot) pUg/1 p I 'D
Manganese pg/i . 3 -

Mercury pUg/i __

Zinc p/i
MBAS mg/i .. .
Oil & Grease mg/1 ..

Total Coliform #100 mil
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify)

Sample Date 72-6 S'-/ 72-06-I 72.-7-2.q 72-0t-/01 7Z-1/4
Owner Ho/,ot .. _ .

405-49



APPENDIX 7
-- WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identificatioft by USGS Number
Parameter Units

Er Conductivity umhos/cm .2 _____ _ _ 2 .Z43
Residue (Total) mg/i IL
Residue (180*C) mg/l _____/__"__

Residue, Calculated mg/l
Residue Loading TON/AFT 0_2_ _ 2VI 0.,

PH -- _7,/6 .
temperature °C 12,0 ____ __2_. I.o0
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l 1_ __ /20 /1.0 /2.0
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l '_ _

NH3 -N mg/l _,o3 j 0.O/ 0.0/
N02 -N mg/i oooo o,0o2- 0O.0407-
NO3 -N mg/1 h__ 1, 2.0
Kjeldahl-N mg/l .0 q _,o5___o

P04 -P (Total) mg/l 007 t oo2.3 ,07 A,..
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i OO. I o _ 7
Chloride mg/l z J_ . .. ,-
Sulfate mg/l _ _ __

Fluoride mg/1 _ ____

Aluminum p g/I
Arsenic pUg/i 7_____ _____t~~~i~~~~~~.~.~~..z..
Cadmium ug/l _ _______

( Chromium pg/i _ I________ !
Copper pug/l _ 5 16 ,.W i i

Iron (Die) pg/i /0 I _ _ 0
Iron (Tot) pg/l /DO/</_..__
Lead (Dis) pg/l / 2-
Lead (Tot) ug/l A0 d0 '__
Manganese pUg/ __ . ________

Mercury pg/I 20, ________I_______
Zinc pg/l Io . , -
MBAS mg/i _________lc 001 0-0L

Oil & Grease mg/i __.. ..____

Total Coliform #100 ml [

Fecal Coliform #100 ml I__

Other (Specify) 72-9/-] '/?5-0/7 --2<L I 7 1'O-2r 7 3-/2-S'

I-+ -+ ++, ' -I -
Sample DateI ____

Owner ,

t L405-50

____,__ _I_____ ___-_



APPENDIX .1ii RMA*eY j4Q1'/PeR _ _

_ _ _ _ _Well Identificatiobt by USGS Nlumber
Parameter Units /t)sD /4-Is- -

Conductivity uahos/cm .1*2 _____ ______ ____ 340
Residue (Total) mg/i
Residue (i80C) mg/i ___ ____l J i
Residue, Calculated mg/i ,..
Residue Loading TO/APT -,_.op_ X7_.____

temperature /*to 10.0 1o .
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 7 -,A
Hardness (CaCO3) m/i /7 2I. /11 4..t.....
Alkalinity (CaC0 3 ) SA/i ....
N13 -N mg/1 go _,o 2. 0_.2
102 -N mg/i O,02 o 0,01-o
N03 -N ag/i b 2,16. .2--r
Kjeldahl-N mg/1 o,0 _,__" 0,I

P04 -P (Total) _/1___.___, o, o0• .3
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i 400 O,._/__,_ _, j
Chloride ag/i ' 2 1b ...... ,,7
Sulfate mg/i ____,____"

Fluoride mg/i ..__

Aluminum pg/i
-Arsenic ______ _____

Cadmium ug/i _____

( Chromium pug/i 0 o 0
Copper ug/i " o

Iron (Die) ug/i Aot ______,___ -
'Iron (Tot) ug/i _ _/_

Lead (Din) pS/i I
Lead (Tot) , .g/i ________,,

Manganese ug/i . , o

Mercury pg/l . , ,.,/ _ o 
Zinc Pg/i jl _ __ /0
MS mgli ._ _,_o_ _ ogoo
Oil & Grease /1 "

Total Coliform #100 al . ,
Fecal Coliform #100 1

Other (Specify)

+- s,"p45 - CPA
Sam 7pe aeo 72-o05-13 73-o/-15" 73-6tr-- 73-0-2.

Owner/4/d I41kr

#2 405-51

-"-,,,--,

,,U,,

NA



APPENDIX :r
WATER QUALITY DATA

___'" Well IdeniifIcatiof by USGS NumberL Parameter Units 2"/-"2 .A I - __... .__:_

SConductivity umhos/cm 3 Sj 30 2f[ iz... i2 2j.
L Residue (Total) mg/1 ____"'____ _ _ _ ____ __,________

Residue (180 C) mg/l /6 6 -, 1 .r 5-7
Residue, Calculated mg/i
Residue Loading -TON/AfT ,17 Q,- 4-1 5 0. .- A L.02

pH -- ,0 '7.-2 7.7, I, .
Temperature -C /4,0 /0, . /.R ,10

Dissolved Oxygen mg/1
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i to. 170 1,$- .j /I_ D 40'
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/l _ .........

NH3 -N mg/l Do zb,01 0b 7- 06/_ 0,0/
N02 -N mg/1 _490y __oo_____, ,, __, __l p0o9 0 ,,
N03 -N mg/i ., ',
Kjeldahl-N mg/l 016q 9...* /_T

P04 -P (Total) mg/l 0. 191- 0,o00 A. ___ _,____

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l _0__V t.. _,O___7 0, 00Z 0 2O-O),oa7
Chloride mg/l ;2, 1S__,4 __ ay 2.,1__ _,

Sulfate mg/l ... . ___

Fluoride mg/i

Aluminum pg/i
Arsenic pg/l / ___. 5
Cadmium pUg/i . /O, 0 .

( Chromium pUg/i 0 0 , 0 _

Copper ug/l / 3 / _

Iron (Dis) pg/l . . 2 , , /0

Iron (Tot) ,ug/l
Lead (Dis) jIg/l 0 ;2 2-
Lead (Tot) p,/i_
Manganese ,ug/l 'YO , 36 0,,, 0 0

Mercury ug/i . D ..
Zinc pg/ A.. _ _. .3o /0 20
MBAS - mg/i l o- 0,00 0,03_____
Oil & Grease mg/l j
Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml, M

Other (Specify) 1 -

i Sample Date '
Sampl Date73-/7--/7 ~7-03 -19 I 7-3 ~5 73-095 -7 3-1/2-17

Owner - ,o'

40 5- 5,; 11I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

£ ----I



APPENDIX I
WATER QUALITY DATA

j!!'/MA1AY A0014CER
Well Identification by USGS Number ...... ___

Parameter Units

Conductivity umhou/cm 'R8'7 / .20 172- ,rO
Residue (Total) mg/i 9.. oLr. " /'-

Residue (180C) mg/i /574 .
Residue, Calculated mg/i ...... .
Residue Loading TON/AFT _ ,_/ _ _._,.-.

PH 0- 74o 7, Z. " I'l
temperature ec , L,_
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i ............--
Hardness (CaC03) m/i /40 &o ** . ... r_ ir
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i
N413 -N mg/i P-0/_________

N02 -N mg/1 0_019 _.

No3 -N mg/ ll / /
Kjeldahl-N mg/1 o,/7_-

P04 -P (Total) mg/1 10-49/4__
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i - 2. '3___________
Chloride mg/l * , b / 2-
Sulfate mg/i ___.. .....

Fluoride mg/l ........ .. _

Aluminum pg/l
Arsenic jig/i
Cadmium Ug/1 I

( Chromium Pg/l p ....

Copper pug/1 _

Iron (Die) pg/i /0
Iron (Tot) ug/i II__ 0_ 0l

Lead (Dis) ..g/i
Lead (Tot) ug/i
Manganese ug/i .

Mercury pUg/i . _.......

Zinc pg/i /
WEAS mg/i _____ ____

Oil & Grease mg/1

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 Ml ............

Other (Specify)

Sample Date -7Y-0 / 7o -,q $"7. 7/- 09 -/1 71-lo -/3 7/-//-/7

Owner Sp- 3e C.

405-53



IR APPENDIX 2:

WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identificatioti by USGS Number
Parameter Units ,/'- rI ""-

(. Conductivity umhos/cm /70 /50 /72 ... /S'__/_-___
Residue (Total) Mg/1 ,/,/0 . //I 1
Residue (180*C) Mg/i
Residue, Calculated mg/i
Residue Loading TON/AFT

PH S -- 7,7 7 7,7
temperature Oc_... ..

Dissolved Oxygen mg/1
Hardness (CaCO3) mg/1 zoo y ' , /32...
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/1
14 3 -N mg/l . ... ... .
N02 -N mg/ 1N03 -N ag/ 1
Kjeldahl-N mg/i __,_'____

P04 -P (Total) mg/i
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/1 ,,_"
Chloride mg/i 6 7 2. 0
S u l f a t e m g / 1 . ... ... . .. ...__ _.. ... ....
Fluoride mg/1 ,,, _ _ .

Aluminum pg/i
Arsenic pg/1 .
Cadmium ug/i .
Chromium ..g/i._ _..

Copper ug/l .. . ........... ....

Iron (Dis) pg/1
Iron (Tot) pg/l 0 /40o 1L '/0
Lead (Dis) )1g/.
Lead (Tot) ug/.
Manganese pag/i 0 O An.

Mercury pUg/i _____

Zinc pg/l
MBAS mg/1
Oil & Grease mg/1

Total Coliform #100 ml 2
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify)

i '-
Samle ate71-12- /Y ? -a/- 72-'2-02 72-03-2,F 72-o0--I?

OwnerO5

405-54



APPENDIX _
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identificatiojt by USGS Number
PrmtrUnits-

Conductivity umhoe/cm 4 / 1 ____ .. /_

Residue (Total) mg/l . ... .- 17"... j
Residue (180"C) mg/i _i__ "
Residue, Calculated mg/1 .......... _ _
Residue Loading TON/AFT ......

PH . , 7, V ', 7, L.!
t~emperature 9C___________
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 ............. __

Hardness (CaC03) mg/i ** " //2- /1'2
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i _ ___.......

NH3 -N m/ _____ _____ _____N02 -N mg/i ....No 3 -N ma/i I_ --4
ijeldahl-N mg/i

P04 -P (Total) mg/l _ _.....

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l ....... "
Chloride mg/i 7 . - /
Sulfate mg/1 "__

Fluoride mg/1 . ......... .....

AlumiLnum ju/gArsenic _ug/1 _. ... ..

Cadmium Ug/1
~( Chromium p.g/I1 ____ _... .

Copper pg/i .. .. . ... .. '.J

Iron (Di) pUg/1
Iron (Tot) g/1 .D . /00
Lead (Die) jig/1
Lead (Tot) pUg/1
Manganese pUS/1 6

Mercury ug/i q, _ 44
Zinc pug/i
MBAS mg/i -
Oil & Grease mg/i .....

Total Coliform #100 .l
Fecal Coliform #100 .1
Other (Specify)

Sample Date 22-05-It 72-0 ,fl 72-07-29 72-0-'

Owner

A

405- 55



APPENDIX 1
WATER QUALITY DATA

__ _ _ _ _Well Identificatioti by USGS Number
Parameter Units - '93SI5

Conductivity umhos/cm .
Residue (Total) mg/i ___I_. .. ..... . .___.. .._

Residue (180C) mg/l I I //6 V____.__
Residue, Calculated mg/1 " _1 _......_ '___ '_____
Residue Loading TON/AFT 0' 7, 2, 'OZz ______ _ ,___ .....

temperature 0C I/,, 12-0Z~o . /, /, .. /;

Dissolved Oxygen ms/1Hardness (C&t03) mgil / /'q0 ,,. ... I, /O /.V-O

Alkalinity (CaC03) rg/1 . /
NhI3 -N mg/l o,0 o. ,_, ..
NO2 -N _g/1 __ ,_ _ o, ___ , _ __ , 9 __[, ,0_ _NO -N rag/1 ; 1l ,7/ ,

KJeldahl-N mg/1 62- .- , 4

P04 -P (Total) mg/l a_0 __ 0_-, 062
P 4 -P (O tho) mg/l ,eo 4 ,
Chloride mg/1 ,35- 1-7 'o
Sulfate mg/1 a~~~Fluoride mg/1 .......

~~Aluminum ' IU.......

Arsenic ,ug/l ." . I /_ /0/6
Cadmium 'U8 / 1/ , /

Copper ,Ug/i l 0__- i oo
Iron (Dis) ug/l 10 2-0 20 _1 40
Iron (Tot) /ug/1

Lead (Dis) mg/i .
hLead (Tot) .~~~Manganese 'ug/1 10 .. -

~Zinc gll ,,/0 '(20o/ ,o
MBAS mg/1 0,o.0_0, 0,0o2- a 1,o 0 0,0o0

SOil & Grease mg/1

Total Coliform #100 ml
~~Fecal Coliform #100 ml ...

Other (Specify)

Owner .. _ __

40-5-56



APPENDIX
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identificatiot by USGS Number
Parameter Units.

Conductivity umhos/cm 397 - 1 400O
Residue (Total) mg/1
Residue (180C) mg/i 24A ;1ii..2 2/.?L.. ~ ____

Residue, Calculated mg/l J_-

Residue Loadinig TON/APT 0"%2 -_____0 0,30

temperature C /0,19 7 , ,x
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 .... __ --_-
Hardness (CaC03) /g/i70 .. o

Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i ... .. _.... .. _ __

NH13 -N mg/i pol 6', o2 10 V_____0__ _ 10, 6 1
N402 -N mg/i 16, 010 0107 Loo 0__00/_ 0__00__L
NO -N mg/l , o O, o
Kjeldahl-N mg/i Lo I/ . .

P04 -P (Total) mg/i ",v o ,o/o , g• ,
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i V, s a.. o, o.
Chloride mg/1 / , /Vq Iq,,, 2.3 -i . -
Sulfate mg/i '_.........
Fluoride mg/1 '"____.____.......

Aluminum ps/i
Arsenic pg/l .3 / ___

Cadmium pUg/i 49 _ O . /
( Chromium ,g/i o .

Copper 0g/i z

Iron (Dis) pgl i /0 0
Iron (Tot) pg/1 /
Lead (Dis) 'Pg/1 o .2- "

ME Lead (Tot) ,Ug/ll
Manganese A1g/i 0 - 0

Mercury pg/1 0 0 0 .
Zinc pUg/1 S 0 0 . /
"AS mg/I ,' 0' ______

Oil & Grese mg/1 __..

Total Coliform 0100 ml
V Fecal Coliform #100 ml ..... ......... "_

Other (Specify) _ _

Sample Date

405-57

+++w



APPENIDIX
WAER QUALITY DATA

S_ Well Identificatioi by USGS Number _I

Parameter Units

Conductivity umhos/cm 2 _?______/ __ ___ Z2? _ ___

Residue (Total) mg/i ... ....
Residue (180C) mg/1 162- /S-/ .. 9 I .I /1 "
Residue, Calculated mg/i " "_"
Residue Loading TON/AFT 6,14 0,-- &,p o,-/ , _0/0

PH 0C &,42 7, jtemperature R. Aoo , , 6;

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i ___

Hardness (C&C03) mg/i /5$0 l_ -_ _______l__

Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l _ _ _

N113 -N mg/i 0 7',- __0__0/ 010z

N02 -N mg/l - ,oo0' 2- o/.00/
N03 -N mg/i r,' D V
Kjeldahl-N mg/l .... __0(_ 0ot 00os V,__/ ob

P04 -P (Total) mg/i A00 k jo7 ',0p a ,/
P04 -P (Ortho) Pg/l 0, 0~O~ ooo _ 00, 7 040
Chloride mg/i ... , 6,j .
Sulfate mg/i_
Fluoride mg/1 ___ __ __

Aluminum jig/i
Arsenic jig/i Q 2 / .
Cadmium &/1 o I -'w . I .
Chromium ,ug/l 0 "0___ t 6
Copper .g/i / I . _ 7 0'

Iron (Dis) ug/l /. , . .. II0 2V00
Iron (Tot) jig/l 1
Lead (Dis) )1g/1 0 Z) //i"
Lead (Tot) jg/1
Manganese jUg/i V /0

Mercury jig/l 40__/ _6-1

Zinc jig/l . 2 .... _- _ ,
MBAS mg/l , o,0o02 0,o0 __ 0,0 0,06
Oil & Grease mg/ittI_ -__

Total Coliform #100 ml _
Fecal Coliform #100 ml I _

Other (Specify)

Sample Date

Owner , .

40)5-58

- -- ~.- ~----- ,WIT



APPENDIX Z
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units ..../ . ......................

Conductivity umhos/cm -4/ ?af %10 27' 7
Residue (Total) mg/l _

Residue (180*C) mg/1 /6t 4r "Ss /76'
Residue, Calculated g/i _

Residue Loading TON/AFT 0a,." ., .. 0. . o" . _,

-- pH - - .... 7, r 7... i -4
Temperature *C ,, //9; //,/,c
Dissolved Oxygen mgi/ __,,,

Hardness (CaC03) mg/i / J6 0 &0 L0.. Ia. ..
Alkalinity (CaC03) m/i
1413 -N mg/l Q'0 V ~ 2
102 -N mg/ 0,co, ______/__

N403 -N Wg/i 4' 6,~. L
Kjeldahi-N mg/i acgv 6,o o0 6  40 01

P04 -P (Total) mg/i p, oos- 0.,1. PooV -, k- . .oo5 j
P04 -P .(Ortho) mg/i .0.009/ 0',00. 0,02- 0pr OD0
Chloride mg/it /I 2 All . ________

Sulfate mg/i . _,,__,,_,_,_,,_ __ _

Fluoride mg/i

Aluminum pUg/i
Arsenic pUg/i V~7.
Cadmium pug/1 0 _______

( Chromium pUg/i 0 _____

Copper ,ug/1 .

Iron (Dis) pug/1 5 T 9 -0
Iron (Tot) )ug/1 ____

Lead (Dis) pg/i L...
Lead (Tot) uS/1
Manganese ,,g/1 . C% 0 0 0 4

Mercury )Mg/i 4 6
Zinc pA .2s- Vo 12-0 16o
MBAS mg/1 4 ,0 0,
Oil & Crease mg/1

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml .

Other (Specify) .

Skree _____ __________

Sample Date 73-l-l - -_--_'- _

.73 -. 7 7,926 7-21Owner A 5- - -

405-59



APPENDIX r
WATER QUALITY DATA

....e Well Identificatiot by USGS NumberParameter Units /¥-1/

( Conductivity umhos/cm 232 - 2L.o 2-32- -60 _ 7
Residue (Total) mg/1 /0 /____./37_. /1,2- 133
Residue (180C) mg/1
Residue, Calculated mg/1
Residue Loading TON/AFT --

temperature 00 C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hardness (CC03) mg/1 /0o 1 o .12-2Z../-.
Alkalinity (CaC0 3 ) mg/i
NH3 -N mg/i _,

N02 -N mg/1
NO3 -N mg/l

Kjeldahl-N mg/1

P04 -P (Total) mg/i
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/

Chloride mg/i -8 3 , 5
Sulf ate mg/i _____ _____ _____

- -Fluoride mg/l _

Aluminum pg/
Arsenic g_/l
Cadmium ug/l

( Chromium ,ug/1 _ _ _ _

Copper ug/l

Iron (Dis) pig/l
Iron (Tot) pg/i A . 2-D V

Lead (Die) )pg/l _

Lead (Tot) ug/i

Manganese pUg/i 3 t 3

Mercury /i_/1
Zinc igi/l
MBAs mg/i _____ _____

Oil & Grease mg/1 .

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml _

Other (Specify) 1

Sample Date 7O-l t  7- - /-' 1 /-i - / ___/' _i

Owner __ - D ,. _ --. _

405-60
Ez



APPENDIX .
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identiicatioh by USGS Number .
Parameter Units-W

( Conductivity ushos/cm A 'l 2__5__Y ______0

Residue (Total) mg/i1 ITS- ,. I .... i . .'
Residue (180'C) mg/1 l_ _
Residue, Calculated mg/i , ,, _
Residue Loading TON/AFT ""

pH -7,S 81 7,8 ---- 7,r AS/
Temperature "C ,.____.. ._ _ .._ _,._.

Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 ,_
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i 1P /V / - /12o /3.g
Alkalinity ,(CaCO3) mg/1
113 -N mg/i
N02 -N m g/i . . ... .
N03 -N mgi . .. ,. .. ..
Kjeldahl-N mgi/1 .......

P04 -P (Total) 28/1 ..... . ._-
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i __

Chloride mg/1 2- __' _ '
Sulfate mg/1 .....
Fluoride mg/1 ..... __......

Aluminum pg/i1
Arsenic jPg/1
Cadmium ug/1 ,____ .... __ _

Chromium Ug/i 3
Copper us/' .. .. ..... _

Iron (Die) Ug/1
Iron (Tot) pg/i 0 ,Z 2 /2-a Z 2
Lead (Die) /_S/1_.. ...... _ _"

Lead (Tot) Ug/_
Manganese g/i. 41 -2--

Mercury pg/i .-
Zinc pg/i _

O i l & G r e a s e S i .. .. ....... ... .. .. a_ , _,

Total Coliform #100 ml _ . i
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) ,,_,

Sample Date 72-0/- 17 72-2..- I 7- -z" - /9 7-o--

Owner

405-61



-/+ + - , _WTI-. QUALITY DATA

_____________________V0.We1 Identificatioh by USGS Number

Parameter Units

Conductivity umhos/cm .225/ , . -Z-"

Residue (Total) mg/i Iq9 /$- 4' .Q . t- ---
Residue (180C) mg/l
Residue, Calculated mg/l
Residue Loading TON/APT _

temperature "C"_-.....
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i . .. .. .. ... .-_-_'__

Hardness (CCo3) mg/l . 1ja .7
Alkalinity .(CaCO3) mg/l ... ....... _.__ __,__ _

NH3 -N mg/i --________

N02 -N mg/l ,- -___ _

NO 3 -N mg/i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Kjeldahl-N mg/l --__

P04 -P (Total) mg/1 _

Po4 -P (Ortho) mg/i
Chloride mg/l - /
Sulfate mg/i - ____
Fluoride mg/i ....______

Aluminum pg/i _______

Arsenic jig/l ,, _.._-_ _

Cadmium ug/i _____ 1
Chrium jig/i
Copper ug/l .. ..

Iron (Dis) pg/l
Iron (Tot) pg/i , 1o k. /Z
Lead (Dis) )ig/1 Z
Lead (Tot) ,g/i ... ...._I 

2o / j
Manganese pug/i 3 -

Mercury pg/i e,2 ,- 0,2- C.
Zinc pg/l .. .. ..
IBAS mg/i
Oil & Grease mg/l ..... __

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) I I I

Sample Date I~ ~- ~____
.06- ,- - -72-c~%_V ...7' -,,

Owner E, ] .

405-62

_



-
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APPenIX

WATER QUALITY DATA

am Well Identificatior hy USGS Number

~~~~q 3 .2 ..... ....... 0, 2- -21 --

F ( Conductivity umhos/cm -___2 2/26 ' 4 S
Residue (Total) mg/1 ,,__ . - , -. .-
Residue (180C) mg/l _______._- _

Residue, Calculated mg/i _ _ . . ..... ___" ______

Residue Loading TON/AFT ... .......... __

temperature *C_ _

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
ai&dness (CaC03) mg/ . /374 . j/- L / 9-S_ _

Alkalinity (CaCO3 ) mg/i 141b !o '
NH3 -N mg/1 . .... _

L 102 -N mg/i ________________

N03 -N mg/i /,S'4
Kjeldahl-N mg/l ......... .

P04-P (Total) m/1 O'o ,1..o A-14 a.o4,r 4-o9L"
P04 -P (Ortho) _/1

Chloride mg/i 21 !40 5,0 2.Zf
Sulfate mI , 16, o,r
Fluoride mg/1 0.11 r 0ZL 3f 0.36 0,37

Aluminum p.g/i
Arsenic Pg/ .__
Cadmium pg/i ... . ..__ _,

(Chromium Ag/i ____ ____ ____ ____

Copper 1Ug/1 ,..

Iron (Die) pg/i
Iron (Tot) lg/i '. / .00 .. 6 _, P__,__
Lead (Die) pUg/i __________

Lead (Tot) i _ _

Manganese All .

Mercury g/.
2inc ll . .....
NIAS m/1 _ _ _ _ A
Oil & Grease mg/1 ...... _ _

Total Coliform i00 ml .... ""
Fecal Coliform #100 21

Other (Specify)Co.or - -* Ii ___ _____.. 7 23

Sample Date ?2-oi-OY 71-o--22 71-12- 21 71-o/-2Z 7O-07-2

Owner

Wfve4 1  %j City 4of P41City1O Chewuj
5 pantile

405-63j



- - ... ....

APPENDIX~t f
WATER qUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units

Conductivity umhos/cm 263 A ._ 3310 q 20oo0
Residue (Total) "mg/i _

Residue (180C) mg/l _

Residue, Calculated mg/i ........ _.

Residue Loading TON/AFT

| Temperature 0 C .. ..

Dissolved Oxygen mg/1
Hardness (CaC03) mg/1 r 10 ,o/, 72-
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i , 1/1, 12.7 Il .
NH3 -N mg/i
N02 -N mg/1
N03 -N mg/1 9 . 2#1Y
Kjeldahl-N mg/i I

P04 -P (Total) mg/i 0 a/l,_ . '57
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l
Chloride _ _g/1 2,S 2,z I ,o 1 _ ,__ ..._,_

Sulfate mg/i ,",
Fluoride mg/1 03.f __,__, 0__0, _ _ A,_._,_.

Aluminum pg/l l_ _

1rsenic pg/1
Cadmium ug/1

( Chromium ug/l ___
Copper ug/1

Iron (Dis) pg/l _

Iron (Tot) pg/i 61o 2 0
Lead (Dis) Ug/i

H Lead (Tot) ag/i _
Manganese pg/1_

Mercury pug/i
tinc pug/i _____

MBAs mg/1 t-
Oil & Grease mg/l _

Total Coliform 100 ml _

Fecal Coliform #100 ml I

Other (Specify)Cforv 2- 81

Sample Date .7-0- Z/-/ 0_-1__,_H-"- ___- - __70I0-__

7001 2q/ 17-0-1
Omer

(.hen'y eW
1 (J~'~; ~ l ~ 6~hA
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APPENDIX Z~

WATER QUALITY DATA

3AsAL.Z A orER
-____________ _ Well Identification by USGS Number ......

Parameter Units / -Z zA;o-3wI 2.,'/'/-2 2 /',&/-Z,°'= 2d'#-26bl

Conductivity umbos/ca 12.5 j4 I2 .. L~...
Residue (Total) mtg/i ,_,,__-_
'Residue (1800C) mg/i
Residue, Calculated mg/1 . . ... ... . - _

Residue Loading TON/AFT __ _

Ua•P 7CC- ,7, -  78, 71 , _-_

'temperature ,. "c_.._ _ _-

Dissolved Oxygen S mg/i _-

ar/in (CaC 3 )  m l _ l _ O..,,

Al aint C&O) mg/i _____/Do__

Nmi -N ro1 '"_
Nm - mg

m g /i- u s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0_ _ _ __X_ __. _ _' A

Kj eldhl-,N g/lP94 -P (ortho) azl .. .
Chloride -.8/1 2,0 /1, 4-0&. 2, r !, zs-
Sulfate mg/1 71' 11 W, / (,f 17-4 L3,0 _

Aluminum ug/i
Arsenic Agi _____ _____ _____

Cadmium g/i _
Chromium / __-_

Copper ug/l

Iron (Dis) ug/i ... ..... ._ _ _ _

Iron (Tot) pg/i 0 2"0
Lead (Die) ng/i ________________

Lead (Tot) Pg/i .
Manganese pug/i

Mercury Qg/i ___________ _____ ____

tine' All
MBRAS mg/i _____ _____ _____

Oil & Grease mg/1
Total Coliform OO0 ml -__
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify)Covov ' 1 II

-IOu4ve-e DSH S___ __ ____

~Saple so ,.Date ..... D .=

a D70-12-2 1 -. 21 1/-00-23 71-.l- 1" I-Or-17

O .er ...

' i iRoc-kfo eyd boen W- Four La'kes Ah'iwy wo

I0 5- 6',

_=



APPENDIX
WATER QUALITY DATA

BA.5A 7 A 'n=ER_
........._,_--_- _ Well Identification by USGS Number ....

ParameterUnt
_____________ ______ .2Z/l5- -1I 31- 241 0'.j Z'//40-11H

Conductivity umhos/cm 220-Z4II_____
Residue (Total) mg/i ___ _ _- "____
Residue (180C) mg/l _____

Residue, Calculated mg/l
Residue Loading T314/AFT .... .... ...

pH -- 19,Y37, -7 s, 7,7f t. "

temperatureu: __ , - ... __ _ T,__

Dissolved Oxygun mg/l _ ,, .._-....Hardness (CaC03) Mg/l -,7 - l IAO FV -/Ott-. [

Alkalinity (CaCO 3 ) mg/l /O4 l04- 1o6 - 7___
NH3 -N mg/_......
N02 -N mg/i
No3 -N mg/l 1/ 7ir J-. /, __ L YL ./,
Kjeldahl-N mg/l

P04 -P (Total) mg/1 0,O/, 0! o2 5.
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l -

Chloride mg/l 2.z 2. -,o 3,'7 2,_ 36,_ 0
Sulfate mg/i 5 V- 4" ,v - 6ro
Fluoride mg/l o_ __ ____ o,/qy A O.3J ___,____

Aluminum U g/I
Arsenic ug/l
Cadmium ,ug/l t _ ,._-_._
Chromium )ug/l __ _( Copper ug/l

I-ton (Dis) u/ ___ ___
Iron (Tot) ug/l /0 0 I /60 7 O iZ8'

Lead (Dis) )g/ "
Lead (Tot) ug/i -_ _ _

Manganese Ag/1 -

Mercury )ug/l
Zinc ,ug/l
MBAS mg/l
Oil & Grease mg/i ___

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #1.00 ml

Other (Specify) CLOor - ____ /_ ., _

- I ii

Sample Date 70-12 ( _ _-2 -- 7'
Owner IL

405-66

2,



APPENDIX '
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number _ _

Parameter Units .~'~~U'2-~~ ~ /~~'.2i/'-t
12 __ _ 2. -2

Conductivity umhos/cm A92- &j0 _/ __ _ __ _

Residue (Total) mg/l ..
k : Residue (180°C) mg/.l

Residue, Calculated mg/l _ __

Residue LoaAing TON/AFT -__

PH 716i 74 7 7j*.. 7...
temperature 0C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/l ........
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l /jj 2L. 2 /Lo . 5.l'L...
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i I/y- 2 5q q7 14'r 72.
NH3 -N mgll
N02-N mg/i -_____
NO3 -N mg/1 __, __ , , /,o9 'P2ar 2o
Kjeldahl-N mg/l '__ _

P04 -P (Total) mg/l 0_48, 0, 3 at0,003 . 0J.9
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l
Chloride mg/i ,2,s* 5___0 fo ,_..."
Sulfate mg/i 5,91 7,7... 1/K 27-,0
Fluoride mg/l 2.,_) ,- o, 3 ' 0,2.L O,3 / .3

Aluminum ug/l
Arsenic pg/i "__...._._"
Cadmium ,ug/1 .. . .. .

( Chromium pg/i
Copper ug/1._

Iron (Dis) _g/1_ _ _ _

Iron (Tot) ug/l 0 .'__ 200 " _ 2 '.__'_ .o /6o
Lead (Dis) p1g/l -
Lead (Tot) P g/i .. ... .. . ... ..__"_._....

Manganese ,ug/l _ _

Mercury ug/i -_
Zinc pg/l .. . .. .
MBAS mg/i
Oil & Grease mg/l ....... . .

Total Coliform #100 ml
Fecal Coliform #100 ml .. .,.

Other (Specify) Coo- / .. * 1 "I

SSample Date it- 01-1 I 2- 0(0- D5 7p-o0-03 11- o 6- o7 71- 0 6- 7

Owner057

405-67



APPENDIX n
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units 2W -2g 2 /q-, / z -I -,p zs/,

Conductivity umhos/cm 111_ _ f'52.- ____ ,, 172. _ _ __

Residue (Total) mg/l

Residue (18
0 *C) mg/l

Residue, Calculated mg/l .........

Residue Loading TON/AFT ... .

pH -- ,7, L 74' 7, L2
temperature .c __ _ _,

Dissolved Oxygen mg/l

Hardness (CaC03) mg/l /1 (P /27- 72- .12.

Alkalinity (CaCO3 ) mg/I , l /3 /Y' 5-6___

NH3 -N mg/l ,,_ _

N02 -N mg/lNO3 -N mg/l 3.1. .. . b2 l- ,

Kjeldahl-N mg/ 1_ ,

P04 -P (Total) mg/l 0. __,I,_. _

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l "__

Chloride mg/l 3,7.5 5__, 0 /,o 7,0_ 4,

Sulfate mg/l , , '7,7 5. 13,8_

Fluoride mg/l O,.z 5_ . 2j' ,I; ,

Aluminum ).g/l .....

Arsenic ug/l

Cadmium ,ug/l _
(, Chromium pug/l " I '_ ........

Copper ,ug/l -j

Iron (Dis) ug/l ,_ _

Iron (Tot) 'g/l O 2& oo 0
Lead (Dis) )lg/l - _[ ........ ...

Lead (Tot) 'ug/l .. .. _

Manganese ug/ll

Mercury /ag/l __. ..._,__

Zinc .Ug/l _ _ _ I ......___

MBAS mg/l

Oil & Grease mg/l

Total Coliform #100 ml . _

Fecal Coliform #100 ml '

Other (Specify) Ca( " _ _ 10 1 . 20 2-

Sample Date 12-I0-1O - " . -- o6 7Z-O -3o

Owner 'oiiidj ~ /"

AqI 14i. Airpoei
4~ 4k

405-68



APPENDIX J 21
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number .........
Parameter Units /3-Z 2/~3I

Conductivity umhos/cm 12 5 ,2, __ 2__ _" 2___"__ 277
Residue (Total) mg/1
Residue (180*C) mg/l 2vs5 17/ "•_.... _ Iq-7 1 55
Residue, Calculated mg/1 ( i_ __ ___ ,201
Residue Loading TON/AFT _

pH -- 7,3 7.F 7.1 7,1 7,__
'temperature -1 "13 ,3, .... ,

Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 __

Hardness (CaC03) mg/i / " /" II' ii?
Alkalinity (CaCO3) .mg/l .......
NH3 -N mg/i . . .. ... .._

NO2 -N mg/l
NO3 -N mg/l , /, 0,00 o, o 4,o
Kjeldahl-N mg/l ....... ....___

P04 -P (Total) mg/i _ _...._ _

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l 0,/o 0.00 ..... __

Chloride mg/i .,o .,o 5_5 3"_...._.,
Sulfate mg/i 24.O 1I, 0 _ , 20 Z/ 2
Fluoride mg/li , *__,__ o, ,3

Aluminum pg/i
Arsenic ug/l
Cadmium _ug/1_....... "_

(' Chromium Ug/i ,A______
Copper ug/l .........

Iron (Dis) pg/Z 3 . oO . ____1__

Iron (Tot) pg/i ... ............ . ...
Lead (Dis) pg/I .. ......
Lead (Tot) .g/l ....
Manganese ug/i , ... ..... . .

Mercury pug/i .. ....
inc ug/i ..... ......

MBAS mg/i ._,__ r-
Oil & Grease mg/i _ ._ _

Total Coliform #100 ml "" -_
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify)or 5 0 ... 5" O

So Arc e Vca.D 15 VA_____ D_____ 4__ _ 5_VanD__5

Sample Date 61-05-02 .- -0 - 5e-07 -22-

Owner W,Hnlyt'Dx E.5Vkle 0V.,6,-ft

405-69



APPENDIX 7n.
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units2q/o-ZzLI .

Conductivity umhos/cm 2_1_ ..6 _ / 2 Z. 22-0
Residue (Total) mg/i _

Residue (180C) mg/i 205A____" • /97 /63 167
Residue, Calculated mg/1 - 2o0 . , __-__....

Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH -- 0,_ _ , _ $0o ._7._ _...._ _
temperature °C _5__6 ./12,7_ I_._ _14_t_

Dissolved Oxygen mg/l
Hardness (CaCO3) mg/l //7 . li . .. . .'

Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i
NH3 -N mg/l .........__

NO2 -N mg/l '.
NO3 -N mg/l ooo 9p 0.04r_ _ _ 0_ 21,o2 . . 0,00
Kjeldahl-N mg/l -__,_,__,

P04 -P (Total) mg/l
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i
Chloride mg/l 6.2- _,g 227
Sulfate mg/l zi 0 9/ //
Fluoride mg/i O0 .30 , O, 2.0 .o

Aluminum pg/l
Arsenic ug/1
Cadmium ,ug/l
Chromium lug/l
Copper ,ug/l __,

Iron (Dis) pg/i /o0 _ _ 70 20 2o

Iron (Tot) pg/l _

Lead (Dis) )1g/i
Lead (Tot) ug/l ,_;
Manganese ug/i

Mercury pg/l
i-nc pg/i
MBAS mg/l _ __

Oil & Grease mg/l _

Total Coliform #100 ml [ '
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify)Colo5- 5 _ "

Sample Date 3 Ci S, 147-o226 u7-og-5

Owner .,V 1 .S- ovt .

405-70I



APPENDIX 2
WATER QUALITY DATA

O5A.,44 -7 AQ L/ FIE
PaamteUit Well Identification by USGS Number

Conductivity umhos/cm 2.Z5- .28. 203 ZI .
Residue (Total) mg/l __ _

Residue (180C) mg/i 16116f. 5/.....64
Residue, Calculated mg/i .._ .71 170
Residue Loading TON/AFT ......__

pH -- 1,6 7,7 j, 77 7,7

temperature S 1o',. 13,'3 15,0
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hardness (CaC03) mg/I kj7 go , g5
Alkalinity. (CaCO3) mg/l
NH3 -N mg/i
N02 -N mg/l
NO3 -N mg/l 0,0o . o.1yo 9o ,,0,0
Kjeldahl-N mg/l _

P04 -P (Total) mg/i ___

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/1
Chloride mg/l 3 ,_... 2,16 2,1 2,7 'Z7
Sulfate mg/i to
Fluoride mg/l __ 0,2- 0.2- 0,7- 0,Y

Aluminum ug/l "__
Arsenic "Ug/1
Cadmium ,ug/l .....____

( Chromium ,ug/1
Copper g/l

Iron (Dis) g/l 4 0 130 /0

Iron (Tot) ug/l .. ....
Lead (Dis) )1g/l ..
Lead (Tot) ug/l
Manganese pug/ .

Mercury ug/l .......
-inc ug/l ._,_,
MBAS mg/i .. . ..... .. ....___._

Oil & Grease mg/l ...... __ ._..

Total Coliform #100 ml ""
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) Color 2, .

5 0 1Ad Va f. D, 15--- -------

Sample Date- 50....... .

Owner £, _,__,__,

405-71



APPEIDIX H
WATER QUALITY DATA

BA5Ai7T AOVIFERP
______________________Well Identifiato byUGS Number

Parameter Units ' . _' "_ _
_241V1 - 3,__ _ _-

( Conductivity umhos/cm 2zo 183 21 2 2. 94 211
Residue (Total) mg/1 ,._"__

Residue (180C) mg/i 1 4I, ___'q____4

Residue, Calculated mg/l / . , I(
Residue Loading TON/AFT _ ,_',,

pH , 7/ 7,5 7. 7,2 7.7
temperature 9 0C ,61/ 1.1
Dissolved Oxygen mg/l __. .....

Hardness (CaC03) mg/i l __ _

4 Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l
NH3 -N mg/l _ _... .

N02 -N mg/i _____ ___________ _____

NO3  -N mg/ i 0,0Z3 0,_ '____, ofio 0_ oi. _ .__,____" __

Kj eldahl-N mg/i _____

P04 -P (Total) mg/l

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i _-

Chlor 4 ? mg/i 21/ 299 z4 15Vz
8111 fdLe mg/i -7 I ! /0 ,L!1
Fluoride mg/l ,3 0,3 0,3

Aluminum pug/1 I _
Arsenic pg/l .
Cadmium ,ug/l ..

_ (" Chromium ug/l _ __1

Copper ,ug/l { _--

Iron (Dis) pg/l 30 _..._0 eO /00 .6o .
Iron (Tot) pg/l { ___ _

Lead (Dis) )pg/l
Lead (Tot) pUg/lManganese ug/l '

Mercury pug/l ___,

iinc ,Ug/1
MBAS mg/i
Oil & Grease mg/l ,.__ _ _ _

Total Coliform #100 ml - -

Fecal Coliform #100 ml __

Other (Specify) Colov____ 1 4

- - - - . . .. .. . ..D s
Sample Date- ____i--.--J .

Owner 1 56,VT

/_

405-72



APPENDIX IE
WATER QUALITY DATA

iBASAcr A4001r-R~
Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units ,q/.. 3A.

Conductivity umhos/cm 12/5' 184. Z1% 2r7 207
Residue (Total) mg/l ..........

Residue (180C) mg/1 1.39 10- 1_,,' ____

Residue, Calculated mg/1 /610 .
Residue Loading TON/AFT ,,__

pH - 7,,b * j767.PH -. 7 7 ,/ 7 7 ,9 , k,
temperature ,°C ./2,- /Z,1 1 20.. ". __,__ -
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1Hardness (CaC03) mg/1 FI" I'7 J/ r s ....
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/1
NH3 -N mg/i
N02 -N mg/l , ,, __
NO3 -N mg/1 p1ZA. z2,00 6,010 0./36 o7Ell
KjeIdahl-N mg/i ... .... ... _

P04 -P (Total) mg/1
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i
Chloride mg/i "2',0 '", _ 2..
Sulfate mg/i j jjIj to 0j!j2"j
Fluoride mg/1 0,3 0#2 0, 3 04 ,___,_4-_

Aluminum pg/1
Arsenic ug/i _____

Cadmium ug/i . .. .....___

Chromium jug/ _

Copper ug/l _

Iron (Dis) pg/i 1,20- 170 _ __ Z o
Iron (Tot) Pg/1
Lead (Dis) )pg/l
Lead (Tot) ,ug/l
Manganese pug/l ._,,

Mercury pg/l
inc Ag/i

MBAS mg/l _..__-__
Oil'& Grease mg/l -___'__
Total Coliform #100 ml "" -_

Fecal Coliform #100 ml _ =

Other (Specify) O(Y" 0 0 5 5 0

Sample Date. 54-10-30 57-61-3o 57-11-0(, 581)2- -ZZ 5-2z.7

~~~~Owner'I , 00

405-73

-a ' ~



F
APPENDIX IE

WATER QUALITY DATA
e,5A54e4T Aoo/F g

_ _ _ _Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units 2 / l-3 _ _ 2 /4I fAIl " -

Conductivity umhos/cm t 7l" 22 ]2-'9 17/ 1(36
P Residue (Total) mg/l ..

Residue (180*C) mg/l 16' 162- 110 Ito 117-
Residue, Calculated mg/l 173 /(._,__o _ 101' '

Residue Loading TON/AFT "

pH 7,7s 7,1 -7, k
Temperature O lZc,- ______ "12.' 'j _1

Dissolved Oxygen mg/l
Hardness (CaCO3) mg/l 133 '2-5. 5z '2-
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i
NH3 -N mg/l ,, _

N02 -N mg/l
NO3 -N mg/l 1,.16 .. 01 1,5" Loo 1,4o3
Kjeldahl-N mg/l .........

P04 -P (Total) mg/l
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l ....... .

Chloride mg/l 3, "i 1, /17I- '24
Sulfate mg/l 14- 14 . , 37,
Fluoride mg/l 0,3 O, - 17- O,- O. -

Aluminum .ug/l
Arsenic ug/l
Cadmium 'ug/l .. ......
Chromium ,ug/l _..

Copper ,Ug/l

Iron (Dis) 'Pg/l .__,0 4o o F,. 30 - l
Iron (Tot) 'Ug/l .
Lead (Dis) )dg/l
Lead (Tot) pg/l .
Manganese ,ug/l - . ... _ .... I ..__

Mercury pag/l
Zinc ,ug/l __
MBAS mg/l _ ,,-
Oil & Grease mg/l ._,.

Total Coliform #100 ml ........ ""
Fecal Coliform #100 ml .......... _-

Other (Specify)Co(ov y" O

i I
Sample Date I -Ol 10he0 "" 5,S.-o- 5" SY- 01 - 2 -L OJ2

Owner S i,- v,

A0 5- 74

Loa



WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number ___

Parameter Units 24/-.,, ( 2/// -

( Conductivity umhos/cm __I__ _ _-_ _ _0 _______- _

Residue (Total) mg/i -
Residue (180°C) mg/l 107 "167. '_" _____ I " "-
Residue, Calculated mg/i l05 ...... 171-
Residue Loading TON/APT _

pH - _ ,___,__,_ _,

temperature 0C /100 */ ,2o.0 ___,_/

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i . __-_

Hardness (CaC03) mg/1 o 13 f.3 * /00 8'
Alkalinity (CaCO3) .mg/1
NH3 -N mg/1.... .... . .
N02 -N mg/i _V

NO3  -N mg/l ". . ,0 . . , . , zz, 6 ".-113
Kjeldahl-N mg/1 . ...

P04 -P (Total) mg/1 .... ....___

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i
Chloride mg/i .2, 1.o 5,- 3. /,7
Sulfate mg/i (,1 2 ,. '
Fluoride mg/i 0,2- o0,3 0_,7 0.6

Aluminum pig/i ,
Arsenic jig/i ..... __"

Cadmium jug/1 ,_ _

( Chromium ,ug/l

Copper ,ug/l ....

Iron (Dis) ug/i 6o iO 4LO 2-0

Iron (Tot) ug/1 .,
Lead (Dis) )1g/i
Lead (Tot) 'ug/1 ...._,...._

.Manganese jug/1

Mercury _ug/1

Zinc ,ug/i
MBAS mg/1
Oil & Grease mg/1 __,_

Total Coliform #100 ml ""
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify)Colof _"_,____ 0 o

So,, ,, Van.:0. * S (Af"l toublVnd 'tn s U.i' S -

Sample Date (olf0 70-lI-lu -7-II-O S8-o1-22- 5 -o1-Z3

Owner ,.4oV.

Wel 3el er D, r 87L-

405-75

______4.



APPENDIX .r
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units

__ __ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ S/o-IqRI 25-/4 -0  ---- -----

Conductivity umhos/cm 2-Y-7 , 18 2- _____

Residue (Total) mg/i
Residue (1800C) mg/i i. os 1q "
Residue, Calculated mg/i 1 ',03 'z,. " 0
Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH -- itO s, _ 7,2 77 77
temperature li- 101/2 21,! 156 12,2
Dissolved Oxygen mg/iHardness (CaCO3) mg/l l,0 112. I I /II

Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/l
NH3 -N mg/1
N02 -N mg/l
NO3 -N mg/i 0 .7 2.7/ ;z -___
Kjeldahl-N mg/i .....

P04 -P (Total) mg/l
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/!
Chloride mg/i 5,0.2.
Sulfate mg/i . .. S.o- S.' 0
Fluoride mg/i 0 , 6,4 0,9 0, -

Aluminum ug/l
Arsenic ,ug/l
Cadmium ,ag/ _
Chromit- Pug/l
Copper 'Ug/l _ I

Iron (Dis) 'ug/i Qo ,"O __•_.____
Iron (Tot) ,ug/1
Lead (Dis) )lg/l
Lead (Tot) '"g/l _I i _ _
Manganese pug/l 1
Mercury ;pg/1 _ I
Zinc ,Ug/i _____

MBAS mg/l _ _ __ _
Oil & Grease mg/l -

Total Coliform #i00 ml K ""
Fecal Coliform #100 ml 4
Other (Specify) Coly _ _ 5- ± 0 5"

Sample Date-- 7-II-g 5 -07-z - -' 6,-1-og

Owner u.,.;i L, 0,_o__

405-76 *

- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -~ . * * * ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ -* --- - ~ ---- -- ~ --* ~ -'- - - ~ - -- - - - *--*5



WATER QUALT'f DATA

. ....___Well Identification by USGS Number __

Parameter Units / - " i/ 1-/'b1'

(. Conductivity umhos/cm .0o 283. 4 __ 73 ..... a3y
Residue (Total) mg/1
Residue (1800 C) mg/i N14 *. Ila 19 157 z3f
Residue, Calculated mg/i III- .. illy
Residue Loading TON/AFT .

pH - 7,J- O .0 7. 7,9 7.,
temperature 6C 100 1,7 1,/ I? 3

Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 , "
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l q- 1 . . H4o 1.. /41
Alkalinity (CaC03) .mg/i ,_,._.... ... _ ... ..
NR3 -N mg/i
N02 -N mg/i ". _ ..
N03  -"N mg/1 0.0 o'o 1) 6, Fr" 11107o
Kjeldahl-N mg/i ____

P04 -P (Total) mg/i .... ..
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/1
Chloride mg/i 21,. 3.,o
Sulfate mg/i - . .3 it/ ! 20 _ _
Fluoride mg/i , o12.1 j, _, bit 0.2

Aluminum ,g/.
Arsenic pg/i ..... _

Cadmium pug/1 ....... . .._

Chromium 'ug/1 _

Copper .g/i _________,__

Iron (Dis) pg/i s.tQ 15-0

Iron (Tot) pg/i -
Lead (Dis) pug/i
Lead (Tot) )ug/1
Manganese ,g/1

Mercury pg/1 . . .. 7,
tinc pg/i
MBAS mg/i _ .
Oil & Grease mg/1

Total Coliform #100 ml ...... ._. - _ "__
Fecal Coliform #100 ml _ . _ _ __

Other (Specify) Cote; 0 , 5 0

50 t' e VctvP.' 5___
Sample Date 5'O7-A S-oI-23 O-II-or 57-Il-Ob gi'-O'/l.,

Owner U.$.C,,ovt'4 5' 0 it

40 5-77

o_ L]



APPENDIX 4-
WATER QUALITY PIATA

S- . Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units

Conductivity umhos/cm 3 6 o24/ 0 toI-If 51I 30
Residue (Total) mg/l
Residue (180*C) mg/1 21"9 I2o3, 7 55 Z
Residue, Calculated mg/1 " L-...... Z2.3, ZZ7
Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH - to 7,___ 7.7 i.7

temperature C d -. 13,3" 1,6
Dissolved Oxygen mg/l .
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i /32"- /ZO' 12-I , 17,

Alkalinity (CaC03 ) .mg/i . .. .... .............NH3 -N mg/1 ...

N02 -N mg/i _ ___

NO3 -N mg/l ,,1 7 . o, _ ,__ . . ,0
Kjeldahl-N mg/i ..... __ _

P04 -P (Total) mg/l ___

S1P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i _____

Chloride mg/i 2,2- 1 , 7
Sulfate mg/1 - j to I it
Fluoride mg/i 0. D3 0, 03 o,3

Aluminum pg/i
Arsenic pg/i
Cadmium pg/1
Chromium pg/i

i Copper pg/i

Iron (Dis) pg/i 0 50 20 1___

Iron (Tot) pg/i . . ......__

Lead (Dis) gi ....___

Lead (Tot) ug/li
Manganese pUg/1

Mercury - pg/i
SZinc pg/i

MBAs mg/1 -"
Oil & Grease mg/i __.__ __.___

Total Coliform #100 ml ""
Fecal Coliform #100 ml ..

Other (Specify)eofc' __ _ . 2- 0

Sample Date

Owner . 4+. ,id u.5.6i.+

o7-4!--8 "



APPENDIX IL
WATER QUALITY DATA

_, _ __Well Identification by USGS Number TY
Parameter units

( Conductivity umhos/cm $ 0 _- 32.7 . .________ _ ___ Z/_/ V_-
Residue (Total) mg/i .. _--_.

-Residue (180-C) mg/. , 177 " 6
Residue, Calculated mg/l 22- " 2. ' -77 1.. '. ". -(o_
Residue Loading TON/AFT .___

PH - 7, ,',o ,, 7 7, 
temperature 'C 15.3j !1 7 1o,-
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i /2.. 130 359 q
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/
1H3 -N mg/l

X02 -N mg/l __ _ ___

N03 -N mg/i 503 q, "7 ,
•kj eldahl-N msll . .

P04 -P (Total) mg/i
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i
Chloride mg/l 7,o Q 2. ;.!r 3, ,
Sulfate mg/l 13 / /4 / .
Fluoride mg/i O, - 6.3 0,1 ,o,

Aluminum ug/i
Arsenic ig/i ,. ._ _,

Cadmium jug/i ....
Chromium jig/i
Copper zug/i .,,

Iron (Dis) jug/i 13- . _ 'iCC)
Iron (Tot) pUg/i ____.__ 42-0
-Lead (Dis) )pg/i
Lead (Tot) Ug/1.
Manganese ,Ug/i _

Mercury ug/i
tinc g/.
MBAS mg/i
Oil & Grease mg/i ___

Total Coliform #100 ml ""
Fecal Coliform #100 al .-

Other (Specify)oolv- _ - _ - .

_____________,_ _ VanO..5 -_ "
Sample Date 5-0 - (o-II-o ___-___.__ _ 1-0__ 5i-Ol-I4
OwnerL .... ..t

40.5-79



APPENDIX LL

WATER QUALITY DATA
B4 5A L 7 A QUId,=f

_ _-_ _Well Identification by USGS Number
Paramete:: Units ____' "I. .

Conductivity umhos/cm Z53 .2,3 2i1I _,_ 21/
Residue (Total) mg/i ',_I_"" _, "
Residue (180°C) mg/l W___" IL __ h o I 5 3I7
Residue, Calculated mg/1 8z 16 .u /57"'
Residue Loading TON/AFT '_'_,_. -_.,

pH -- 8,1 2, 7 ___/_
temperature * ___ _, _ 11,1_11.7
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l ?9 81 . i'
Alkalinity (CaC03 ) mg/i __ ...... ... ....

NH3 -N mg/l _

N02 -N mg/l I _, '-_'... .
NO 3 -P mg/i 2,7/ 0/72-3 ______ _____

Kjeldahl-N mg/i I. . _ _ . . .. __..... ..

P04 -P (Total) mg/l _ _. . ...

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l __ .. ..
Chloride mg/1 .,5 41 S.
Sulfate mg/1 15 . , 15 _ , _ ...... 4,9
Fluoride mg/i .. ___1 _ 0_3 0,2- _ _0,3 .__,

- Aluminum Pag/1 ,

Arsenic ug/I "-
Cadmium FUg/l ._ _

( Chromium )ig/l

Copper ,ug/l -__,,_,

Iron (Dis) 5ug/0 ______O_. . . .. 0__o__
Iron (Tot) jig/l _ .. . . . . .
Lead (Dis) }1g/i
Lead (TGot) pg/l ..... _ _ _

Manganese Pg/l _, _. ... ... ,

Mercury ]Ug/
Zinc _ug/l

M BA S mg/i ... .............. . ..__--

Oil & Grease mg/l

Total Coliform #100 ml -

Fecal Coliform #100 ml . .. . I I

Other (Specify) (ootr" 3 2 _ 5- , O I ,

Sample Date K-(-z,-2 - 2.2

Owner 5o~'e-- j---~ ----
f. Awvp ~5I

405-80



rAPPENDIX JT
W41ATER QUALITY DATA4

_______________________Well Identification by USGS Number
KParameter Units___ 

_------

Conductivity umhas/cm ,2Z1 q Z -. 22-a 214__
Residue (Total) mg/i _____ _____ _____

Residue (180*C) mg/i /S'- _______ _____4 __ (Residue, Calculated mg/i 
S?____

Residue Loading TON/APT _____ __________

pH 7, 74 7_______8__ 8.0 9%0___
temperature 0c JD ______o

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i _____

Hardness (CaCO3) mg/i 1
Alkalinity (CaCO3 ) mg/i _____ 

_____ _____

NH3 -N mg/i _____

N02 -N mg/i _ _ _ _ _ _N03 -N mg/i 1x 211 i',31
Kjeldahl-N mg/i _____

P04 -P (Total) mg/i
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i _____

Chloride mg/i 210 2____2 _ 210 215'Sulfate mg/i L. J- -7r/.2 7, SLFluoride mg/i 0,2- D 03o,

Aluminum pgi _____ __________ 
____

Arsenic pUg/i _____ _____

Cadmium pUg/i _____ _____(Chromium ,ug/i 
_ _ _ _ _ _Copper tUg/i _____ _____

Iron (Dis) pUg/i 7o 0____ to(0C
Iron (Tot) ________

Lead (Dis) p1g/i _____

Lead (Tot) 'ag/i _____

Manganese pug/i ____________

Mercury Ag/i _____

Zinc pUg/i _____ _____

MBAS mg/i __________

Oil & Grease mg/i ___________

Total Coliform #100 ml ______ ___________

Fecal Coliform, #100 Ml1_____ _____

O ther (Specify) Colo-r -______ _____ _____ _____

:5"Van D * ____5 _____

Sample Date571-4 '--Z 0  5--' 4oi- ,I-3

Owner

~ 405-81

If~



APPENDIX t
WATER QUALITY DATA

13A5AL7- AQ4u/Ff
_ _ _ _ _"_Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units /11 ___/_2___

( Conductivity umhos/cm _ _ _ _

Residue (Total) mg/l 1 _ __.

Residue (180C) mg/i
Residue, Calculated mg/l
Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH - L, I LO... --___

temperature 0C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i -__

Hardness (CaC03) mg/l S _______ ....

Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/l 7_ _

NH3 -N mg/i

N02 -N mg/i
NO3 -N mg/i -,
Kjeldahl-N mg/l _ ,_....... ,_

P04-P (Total) mg/l __,

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i _ _-_

Chloride mg/l , //s 0____
Sulfate mg/l 14J 5,o., _ __ _ _

Fluoride mg/i ,- 0 ,O6 __ _ _ _

Aluminum ug/1
Arsenic )Ag/i _ _ _ _ _
Cadmium ig/ 1

( Chromium )Ubil J
Copper 1ug/l

Iron (Dis) 'Ug/ 5 9 -c_
Iron (Tot) ug/l -_'
Lead (Dis) )1g/l

Lead (Tot) Uag/l{ Manganese 'Ug/l .

Mercury _ug/l

Zinc ,9g/
1-BAS mg/l _ I
Oil & Grease mg/l _ __"_I

Total Coliform #100 ml _ "__

Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) C0o_" _ I
4

SO________ (A VCjr~ CZW, 5H5
Sample Date L, -07-2- 1 I- _ _ _ _ _ _

Owner $ 1
40O5-82

..... ...i,



APPENDIX .r
WATER QUALITY DATA

/7 71 5PO*A' e~,~
Well Identification by USGS Number ____

Parameter Units, 27/93-39/_ . _/ -_..-_
.27/43-22?t1 7/Yi3-32K 27/3-335 _____-- 291'42.-42M

Conductivity umhos/cm '400 qq0 W_____o 570 I8?0
Residue (Total) mg/1
Residue (180*C) mg/i • ___

Residue, Calculated mg/i ._ '_
Residue Loading TON/AFT ........ ... . .

p H '- 7 ,4 7 -7 -7 , 0 7 , " . . ._temperature - -C ..... ...

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i "_
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i / - F8, 206_...... _ 8.6
Alkalinity (CaC03 ) mg/1 /49 /_____ 20j j2 ,
NH3 -N mg/1
N02 -N mg/1 ...... __

NO3 -N mg/i i,. / ,. 0.,'7 h______"_
K jeldahl-N mg/l . . ... . . ... .. .

P04 -P (Total) mg/l 19,o 0a, 9 y ./ov .
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/1 _ _ - _ "
Chloride mg/1 5 o 3, 5,7 _ _- 2,_ _- _ /,-
Sulfate mg/i / , 2 ... / , ;1i
Fluoride mg/i 0,2 ___,___- ,,/0 '0/o i,0 y A-

Aluminum pg/1
Arsenic pg/1
Cadmium ,Ug/1 .. . ... .( Chromium pg/i
Copper Ug/l

Iron (Die) )Ug/1 ,
Iron (Tot) pg/l t ' / j o
Lead (Dis) pg/1
Lead (Tot) pg/
Manganese pg/l 4

Mercury mg/i ,_,__
Zinc )pg/i
M B A S m g / i ..... .._' .'_. ... . " _ _
Oil & Grease mg/1

Total Coliform #100 ml ,
Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) Color" L4 ,. . _ . 5

~Sample DateSape-e70-0-03 7]-of-I 70-09-3o 7A-10-10 70-10--0

Owner ! 3'" I o" DI _cPiveou /Vh,/ tt Whiwt, V 11o9j Deer Prk

405-83

I



APPENDIX
WATER QUALITY DATA

SWell Identification by USGS Number __

Parameter Units /q-c 4/32f1Z/2-7 2/3-/J

Conductivity umhos/cm _ ___ ?1) 4/0
Residue (Total) mg/l "

Residue (1800C) mg/l
*. Residue, Cal'culated mg/l ._ _

Residue Loading TON/AFT ' _

pH -- ,7,7 7,5 7,3r 8,3
Temperature ,. °C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i '92 91',' I/2-
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i I.0' .. - 1.zo . 70 Z'.
NH3 -N mg/l
N02 -N mg/l
NO3 -N mg/l /2. /, o I_,_____7,
Kjeldahl-N mg/i
P04 -P (Total) mg/l 0/II. _ ,/ _ ._ e,_ 0,_V700

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l ...... . .
Chloride mg/l .7S" Y, ,,____,.,
Sulfate mg/l 9,0 1 _ 0,6 42, z- Z6,3
Fluoride mg/l 6,,.. 0,/7

Aluminum ,ug/i
Arsenic 'Ug/l
Cadmium Fug/l
Chromium ug/l I___ _.....

Copper ,ug/l . ..

Iron (Dis) jug/l . .
Iron (Tot) jig/i 6> .... _____I0 2o

Lead (Dis) ),g/l
Lead (Tot) ,g/l ..... _ _"

Manganese uIg/l . 1
Mercury 'Ug/l .
Zinc ,Ug/l
MBAS mg/l
Oil & Grease mg/l .f

Total Coliform #100 ml -3

Fecal Coliform #100 ml .... _ _ . ... ...

Other (Specify) Co(ov- _k "

i ; ~Sample Date.... ''' ._ _]Sample D-ao - 70--2o 10o-og. I 70--2o 173-o,.-2

Owner
De I Y' k ee, N44< , Park V

-4 05-81:

( I , 05- I ; , ,I a

-iI



APPENDIX Tly
WATER QUALITY DATA

__ __ _ __ _Well Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units - 2/3-2'h .7/'a--,Y Z/- .1' z,/,2-364

Conductivity umhos/cm D70 , a6o , .zo ZO
Residue (Total) mg/l ,_'_....... . .
Residue (180C) mg/l .....
Residue, Calculated mg/l _"_. ... ...__...

Residue Loading TON/APT ___________ _____

pH -- el 3 7, 7 ,. Z'. .o
Temperature -C ,. _

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i __

Hardness (CaC03) mg/l 'o2, ,21b 2Z3. 2. J . 2.
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i 1,_ it, I__ _... 170 I
NH3 -N mg/1 . ........
N02 -N mg/l '.
N03  -N mg/l _ ,_______ _ ...... 2,0 /6oi.
Kjeldahl-N mg/l ... .... . ...

P04 -P (Total) mg/i 0,,Z V2- of~r 00
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l_ ...........Chloride rag/1 2.S hr m.0o 1,,40
Sulfate mg/l r, / , 3 22,, 20',/ . . . 7,3
Fluoride mg/l 0,/ I., , Of I't 0, 2-o 0 ,/V 'p, 14 ,, t

Aluminum pg/l ,

Arsenic pg/l
Cadmium _ug/l _ . .....

( Chromium g/l
Copper 1Ug/1 "

Iron (Dis) _gll__

Iron (Tot) g 2___0 zoo Zo
Lead (Dis) )lg/l ... .
Lead (Tot) pug/l _ _.....

Manganese ug/l

Mercury _ug/1

tinc ug/i
M BA S m g /l .. .. ...... .. ...
Oil & Grease mg/l ..-.... _ _

Total Coliform #100 ml ,,
Fecal Coliform #100 ml . .

Other (Specify) Co(oW .I S .

Sample Date 72- 10-10 72-o6-03 72-/o-/o 72- !o-to 7t-o.zO'

Owner 6obv' . ft Pk,- YV&5 Si4 5

~iePie ejcw -fei, vle ZMrke0 4

405-85

Af



I- APPENDIX M:
WATER QUALITY DATA

SWell Identification by USGS Number
Parameter Units q " --

Conductivity umhos/cm fZ ....
Residue (Total) mg/l
Residue (180'C) mg/1
Residue, Calculated mg/i
Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH -- , _,_

temperature __cc

Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i j
Alkalinity (CaCO3 ) mg/i / ___

NH3 -N mg/i I .....
N02 -N mg/i

NO3 -N mg/i _ , _ __,_'

Kjeldahl-N mg/l

P04 -P (Total) mg/i .,__
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i
Chloride mg/i /IS
Sulfate mg/i "7,2
Fluoride mg/i 1,IZ( "___

Aluminum Pg/1 ,
Arsenic Ug/i _
Cadmium pUg/l
Chromium pug/l 1
Copper iUg/i _

Iron (Dis) 
3g/l

Iron (Tot) pUg/i - O

Lead (Dis) )1g/i _

Lead (Tot) 'Ug/l
Manganese ,ug/i

Mercury ug/li ___ _ __

Zinc 'Ug/i ____________ _________________________

MBAS mg/i _ __ _

Oil & Grease mg/i

Total Coliform #100 ml -

Fecal Coliform #100 ml I

Other (Specify) Co~or" _ __ __

Sample Date

Owner ,

405-86b



APPENDIX ff- 4
WATER QUALITY DATA

_ _ _ _Well Identification by USGS Number _ _

Parameter Units / z'/q, - o/ ,,K, ,l.k 241yz-/, Z'/'f-I_

Conductivity umhos/cm 120 2-0 __ __-_ ____._- __

Residue (Total) mg/l
Residue (180*C) mg/i ,____
Residue, Calculated mg/i
Residue Loading TON/AFT .

pH -- 7,3 7,1 7.2.- 72-7,
temperature *C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i y St /2-0 18y
Alkalinity (CaC0 3 ) mg/i , _ 5"__4___. /o - q____
NH3 -N mg/i _ _

NO2 -N mg/.
No3 -N mg/1 '0 " r, ' 97, '2 ',7
Kjeldahl-N mg/1

P04 -P (Total) , mg/l 6,.0/,. Otp3L ,/.
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l
Chloride mg/i , ", ' . ,o
Fluoride mg/i o,66 o,082- O,_f ?.___ .,,/1

Aluminum ,Ug/l
Arsenic pg/i _ _

Cadmium pUg/i '_"_'__ _ _ _

Chromium p lg/l . ......__'"__ _-_f L Copper pUg/1 ..... .__

Iron (Dis) pg/i .*
Iron (Tot) ,pg/i o. 'o

Lead (Dis) . g/l
Lead (Tot) p'g/l
Manganese pUg/i .

Mercury ,Ug/i _3

.inc pg/1

MBAS mg/l .. ' . ...... . ..
Oil & Grease mg/l ... __

Total Coliform #100 ml ..... _

Fecal Coliform #100 ml

Other (Specify) eolor 17 17 3

Sample Date/ - "21-0q-3 T?-ol&Y 71- O .- 2o 73-o-.. j
Owner 1,e,1 'el l-m-lFwv

44 405-87



APPENDIX
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units l

Conductivity umhos/cm 52 q00- ZOO q60
Residue (Total) mg/-

Residue (180C) mg/l*
Residue, Calculated mg/i
Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH -- _7./, 7e 7,3 7,2 7,-
Temperature -C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/i

Hardness (CaC03) mg/i , . /.. o. . .-
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i ____0_ 17 " 2o6 r6

NH3 -N mg/l
N02 -N mg/1
N03 -N mg/l j ;, Zar ,22 1 /, , .7
Kjeldahl-N mg/l ____

P04 -P (Total) mg/l ,o52 .8 2.o 72- z,2Z.
P04 -P (Ortho) mg/i
Chloride mg/ i 10 1.zr 2.___,___ o z, .
Sulfate mg/l 57,1 __ __4 z___ 12-7 IIl
Fluoride mg/1 o.Iq 0.17 0,07 O.13 oii1"

Aluminum uig/l
Arsenic 'Pg/l I
Cadmium 'Ug/l ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

Copper __g/l I _

Iron (Dis) ug/l

Iron (Tot) g/l.. 12-o
Lead (Dis) )lg/l
Lead (Tot) ,ug/l
Manganese .Ug/l

Mercury Ig/l
MBAS mg/l _

Oil & Grease mg/l _

Total Coliform #100 ml

Fecal Coliform #100 ml T

Other (Specify) Color 7 .20 _ 7 1 / j

Owner m-', r Ie
I 40-8

'05-88



APPENDIX 3Z
WATER QUALITY DATA

Well Identification by USGS Number _-_

Parameter Units/

Conductivity umhos/cm 22-o 7-/4 3_ ___. . z2 2-40
Residue (Total) mg/i .... .... ._
Residue (180C) mg/i
Residue, Calculated mg/1 .... 4-_-__-___
Residue Loading TON/AFT

pH -7 ,q _ 71" ,,Y7,,_,_, 7,3 .7, ____

temperature % 6C
Dissolved Oxygen mg/1 " "_' "'_ _ "__-_
Hardness (CaC03) mg/l * 1i J2.. JL, 77 4y 192L
Alkalinity (CaC03) mg/i , .. I'.- I- 1-

Ni3 -N mg/l .....____i

N02 -N mg/i • ______

No3 -N mg/1 .... /S-15 I 0"24 J ,
Kjeldahl-N mg/i __'"

P04 -P (Total) mg/i 0 ,of .n.7 ___651_,_

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/1 ._,____-__
Chloride mg/i 3's _______ 811. 3 5f Y
Sulfate mg/i 2e..3 I10tr 2-%f8 13,3 Z/,3,
Fluoride mg/i ,h_,_ot I,7 ... '0o ,-. 9,/i

Aluminum pUg/i
Arsenic jUg/l .. ...__

I Cadmium pUg/1 .. ..._____

" -Chromium 'ug/l ...... ......__ _ _ _

Copper ,ug/i ....... ... _ _ _

Iron (Dis) jig/1 ,_, ___
Iron (Tot) ug/l _______ '(>_>" 0 j o
Lead (Dis) pg/i _ ___

Lead (Tot) '0g/.
Manganese pg/l ____

Mercury ,g/i
mBAS mg/1 _ __

Oil & Grease mg/i _

Total Coliform #100 ml I
Fecal Coliform #100 ml.

Other (Specify)Codo,. I 4 4 , . _ _

Sample Date 7/ - 7 2-O -I5 7/ 71-o -O2 71-o-,2c,

Owner ........ t Mo.

Lk LkI -. ei

405-89



APPENDIX Ir

WATER QUALITY DATA
or q1-g 4alo-& ~5

Well Identification by USGS Number

Parameter Units 7 " 2F/vr-g-L -

Conductivity umhos/cm 4oo __7- ._ .._-____

Residue (Total) mg/l __

Residue (180C) mg/l "__ _

Residue, Calculated mg/l _

Residue Loading TON/AFT

PH - 7,1 7a 7./ 7,3
Temperature 6C

Dissolved Oxygen mg/l
Hardness (CaC03) mg/i Ip 6o 52- 6
Alkalinity (CaCO3) mg/i& ,
N113 -N mg/i

N02 -N mg/lN03  -N mg/l 04R ' @'/ ,7 . , -

Kjeldahl-N mg/i ,_ _

P04 -P (Total) mg/l -013 -0/o ,o_ _

P04 -P (Ortho) mg/l
Chloride mg/i _______ r 21r -"

Sulfate mg/l A__OI /5" _ /_9_2_0

Fluoride mg/l a, j. 0. OS 0,to /55

Aluminum pg/I

Arsenic ug/l _

Cadmium Pg/l , I__
Chromium 'ug/! j_ _
Copper g/ i

Iron (Dis) pg/l __ _

Iron (Tot) pg/l 8_0 _ _ ,_ __ 38b
Lead (Dis) )lg/l _ ___ _

Lead (Tot) ug/l I__
Manganese pug/l . _',____

Mercury ug/li i ___--_

Zinc ,g/l.
MBAS mg/l_,.. ..
Oil & Grease mg/li

Total Coliform #100 ml I _ _.._ _

Fecal Coliform #100 ml __ _

Other (Specify) Co(v 1_ 0 _ _ _

Sample Date 72-2~o I -O&-i --

__________7____ -__ _ 682 ?-6/ 73-06-171 73 ?- o ,17 __

Owner I

I4 9

405-90
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PMAYAUER IOUNDARYPFOR DETAILSU SEE PLATE 409 I

T22 IS0 AVAILABLE WELL $AMPLC.WSALT AQUIFER

A AVAILAILE WELL SAMPLE. LII, 6; SPOKANE AQUIF'.

D AVAIL ABLE WELL SAMPLE. OTHER %QUIFCRS

T44HPPLEM(IITAL WELL SAMPLE.JUIE 9T4.11ASALI AQUIFER

- *A 
SUPPLIMEIITA'. WELL SMNPLC.jUNE 1174,LITLE SPORA~r

'U.-.-- *AQUIFER

..- V . 146-4 USS *ELLL NUMNER

c rac lf "AlWELLS 2I45SIRA 1i90:14/4ljIS3 EK'I.14 IS 1611.
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SECTION 608

THE EFFECT OF APPLIED SURFACE WATERS ON
GROUNDWATER QUALITY IN THE SPOKANE VALLEY

Introduction

A significant body of groundwater quality data on the Spokane
Valley aquifer existed prior to the inception of this study. Concurrent
with the study, the USGS-EPA groundwater quality monitoring program added
extensively to these data. Additional groundwater quality sampling for
this study further supplemented the areal coverage of the USGS-EPA pro-
gram. Inspection of these accumulated data, unsupported by other consid-
erations, does not permit a conclusive answer to the question: "Are the
individual disposal systems (septic tanks and drain fields), which serve
approximately 55,000 persons in the Spokane Valley, significantly affec-
ting groundwater quality?"

The investigations of Crosby, et al (6,7,8)* reported a mois-
ture deficit beneath drainfields in summer, suggesting that the septic
tank moisture addition was being totally removed by evapotranspiration.
On the other hand these same studies reported no significant salt build-
up in the soil, which suggests that at some time of the year any salt
accumulations are flushed downward. This evidence appears to be con-
tradictory regarding the ultimate fate of the drainfield effluent and
its associated dissolved salts.

The known facts about the hydrology of the Spokane Valley
aquifer indicate that a flow of approximately 1,000 cubic feet per
second (cfs) enters the study area at the Idaho boundary, largely un-
affected by man's surface activities up to that point, except for some
irrigation in the vicinity of Post Falls. This large flow passes west-
ward under the Spokane Valley, first beneath an area of irrigated agri-

culture and then under an extensive suburban area serviced entirely by
on-site sewage disposal systems. The flow turns northward under the
City of Spokane, which is essentially all served by a sewage collection
system, and continues northward, again under unsewered suburbs in North
Spokane, to discharge into the lower reaches of the Little Spokane River.
Throughout the Spokane Valley, the aquifer materials of high permeabi-
lity extend from the ground surface down to the water table with no
known extensive layers of low permeability materials to act as barriers
to vertical migration of moisture. There is minor recharge of the
aquifer by the Spokane River in the area east of Greenacres. There is
a major discharge of some 500 to 600 cfs from the aquifer to the Spokane
River along most of the reach from Greenacres to Spokane Falls. The
aquifer is extensively penetrated by wells from the Idaho line to the

*See List of References for identification of citations.
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Spokane city limits, but there are few wells inside the City and only
a moderate number north of the City.

These hydraulic conditions, most significantly the large aqui-
fer flow and the complex interchange with the river, indicate that if
septic tank drainfield percolation does reach groundwater its probable
effects on chemical quality of the groundwater would be difficult to
identify unless supported by such gross indicators as bacterial contami-
nation or detergents. These gross indicators are subject to a high
degree of removal by the deep soll layer above the water table, and have
not been detected in routine well water examinations. Therefore, it was
decided to study analytically the drainfield percolation mechanism to
determine if this effluent could be reaching the groundwater; and if so,

to estimate the order of magnitude of the changes in groundwater chemi-
cal quality chat could take place, with emphasis on the total dissolved
mineral content, which is known to be largely unaffected by percolation

through soil.

The purpose of this port.ion of the total Water Resources Study
is first to determine from calculations of the evapotranspiration mecha-

nism whether moisture is available for percolation under suburban develop-
ment conditions after evapotranspiration needs are satisfied. If net
percolation quantities are determined to exist, a second objective is
to estimate the total dissolved solids load which would be carried by
this leachate to the water table and its probable effect on the quality
of groundwater. A third objective is then to reexamine the existing
water quality data and previous related investigations in the light of
this knowledge for possible confirmation or to suggest the kind of field
investigation needed for confirmation.

It is not the purpose of this portion of the total study to

draw conclusions from the above described analyses in either the public
health or wastewater management fields. This portion of the study pri-
marily is concerned with the analytical determination of whether the
liquid component of septic tank effluent and its accompanying dissolved
salts are or will be reaching the water table in the Spokane Valley.

Summary of Conclusions

An analysis of the evapotranspiration mechanism for urban and

suburban land use conditions in the Spokane Valley indicates that a sig-

nificant proportion of the leachate from septic tank drainfields is

available for percolation to the water table of the groundwater. The

analysis of soil moisture behavior is based on a conservative interpre-
tation of data and a conservative application of soil moisture transport
technology. Notwithstanding the conservative approach, the analytical
results indicate a net surplus of leachate avaiJable for percolation to
groundwater.

An evaluation of the physical transport mechanism under pre-
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vailing soil and moisture conditions indicates that the dissolved mineral
salt content of septic tank effluent is the most reliable indicator for
identifying the arrival of leachate at the water table. Since the water
supply for the Spokane Valley is drawn from groundwater, the total dis-
solved solids content of the septic tank effluent is the sum of the salt*
content of the water supply and that added by domestic use, which in this
case makes the salt content of septic tank effluent more than double that
of the-water supply. The estimated quantity of leachate reaching the
groundwater is sufficient to transport all of the dissolved salts down-
ward with no accumilation in the soil. Therefore, the entire dissolved
solids content of the septic tank effluents should be reaching the
groundwater, except for minor dissolved constituents such as phosphates,
which are known to react with soil particles, or nitrates, which may be
partially taken up by plant roots.

This analysis concludes that there is, as a result of the indi-
cated percolation of septic tank effluent and other applied surface
waters, an accumulation of these leached flows joining the surface of
the native groundwater as it progresses westerly through the valley. The
depth and dissolved solids concentration of a layer of leachate accumulated
along a groundwater flow line, which for simplification of representation
is assumed to be unmixed, is evaluated for both present and forecast year
2020 conditions. Because these leached flows have a significantly higher
dissolved solids content than the native groundwaters, their presence
should be in evidence as a layer or zone of significantly higher dissolved
solids content. This analysis does not address the mechanism of mixing
below the water table, because of the lack of depth specific groundwater
quality data, but assumes that the depth and degree of mixing are limited
and not sufficient to eliminate a distinctive graduation of dissolved
solids concentration. The calculated results at the downstream end of
the groundwater flow line indicate that the maximum range of solids con-
centration expected at present is up to 93 milligrams per liter (mg/l)
above the mean natural groundwater background of 155 mg/l. The forecast
year 2020 maximum incremental concentration is calculated to be 101 mg/l
above the natural background.

Confirmation of these concentration differentials from existing
water quality data is difficult and uncertain due to lack of information
about the penetration of the groundwater by the wells from which samples
were drawn. Depending upon depth of penetration of the groundwater and
construction details which determine the levels from which water may
enter the casing, a well may be pumping native water from beneath the
leachate layer, water from the leachate layer itself, or a mixture from
both. Despite this limitation, existing water quality data appear to
confirm the calculated trend which indicates an increase in total dis-
solved solids as the groundwater flows westward under the areas served

*Salt is used herein in the general sense to mean any dissolved inorganic

compound and is not limited to sodium chloride.
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I'
by septic tanks. The available data, however, contain isolated anomo-
lous results which cannot'be interpreted for'lack of correlative infor-
mation, and a specific sampling program addressed to meeting the inade-
quacies of the existing data is recoumiended. The most critical data
need Is for depth specific groundwater quality data which suggests that
additional groundwater sampling be performed with strict attention given
to depth of sample and that simeltaneous measurements be made at a num-
ber of locations along the groundwater flow path through the valley.
Additional depth specific data would provide a firm basis for further
verification of analytical results and additional information about the
specific chemical composition of the total salt content.

The soil salinity and moisture measurements made in 1967 by
the Washington State University investigators appear to verify the

analytical result that there should be no salt accumulation above the
water table due to the continuous flushing action of the percolate. The
reported low soil moisture conditions are likewise compatible with the
analytical results which indicate that vertical transport of percolate
requires only very small increments of soil moisture above field capa-
city. (Field capacity is"thq maximum soil moisture content that can be
held by capillar forces and which will not drain under the action of
gravity.)

The analytical results of the forecast impact at year 2020
when compared with the present impact, both measured in terms of volume
of leachate and dissolved solids concentration, indicate that the present
impact on groundwater quality is already a significant proportion of
the ultimate level. 2

Subsurface Water Movement Under Natural Conditions

General. Analysis of groundwater quality within Spokane Val-
lay requires a determination of how and when water, if any, migrates
from the land surface to the water table. Before introducing the com-
plexity of septic tanks and suburban development, it is useful to begin
with natural conditions--that is, raw land that is neither occupied nor
irrigated by man. Subsequent analyses modify these results to reflect
suburban conditions.

The approach followed here is to evaluate the monthly water
balance of the surface soil layer for natural conditions. Cow, bined for
an entire year, these balances indicate whether surplus water is availa-
ble for percolation to the water table.

Water Balance for Natural Conditions. A water balance for a
surface soil layer, such as shown in Figure A, can be determined by
evaluating each of the flow components. This is done on a monthly
basis for representative conditions in the Spokane Valley. Precipita-
tion is determined from local climatological records. Evapotranspiration
can be computed for given climatic, locational, and soil conditions.
Surface runoff and percolation are outflows when the moisture holding
capacity of the soil is exceeded. For the highly permeable soils in the

Spokane Valley, surface runoff is judged to be negligibly
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small; therefore, it is assumed that all excess moisture .in the soil
layer percolates downward. , -

Location. Soil and climatic conditions representative of
Spokane Valley are selected for that portion most subject to septic tank
Installations; this is assumed to be centered near Opportunity, Washing-
ton, at an elevation of 2,000 feet MSL.

Soils. The primary soil in the Spokane Valley isdesignated
a Garrison gravelly loam (GgA) by the Soil Conservation Service. This
is an excessively drained soil formed in-gravelly glacial outwash
material. Its permeability is described as moderate to very rapid. In
the top 5 feet it has a water holding capacity (field capacity) of about
5inches.

Temerature. A 13 year record of air temperature in,'Spokane
(Lat. 47*40'N., Long. 117025W.: elev. 1,875 ft.) is-available0 (1)' and
has al mean value of 48.3*F. This compares with means of; 47.8-F. at
-Spokane Airport and-4.7.8 9F. at Coeur d'Alene.. Thel Spokane -(city)
recbrd Is adopted as* most representative- of the Val'leyf area. - Monthly
values, are lfsted -iu.-Table 1 and plotted' in Figure.B.

Precipitation. An isohyetal map' prepared. in another- section
of this report shows that the mean annual precipitation in the vicinity
bf Opponrtunity is 20 inchesi The monthly pattern of precipitation is
obtained by correlation with':the records' of. the. Spokane (city)'weather

'station, located approximately 9 miles westward. .'Values are-listed in
T Table 1 and are plotted in Figure C.

Potential Evapotranspiration. Given the above data, meanI monthly potential evapotranspiration is computed for the Valley using
the" method of Thornthwaite (2). Potential evapotranspiration;is defined
as the- maximum amount of water which if available could be removed from
the soil by the combined processes of evaporation and transpiration. 4
The Values are listed in Table 1 and plotted in Figure C. Note that
values-range from zero for months with mean- temperaturesat or, below
freezing to a maximum in ,mid-summer. The annual total is 25.51 inches. Z
A-hypothetical moisture surplus exists in months when precipltation
ekceeds potential evapotranspiration (October to March), and a hypothe- '

tical moisture deficiency occurs when the reverse is true (April to
September), as shown in Figure C. 4

Actual Evapotranspiration. Because of the moisture deficien-
cy in the Valley during the summer months, the actual evapotranspiration
will be something less than the potential. Actual evapotranspiration
is defined as the computed amount of water lost consideringfthe limita-
tion of moisture availability. Moisture released to the atmosphere
comes from any available precipitation plus soil moisture. For the A
given climatic and soil conditions of the Valley, the actual evapo-
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transpiration can be computed by the Thornthwaite method (2). Monthly
values are listed in Table 1 and plotted in Figure D. The annual total
is 13.73 inches, which is only 54% of the potential evapotranspiration.

Moisture Deficit. Moisture deficit is a measure of the dif-
ference between the potential and actual evapotranspiration. Deficit
values are listed in Table 1 and plotted in Figure D. Note that the
deficit goes from zero in March to large values in July and August and
then drops to zero again in October. &

Soil Moisture Storage. Soil moisture exists in three forms
which react differently to external forces. Hygroscopic water is that
which is so tightly bound to the soil particles that it is not availa-
ble to plants nor can it be moved by gravity; it can only be removed by
heat. Capillary water is bound less tightly to the soil and is availa-
ble to plant roots but does not move downward under the action of gra-
vity. The sum of the hygroscopic moisture and the capillary water is
referred to as the field capacity of the soil. The hygroscopic portion
is so small that it can be neglected for the purpose of this study and
the entire field capacity is assumed to act as capillary water and be
subject to uptake by plants. Moisture above the field capacity is free
to move under the force of gravity and would also be available to plant
roots within the root zone.

The field capacity of typical Spokane Valley soils is 1 inch
of water per foot or approximately 8 percent of the total volume.* The
total voids are approximately 30 percent of total volume so that 8/30
of the voids can be occupied by moisture that does not move under the
force of gravity.

The amount of moisture stored in the soil will vary seasonally
depending upon variations in precipitation and evapotranspiration.
Using the Thornthwaite method (2), monthly values of moisture content
for the representative Spokane Valley GgA soil (60 inches thick) are
computed. Values in inches of water within the soil layer are listed
in Table 1 and plotted in Figure E. The maximum moisture holding capa-
city of 5 inches occurs only in late winter when moisture from snow
melt and precipitation greatly exceed evapotranspiration. Note in
Figure E that the soil moisture begins to decrease in April, falls
rapidly during the spring months, and reaches values of less than one
inch for the entire July to October period. Finally, it recovers
rapidly during November and December and reaches its maximum again in
February.

Snow Pack Moisture Storage. In addition to soil moisture
storage, there is a temporary supplemental storage in winter due to the
snow pack on the ground surface. Applying the Thornthwaite method (2)
to Spokane Valley conditions yields a snov pack moisture storage of
3.15 tn January only (see Table 1 and Figure E).

*Souzce: Soil Survey, Spokane County, Washington, U.S. Dept. of

Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service.
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Percolation to Groundwater. The above water balance analysis
reveals that surplus water over and above potential evapotranspiration
is available only during late winter. The snow pack moisture storage
of 3.15 inches melts and becomes available at this time, and in addition,
there is excess February and March precipitation. Thus, total mean annual
available surplus water for a year amounts to 6.01 inches (see Table 1).
This percolates downward through the soil layer and to the water table
only in late winter. In summer the combination of low precipitation

tk- and high evapotranspiration leads to a dessication of the surface layer.
Based on this finding, there is a net annual downward transport of water
under natural conditions for average and above average years of precipi-
tation. In years of significantly below average precipitation it is
possible there would be no net surplus for downward movement.

Subsurface Water Movement Under Suburban Conditions

General. Before proceeding to an analysis of subsurface
moisture movement under present and future conditions, involving full
recognition of the spatial distribution of development, it is useful to
analyze a generalized suburban area with simplifying assumptions. These
"*simplifying assumptions favor maximum evapotranspiration and minimize
the potential for creation of surplus soil moisture that would percolate
downward. A calculation of this kind should demonstrate whether down-
ward percolation is to be expected under actual suburban conditions.

Determination of a monthly water balance for the same Spokane
Valley surface soil layer under suburban conditions requires evaluation
of moisture inputs from (a) precipitation, (b) septic tank effluent,
and (c) garden irrigation as shown in Figure A for developed conditions.

Precipitation. Representative precipitation for Spokane Val-

ley is defined above and is shown in Table 1. I
Septic Tank Effluent. To estimate the effluent from septic

tanks in a generalized suburban condition an assumption re-
garding density of development is required. For extensive tracts of
land zoned for residential development, an average lot size of about

14,000 square feet can be adopted. This is equivalent to approximately
3 lots per acre. If the average family consists of 4 persons and the
typical effluent production rate is 90 gpcpd*, then the average flow
rate per month would be:

(4 persons) (3 lots/Acre) (90 gpcpd) (30 days) =

32,400 gallons/month/Acre **

Converting this to a flow depth over the gross area yields:

*gpcpd - gallons per capita per day.
**Note that this is not intended to represent typical average conditions

in Spokane Valley but rather the more extreme condition that exists in
areas developed as subdivisions.
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32,400 gal/mo/A x 12 in/ft

7.48 gal/ft3 x 43,560 ftL/A 1.19 in/mo.

The actual area occupied by the leach lines from three septic
tanks on an acre of land would amount to only about 10% of the gross
area. Normally such effluent would tend to be distributed slightly
laterally by capillary action but mostly downward due to gravity
drainage, as indicated in Figure F. The lateral flow component can
become significant where the sub-soil layers are highly stratified and
where impermeable layers tend to perch and to spread the effluent. In
Spokane Valley there appears to be little physical evidence which shows
that either of these situations occur; however, vertical permeabilities
are undoubtedly lower than horizontal ones.

If septic tank effluent moves essentially downward, it follows
that the volume subject to evapotranspiration loss will be minimal be-
cause the area of excessively moistened soil will be minimal. On the
other hand the opposite extreme would be to assume a lateral spreading
of the effluent over the entire area. Although physically highly im-
probable, this assumption can be useful because it represents the

situation tending to maximize the effect of evapotranspiration. Note
that this assumption also makes no deduction for the areas covered by
streets and houses, which, in reality, are not capable of contributing

itto evapotranspiration loss. Thus, two assumptions are made, both highly

favorable to evapotranspiration and unfavorable to leaving excess mois-
ture available for percolation. With these assumptions, the above com-
putation giving a uniform effluent rate of 1.19 in/mo. can be adopted;
this totals 14.28 inches per year. The sum of precipitation plus
septic effluent expressed in inches per month over the gross generalized
suburban area is listed in Table 2; this amounts to a total annual
moisture input of 34.28.

Garden Irrigation. Irrigation of gardens and lawns is another

moisture source in a suburban area. This will occur during the growing
season and will be at a maximum during the driest and hottest months
(July and August) when the moisture deficit is greatest.

Again a simplifying assumption can be made favoring evapo-
transpiration loss of the septic tank effluent by neglecting garden
irrigation which would supplement the effluent in supplying a part of
the total evapotranspiration demand. It should be noted that Spokane
Valley garden irrigation use is known to be very high from water use

records.

Water Balance. Values of temperature, precipitation, and
potential evapotranspiration are identical to those shown in Figures B
and C in Table 1.

Actual evapotranspiration under generalized suburban conditions
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Iwill differ from that of natural conditions because of the increased
moisture available from septic tank effluent. Monthly values of actual
evapotranspiration computed by the Thornthwaite method are listed in
Table 2 and plotted in Figure G. The annual total is 20.35 inches,
which is 80% of the potential evapotranspiration.

Moisture deficit, which is'the difference between the poten-
tial and actual evapotranspiration, is listed in Table 2 and plotted in
Figure G. Note that the annual moisture deficit has decreased to less
than half of that found under natural conditions, and most of this now

occurs in July and August.

Soil moisture storage values within the 60-inch thick GgA sol

layer are listed in Table 2 and plotted in Figure H. Under suburban

conditions the maximum moisture holding capacity of 5 inches occurs from
November to April; minimum values occur only in the late summer months
of August and September. A 60-inch layer is selected as typical of the
depth 012Influence of the average non-orchard crop as suggested by Thorn-
thwiate

Snow pack moisture storage is listed in Table 2 and shown in
Figure H. According to the Thornthwaite method, this amounts to the
total January precipitation.

Percolation to Groundwater. The above water balance indicates
that surplus water over and above potential evapotranspiration is
available from November through April (see Table 2). The total annual
surplus water is 14.22 inches; this is more than double that determined
for natural conditions (see Table 1) and is 41% of the total precipita-
tion plus septic tank effluent. Thus, a significant net downward trans-
port of water and associated dissolved solids could occur under general-
ized suburban development conditions.

Having found that water is available for percolation, it is
useful to determine how much moisture in excess of field capacity would
be required to account for continuing vertical transport of the surplus
moisture under steady state flow condition. For this calculation, a
conservative assumption would consider a minimum area and a maximum
amount of moisture. Therefore, a calculation is made to determine the
steady state moisture to transport the entire septic tank effluent, un-
diminished by evapotranspiration through an area limited to the actual
size of the drainfield. The typical drainfield required by County
regulations for a three-bedroom home is approximately 1,800 square feet
in area and would be receiving water at the rate of 0.32 inch per day,
say 0.50 inch per day. Vertical unsaturated flow at the rate of 0.50
inch per day, or 0.31 gallons per square foot per day, will take place
under steady state conditions at a soil moisture of 9.0 percent by
volume or 8 percent above the field capacity level of 8.3 percent by
volume. This calculation is made on the assumption that the vertical
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permeability is only one tenth of the estimated horizontal permeability
of the Spokane Valley aquifer material, again a conservative assumption.

What this result indicates is that the observed soil moisture
content above the water table should not deviate materially from that
of field capacity because only a very small increment is all that is
required to sustain percolation rates that could account for transport
of all surplus moisture. Therefore, even during the percolation season,
soil moistures at depth should remain close to field capacity.

Estimation of Percolation Under Present-Day Conditions V

General. The previously described water balance methodology
can be applied to present day specific development patterns in the Spo-
kane Val±iy. Quantities of percolation to the water table from precipi-
tation, septic tank effluent, lawn irrigation, and agricultural irriga-
tion can thus be calculated. Knowing this downward flow rate, the effect
on groundwater quality can then be estimated by use of an appropriate
quality index parameter.

Dissolved inorganic salts are added to water by domestic use.
The laboratory test for dissolved i.norganic salts is identified as
"total dissolved solids" (TDS). A very large percentage of the materials
identified by the TDS test pass undiminished through typical treatment
plants including septic tanks anJ through soil. Only phosphates and
certain heavy metals are removed by attachment to or reaction with soil
particles. Phosphates usually represent less than fifteen percent of
TDS and heavy metals, when present, are a fraction of one percent.

The observed TDS concentration in the City of Spokane waste-
water effluent is of the order 440 mg/l. The City water supply which
is from Spokane Valley groundwater has an average TDS content of
approximately 170 mg/l. This indicates an incremental TDS addition of
270 mg/l. Normal ranges of increases in various salts and TDS due to
domestic use are shown in Table 3. Note that the City experience falls
within the normal range.

Since the Spokane Valley suburbs have the same water supply,
a similar relationship would be expected between the TDS of Spokane
Valley wastewater and the 'IMS of its supply. Thus, septic tank leachate
at depth should have a TDS concentratLon more than double that of the
natural groundwater. Therefore, total dissolved solids is selected as
an appropriate identifier of the moisture from septic tank effluent as
it moves downward to the water table. Since the City experiences some
dilution by significant infiltration flows, a value of 300 mg/l is
selected as the domestic TDS increment in Spokane Valley use for compu-

tational purposes.

Groundwater Flow Direction. It is expected that the largest

change in quality of groundwater will occur at the western end of
Spokane Valley because oi the general east-to-west flow of groundwater.
The western boundary of septic tank installations coincides with the 3;
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western limit of Planning Unit SV-3 and with the eastern city limit of
Spakane. Refer to Figure K. Therefore, groundwater quality in terms

1. of TDS is computed for a hypothetical well located at T25N,R43E,14E1*L ~. as an index of the impact of septic tank percolation.

Percolation reaching the groundwater at this location must
come from along the flow line of groundwater upstream within Spokane

is traced as a dashed line on the water table contour map in Figure K.
The water table contours are developed from the following data sources:

(1) Well water levels from Appendix I of Task Report Section
303.

(2) USGS Water-Supply Paper 889-B.

(3) Aerial photographs of May 1, 1973.

(4) Consolidated Irrigation Oistrict monthly well water
levels.

(5) Rating curves of Spokane River gaging stations.

(6) Bed profile of Spokane River.

Al. water levels are corrected :o a September datum to eliminate season-
a! variations.

The flow line above well T25N,R43E,14E1 meanders up the south-
ern half of Spokane Valley. It crosses to the north side of Spokane
River at RM 91.6, crosses back to the south side at RM 94.1, and follows
close to the river up to the Idaho State Line. The total flow length is
79,800 feet; the distance within each Planning Unit intersected is listed
in Table 4.

Applied Water. Mean annual precipitation for each Planning

Unit in Spokane Valley is estimated, taking into account the increasing
precipitation east of the City of Spokane. Values are listed in Table
4.

I Septic tank effluent is computed from estimates of domestic
sewage for each Planning Unit for present-day conditions. Annual
values in inches mean depth over the area of each Planning Unit are

listed in Table 4. T~hpr4 at
S*USGS well identification system: Township 25 North, Range 43 East,

L Southwest quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 14.

608.1-11
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Lawn irrigation* is computed as the difference between water
demand and domestic sewage. Estimates in inches mean depth for each

t Planning Unit for 1975 conditions are shown in Table 4.

Agricultural irrigation is computed from estimates of irri-
gated acreage for each Planning Unit. It is assumed that 3.0 feet of
water are applied annually to all irrigated areas. Annual values in
inches mean depth over the area of each Planning Unit are listed in
Table 4.

Total applied water is the sum of precipitation, septic tank
effluent, lawn irrigation, and agricultural irrigation. Values for each
Planning Unit appear in Table 4. The largest quantities of applied
water occur in the more heavily developed western portions of the Spo-
kane Vality (Planning Units SV-3 and SV-5). Also, the relatively small
contributions of septic tank effluent to the total applied water should
be noted: 12 percent in Planning Unit SV-3, about 2 percent in Planning
Units SV-5 and SV-6, and less than 1 percent in Planning Units SV-7 and
SV-8.

Percolation. By application of the Thornthwaite water balance
method (2) on a monthly basis, the percolation to groundwater for each
Planning Unit is obtained. Potential evapotranspiration rates are
reduced for estimated current impervious areas. The following values
are used:

Planning Unit Impervious Area, %

SV-3 13.0
SV-5 2.6
SV-6 2.6
3V--7 0.5
SV-8 1.0

The resulting annual values of percolation are listed in Table 4.

In order to compute the quantity and quality of the percolate -I
from the sum of contributions along the flow line, expressed in inches
depth per year, it is first necessary to estimate the flow velocity of
the groundwater with which the percolate is assumed to move.

Groundwater Movement

A representative groundwa er velocity can be computed using
Darcy's law: va .i

*Lawn irrigation is defined as non-commercial irrigation and for ;
Spokane Valley includes many private pastures tn(' otn.cr extensi.ve areas.
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where v is the average actual (tracer) velocity, K is permeability,
i is the water table gradient, and o< is porosity. Based upon given
geologic data for Spokane Valley, permeability can be estimated at
75,000 gpd/fts i -l0 ft/mi, and Co is 0.30. Substituting these values
in the above equation yields 63 ft/day.

Applying this calculated groundwater flow rate, the total
depth of water percolating within each Planning Init along the flow line
is computed. Values are shown in Table 4. A sample calculation for

Planning Unit SV-3 is

37,500 ft. x 11.11 in/yr.
63 ft/day x 365 day/yr. -18.1 inches

This states that the percolation from SV-3 arriving at the

surface of the groundwater at a rate of 11.11 inches per year and t
traveling with the groundwater at a rate of 63 feet per day will have
an accumulated depth of 18.1 inches at the downstream end of 37,500
feet of exposure. The values shown in Table 4 for flow line percolation
for each unit have the same interpretation. Since each exposure is
successive, the indicated depths of flow line percolation are cumulative
so that the percolated waters have a depth of 34.1 inches at the down-
stream end of the flow line at the hypothetical well T25N,R43E,14EI.
Note that this depth is the net water quantity and not the vertical
space that this volume would occupy when filling the void spaces of the
aquifer.

Percolation Quality. To determine the TDS concentration of
the percolating water for 1975 conditions, the following TDS values are
assumed for the various sou~ces:

Percolation Source Salinity, TDS, mg/l

Precipitation 10

Septic Tanks 455
Lawn Irrigation 155 I
Agric. Irrigation 155

The above values are based on au average measured salinity of
155 mg/l for groundwater entering the Spokane Valley near the Idaho
State Line. Assuming that salt does not accimulate within the zone of
aeratiop above the water tabL.; because of the net downward movement of
water, the salinity of the percolation can be computed on a mass balance
basis. Values for each Planning Unit are listed in Table 4. A sample
calculation for Planning Unit SV-3 follows,

19.50(10)+3.95(455)+8.05(155)+0 '2(155 3ii. I . ..... =302 mg/l TDS

With the quantities and qualities oi percolation given, the
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mean weighted concentration of percolation, Cpm, at the end of the flow
line can be computed using an equation of the form

Cpm = x Cp
QP

where Qp is percolation depth for one Planning Unit and Cp is th.. TDS
of percolation for the Planning Unit. Inserting val,;ec from Table 4,
the mean salinity becomes 248 mg/i TDS.

This result indicates that the 34.1 inches of accumulated

depth of percolated waters at the downstream end of the flow line, if
mixed among themselves but unmixed with the underlying groundwater body,
would have a mean TDS of 248 mg/l.

Groundwater Quality. Having determined the quantity and
quality of the percolate which is reaching the surface of the ground-
water, it is necessary to assume how the percolate mixes with the
natural groundwater before an evaluation can be made of the impact upon
water withdrawn by wells. Undoubtedly some nixing of the percolate and
the groundwater occurs, but due to the nature of flow in a porous
medium, it is probable that the majority of the percolate remains un-
mixed in a layer at the top of the groundwater body.

The implication of a substantially unmixed layer of percolate
traveling on the surface of the native groundwater body is that wells
with varying depths of penetration and levels of openings will yield
waters of varying quality. A well penetrating deep into the native
body and without casing perforations into the percolate layer could, if
no mixing were induced in -he aquifer by a very high pumping rate,
yield water having a quality equal to that of the native water. On the
other hand, a well which penetrates only the percolate layer could pro-
duce water with a quality of the undiluted percolate. In terms of the
TDS concentration, the concentration could range from 155 to 248 mg/l.
Wells which penetrate and have openings into both layers would be
expected to have qualities intermediate between these extremes.

The following calculation is made to illustrate the quality
in terms of TDS which could appear from a well which penetrates and
withdraws water from both the percolate and native water layers. The
34.1 inches of accumulated dercolate would occupy a layer 9.5 feet in
the typical aquifer materials with 30 percent voids.

A hypothetical well at T25N,R43E,14EI in the western portion
of the Spokane Valley is assumed to penetrate 20 feet below the water
table, as shown on Figurel . it is further assuned thai water is
drawn into the tve.1l casing in proportion to the Je egth exposed to each
layer. The top 9.5 feet of :asing would Lheh. be exposed to waters of
248 rg/l iDS while the 3ower 10.5 feet would be exposed to waters of
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155 mg/l TDS. Mixing these two waters within the well yields pumped
groundwater having a concentration as follows:

9.5(248) + 10.5(155)
20.0 199 mg/i TDS

Large dia,',eter open bottom dug wells which do not penetrate
deeply would induce similar mixed qualities by turbulent mixing caused J

by high pumping rates.

Estimation of Percolation for the Year 2020

In order to evaluate trends in groundwater quality for the

Spokane Valley, estimates of percolation are made for the year 2020.
Calculations are based on projections cf populatlo:,, water use, domestic
sewage production, lawn irrigation, and agricultu-cal irrigation for each
contributing Planning Unit in the Valley. Comparative population figures
are shown in Table 5.

These data show that the population along the flow line assueed
for demonstration purposes will increase by 54 percent over the 1975
level. Furthermore, most of the population growth will be concentrated
in Planning Unit SV-3, whichi, in 1975, was already the primary source of
septic tank effluent (see Table! 4).

Using the projections descri!-ad above and the following esti-
mates of impervious areas for the year 2020, calculations of the annual
water balance and percolation quality values are made for the year 2020.

Impervious Area
Planning Unit for Year 2020, %

SV-3 18
SV-5 4
SV-6 4
SV-7 1
SV--8 2

The year 2020 results are suvmarized in Table 6 for each
Planning Unit. The format of Table 6 is identical to that of Table 4
so changes in any of te variables between 1975 a'id 2020 can readily
be seen. A key assumption in tht: 2020 analysis ", that all sewage con-
tinues to be disposed of 6y meanps of se:)tic tanks; introduction of a
sewerage system in part or all of the Valley would affect" quantities

of septL: tank effluent and, consequently, groundwater quality.

Comparing 2020 conditions in Table 6 with 1975 conditions in
Table 4, the following points can be noted:
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(1) Septic tank effluent increases in all areas and Planning
.4 Unit SV-3 continues as the predominant contributor.

(2) Lawn irrigation increases moderately in all areas except
Planning Unit SV-5.

(3) Agricultural irrigation decreases substantially in all
Planning Units.

(4) Total applied water remains essentially unchanged except
for a small increase in Planning Unit SV-3.

t (5) Percolation increasps mode'ately in Planning Unit SV-3
but changes insignifikantly in other areas.

(6) TDS of percolation remains remarkably constant in all
areas.

The mean salinity and accumulated volume of the percolate at
the end ot the flow line will be 256 mg/l TDS and 41.0 inches, respec-
tively, in 2020; this compares with 248 mg/l and 34.1 inches, respec-
tively, for 1975. Sinilarly, the salt concentration of mixed waters
pumped from a hypothetical well penetrating 20 feet below the water
table at the western portion of the Spokane Valley in 2020 will be 213
mg/i TDS; the comparable 1975 value is 199 mg/l.

Based on a nat.ve groundwatcr quality of 155 mg/l TDS, the
present "hypothetical well quality at 199 mg/l represents an increase

of 28 percent. Similarly, the forecast "hypothetical well" quality in
year 2020 at 213 mg/i represents an increase over native condition of
37 percent. These comparisons suggest that groundwater quality in
Spokane Valley will change relatively slowly during the next 45 years
(1975 to 2020) and that the present day impact of septic tank effluent
-is a significant proportion of the anticipated future impact. Thus,
with a future population increase of 54 percent in Spokane Valley, there
will be ar estimated increase of 32 percent in well water salinity
based on the background level of 155 mg/l in the native groundwater.

Field Verification of Calculated Quality

The foregoing calculations indicate that a substantial amount
of percolation from septic tank effluent and other sources should be
reaching the surface of the native groundwater and that there should be
evidence of this percolate in the form of increased total dissolved
solids above that of the native groundwater. The apparent groundwater
quality should vary with distance westward from the Idaho State Line

and with depth of well penetration below the water table. The scarcity
of water quality data, and particularly tho t. associated with well pene-

tration, makes verification of the analytical results difficult.

There are two sources of recent and synoptic data for water j
quality expressed as TDS. One source is the USGS-EPA program for the

period June 1973 to March 197L. For comparative purposes and correla-
tion with the water table contours developed foT September, the
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sampling of September 1973 is selected. Table 7A lists the wells, the
penetration below the September water table, the TDS (Residue 180*C),
the Spokane County Health District survey covering the period September

1971 through September 1972. The mean TDS for the two September saW-
lings is selected for analysis. The quality data, well penetrations and
distance from the State Line are listed in Table 7B. Well locations
from both sources are shown on Figure K.

The data from Tables 7A and 73 are plotted in Figure JI and
J2 respectively. Note that in both cases, a trend of increasing TDS
with distance westward is apparent. This is in basic agreement with
the foregoing analytical results. A total of four points from Figure J-1
and one point from Figure 3-2 suggest a groundwater TDS of approximately
155 mg/l near the Idaho State Line. Two points from Figure J-2 near the
State Line have very low TDS values, approaching that of Spokane River
water. There is no apparent explanation for these anomalous values
other than extremely deep penetration below the water table. In the
area between 7 miles west of the State Line to the City limits (approxi-

mately 14.3 miles west of the State Line) there are four points from
Figure J-1 and eight points from Figure J-2 that strongly support the
trend of increasing TDS, suggesting a mean value of 215 mg/l at the
City limit. In Figure J-1 there are two wells in the western area with
moderate penetrations of the aquifer that do not follow the trend but
are substantially at State Line TDS values. Again, there is no apparent
explanation for these anomalous salinities.

The well penetration data listed in Table 7-A and 7-B are
plotted beside the well points in Figures 3-1 and J-2. Except for a
tendency for wells with low penetrations to lie above the trend line
and those with high penetrations to lie below the line, no verification
of the effect of well depth can be obtained from these limited field
data.

Independent Field Investigations

General. A group of investigators at Washington State Univer-
sity studied moisture and pollutant movement at selected sites in Spo-
kane Valley during the summer of 1967. Their findings have been pub-
lished (6,7,8) and are of interest because they provide independent
evidence generally supporting the previously described analytic studies.
The following paragraphs briefly summarize the field investigations and
then interpret their results in terms of the analytic work.

Site 1. This site (T25N,R44E,20J) was a nursing home and was
selected as an example of extreme loading of pollutants in the Valley.
Six test holes were drilled in the main sanitary drainfield and three
in a separate laundry drainfield; in addition, two test holes for con-
trol were drilled nearby. Hole depths ranged from 41 to 66 feet, while
the water table was at a depth of 125 feet. Soil samples were collected
at 5 to 10 foot intervals and were analyzed for total coliforms, fecal
coliforms, enterococci, moisture, chloride, nitrate, detergents, and
particle size distribution.

The sample results indicated that bacteria were rapidly
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removed in the upper soil layers and that low and relatively uniform
values of chloride, nitrate, and detergents were present. Moisture con-
tents were also generally low.

K Of particular interest to this study are the salinity measure- 1

ments reported under the sanitary drain field. In all test holes the
chloride ion concentrations found below the top ten feet, that is below
the zone of high moisture, are consistently low, never exceeding 10

ug/g* of soil, with most being less than 5,uglg. The fact that the
-i highest concentrations are associated with the highest moisture contents

indicates that salts are in the dissolved form rather than as precipi-

tated deposits. The low salt concentrations must result because they
are being constantly flushed out rather than being left behind by evapo-

transpiration.

The following calculations are made to demonstrate these in-
terpretations:

(1) A typical value for the per capita chloride increment to
sanitary sewage is 0.035 pounds per day. For the 100
occupants of the nursing home this totals 3.5 pounds pzr
day or 1,278 pounds per year. If this quantity of chlo-
ride for one year were held by evapotranspiration in a
soil prism 100 feet square, centered on the 40 foot
square drainfield, and extending to the depth of the
borings at 60 feet, it would appear as a concentration
of approximately 17.5,*ig/g. In 1967 the drain field had
been operating at least 10 years, by which time totalchloride would have a concentration of 175 pg/g. These !
values are 10 and 100 times, respectively, more than the

measured values.

It is of interest to calculate the zone of soil influence
that would have to be involved to lower the mean concen-
tration of 10 years deposiuion to 2.5 )g/g, which is the
order of magnitude of the mean observed chloride con-
centration. The prism of soil would have to weigh 5,110
million pounds and have dimensions 842 feet square by 60
feet deep, or 584 feet square and 125 feet deep, extend-
ing to the water table. The potential for flows from a
40 foot square drainfield to permeate such extensive
volumes is very small.

(2) Similarly, if a typical value for chloride ion increment
due to domestic use of 40 mg/l is selected and the naLive
groundwater is assumed to have 1.5 mg/l, then the total
drainfield effluent quality would be 41.5 mg/l. Taking,

ug/g -micrograms per gram.
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for example, the observed moisture of approximately 
2.5%

by weight at 40 foot depth (in Role No. CH-5), 
the com-

puted chloride content of the soil, assuming this mois

ture to be drainficld percolate at 41.5 mg/i, 
is 1.04

,Sgfg. This compar;:s with a measured value of 2jugfg.

Similrly, the mean for all observed 
moistures is 4.06%

in Hole No. CN-1; the computed chloride content is

1.68,ug/g and the mean of the observed 
chlorides is 2.6

ug/g. These results indicate 
that the observed chloride

concentrations in the soil moisture 
are about twice that

expected of drainfield effluent. 
This suggests that

about half of the drainfield moisture 
is traveling with

all of its salt content and 
that there is no significant

salt accumulation in the soil.

Site 2. This site (T25N,R44E,26N) was 
a dairy and was selected

on the basis that it should have 
the highest pollution of this 

type in

the Valley. Two test holes were drilled 
in the loafing area and one 

at

a waste disposal site; in addition, a test hole was 
drilled in a nearby

area for control. Hole depths ranged from 51 to 
71 feet, while the

water table was at a depth of 
90 feet. Soil sampling and analysis pro-

cedures were identical to those 
at Site 1.

Sample results showed 
that bacteria were again 

rapidly removed

in the upper soil layers. Chloride and nitrate were higher 
than at Site

1, but were still low and relatively 
uniform. Detergent analyses were

negative; however, the tests 
were not considered conclusive.

Site 3. This site (T25N,R45E,JA) was a trailer park 
servicing

six mobile homes; the pollution 
loading here was relatively light.

Three test holes were drilled 
in the drainfield, which was 

adjacent to

the Spokane River. Hole depths ranged from 31 to 
43 feet, while the

water table was at a depth of 45 feet. 
Soil sampling and analysis

procedures were as before.

Sample results showed no bacteria 
below 6 feet; low and rela-

tively uniform values of chloride, 
nitrate, detergents, and moisture

were again observed, showing 
no evidence of salt accumulation.

Site 4. This site (T25N,R43E,14E) 
was located on the west

side of a gravel quarry. Three test holes were drilled 
here as control

holes for the drainfield study 
of the Valley. Hole depths pen(trated

to the water table at 67 feet. 
Soil sampling and analysis procedures

were as before.

Sample results showed only one 
positive bacterial determina-

tion, negligible nitrate, and 
relatively uniform chloride values 

com- i

parable to those found under 
drainfields in the Valley. 

Moisture con-

tents again were low and relatively 
uniform.
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Control borings had been made previously at both the nursing

home and the dairy. In both cases, the chloride concentrations were

found to be negligibly small. At the quarry site control borings, how-

ever, significant chlorides were found, the mean value for the two holes
below 10 feet being 2.75 ag/g. This is the same magnitude as found
under the two drainfields. The variability was extreme, for example,
going from 5.51 ug/g at 51 feet to 0.63 )g/g at 61 feet. These results

appear to be anomolous and are judged to not represent control condi-

tions; past quarry operations which recycle wash waters into the quarry

may have caused this condition.

Summary. Review of the studies by the Washington State Univer-

sity investigators indicates that their observed results are in basic

agreement with the previously described analytic work. Specifically,

chloride and nitrate oncentrations in soils below septic tank drain-
fields were found to be generally low. With a net annual downward

A, transport of septic tank effluent, precipitation, and irrigation waters,
as computed herein, salt concentrations should remain low because of the
leaching action of the percolating water moving to the water table.

Ril Recommendations for Further Investigations

The analytic studies on groundwater quality are verified to
a limited extent by available data as shown in Figure 3 and also by the
earlier work of the Washington State University Investigators (6,7,8).
It would be desirable, however, to confirm and to extend these findings
by additional field investigations. The purpose of the additional work
would be to:

(1) Define more comprehensively the down-valley changes in
groundwater quality.

(2) Obtain information on the variation in groundwater qual-
ity as a function of depth of penetration of wells.

(3) Provide a firmer foundation for future projections of
groundwater quality and for wastewater management plan-
ning.

A field program should as a minimum consist of a series of
well and water quality measurements along the flow line sketched in
Figure K. Weils should be selected where it is possible to ascertain
the following facts:

(1) Depth of water table at time of sampling.

(2) Depth of well and its penetration into the groundwater

at the time of sampling.

(3) Location and size of openings in the well casing through
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which groundwater enters the well.

(4) Elevation of the pump suction relative to the water table
at time of sampling.

(5) Pumping rate at the time of sampling.

Where large diameter dug wells are available, it would be most
useful to collect samples under quiescent conditions at various depths
in the aquifer without pumping.

For each well sampled a complete physical.description should
be obtained in accordance with the above listing. The water quality
sampling should, as a minimum, cover the following parameters:

(1) Temperature

(2) Conductivity, or total dissolved solids -

(3) Chlorides

(4) Nitrate nitrogen t
(5) Detergents

(6) Fecal coliform

It is recommended that the above described field investiga-
tional program be undertaken as soon as possible so that a more complete
verification of the analytical results presented in this report can be
achieved.
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TABLE 3
Normal Ranges of Increases in Inorganic Salts in Domestic Sewage (3)

Mineral Mineral range (mg/i)

Dissolved solids 100 - 300

Boron (B) 0.1 - 0.4

Sodium (Na) 40 - 70

Potassium (K) 7 -. 15

Magnesium (Mg) 3 - 6

Calcium (Ca) 6 - 16

Total Nitrogen (NO3) 20 - 40

Phosphate (PO4) 20 - 40

Sulfate (SO4 ) 15 - 30

Chloride (Cl) 20 - 50

Alkalinity (as CaCO3) 100 - 150

I3
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TABLE 4
Summary of Annual Water Balance and Percolation Quality Values

for Spokane Valley Planning Units at Present (1975)

Planning Unit _

SV3 SV5 SV6 SV7 SV8

Mean Annual Precipitation,
in. 19.5 21.j 21.0 22.0 22.0

Septic Tank Effluent, in. 3.95 0.74 0.70 0.16 0.16

Lawn Irrigation, in. 8.05 6.06 2.26 0.98 1.67

Agricultural Irrigation,
in. 0.72 7.27 6.44 5.67 5.19

Total Applied Water, in. 32.22 33.07 30.40 28.81 29.09

Percolation, in./yr. 11.11 10.91 8.47 8.16 8.24

Flow Length, ft. 37,300 7,700 4,000 18,000 12,600

Flow Line Percolation, in. 18.1. 3.66 1.48 6.38 4.51

TDS of Percolation, mg/l 302 240 222 162 165

R;
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TABLE 5
Population Trends in Spokane Valley

Planning Unit 1975 Population 2020 Population

SV-3 30,000 43,800

SV-5 2,000 3,267U

SV-6 1,000 1,575

SV-7 1,900 3,560

SV-8 2,300 5,190

ITotal 37,200 57,392A
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TABLE 6
Summary of Annual Water Balance and Percolation Quality Values

for Spokane Valley Planning Units at Year 2020

_ _ Planning Unit

SV3 SV5 SV6 SV7 SV8

Mean Annual
Precipitation, in. 19.5 21.0 21.0 22.0 22.0

Septic Tank Effluent, in. 6.34 1.31 1.07 0.36 0.48

Lawn Irrigation, in. 10.09 4.60 ,2.95 1.72 2.54

Agricultural Irrigation, in. 0.21 4.71 2.99 4.75 3.33

Total Applied Water, in. 36.14 31.62 28.01 28.83 28.35

Percolation, in./yr. 15.39 9.42 8.09 8.68 8.31

Flow Length, ft. 37,500 7,700 4,000 18,000 12,600

Flow Line Percolation, in. 25.1 3.16 1.41 6.79 4.55

TDS of Percolation, mg/l 304 239 200 160 162
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TABLh 7A
SELECTED GROUNDWAPER QUALITY AND
WELL DATA FOR SPOKAIa& VALLEY

SEPTMBER 1973

Well Penetra- Distance from
Well tion below TDS, Idaho State
Location Water Table, ft. Line, mi.

26/45, 36Q -3 155 0.7
26/4,5, 36N1 23 158 1.1

26/45, 35F1 117 151 1.8

25/45, 15D1 75 157 3 1

25/44, iJ 77 160 6.9

25/44, 2Q1 45 174 7.6

25/44, 7c 31 206 11.9

25/44, 18D1 42 193 12.1

25/44, 19D1 8 206 12.1

25/43, 13A1 41 170 12.3

25/43, 14K1 31 152 13.6

*Source USGS-EPA Program measurcd on September 25-26, 1973.
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TABLE 7B
SELECTED GROUNLWATER QUALITY AND

WELL DATA FOR SPOKANE VALLEY
SEPTEMBER 1971-72

Well Penetra- Distance from
Well tior. below TDS, Idaho State
Location Water Table, ft. m/*Line, mi.

26/46, 31M 110 120 0.2

25/45, 15DI 75 155 3.1

25/45, 18R 130 105 5.5

25/44, 26L1'- 0-32** 195 7.8

25/44, 27E1 63 164 9.3

25/44, 16E1 28 174 10.2

25/44, 29A1 5-26** 206 10.5

25/43, 12H1 35 210 12.3

25/43, 24L 9 216 12.8

25/43, 23A1 80 182 13.3

25/43, 23A2 74 196 13.3

*Source: Spokane County Health District
Mean values for September 1971 and 1972 computed from r ited
conductivity using a factor of 0.56.

f **Perforated casing.
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